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”And be tamed fire which, like some beast of prey.
Most terrible, but lovely, played beneath
The froiln of man; and tortured to his will
Iron and gold, the slaves and signs of power.
And gems and poisons, and all subtlest forms
Hidden beneath the mountains and the waves.
Ke gave man speech, andc^speech created thought,
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! Sophomoric and academic minds seem to be at one in believing
that this is an age of meaningless confusion. But the panaceas sug-
gested by the undisciplined and misinformed apostles of Ifeicurus^ on
the one hand^and^the soldiers of Aristotle^ on the other, are totally
different. For the lost generation of the last decade and the defeated





a cynical attitude to it; althou^ perhaps more properly speaking,
.j
cynical - smartness - the attitude itself - has become the god; but the
confusion must remain so that there will be something about which to be
||
cynical. Unfortunately there are no theologians left to lead the
pseudo-Epicureans out of this speculative and verbal labyrinth into the
clean air of spiritual nothingness. As a consequence, periodic inebria-'
tion is the antidote to a too muddled and steady preoccupation with
II
cynicism.




solution. They would have us revert to the standards of Periclean
I
I
Greece and devote ourselves to a. pursuit of reason - as if it were any
,|
! more feasible to choose arbitrarily a working philosophy, especially,
j; as I shall show later, one that has no part in us, than it would be for
I
a man to choo se a wife from a group of eligible females he has entrapped !
I
j
after a sedulous htinting expedition. Failing to inspire their charges
I
I
with the Nicomachean Ethics
.








|i tion of man's doom. This intellectual melancholy is no less absurd
^
j
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The reason for the ineffectiveness of both attitudes is that
neither group ha,s done much in the way of investigating the cause of
the modern malady; ejid to atten^t a cure without a diagnosis is as
futile in sociology as it is in medicine. To be sure, critics like
Jos^h Wood Krutch, Walter Lippmann^and Robert Shafer point to the rise
of science with the resultant blast l-Hf of the old faith and to the war;
while Irving Babbitt used Rousseau as his scapegoat just as the American
Legion uses Russia. But none of these social doctors has taken a world
view substantiated by a con^rehensive knowledge of world history. Each
has made a superficial survey of the world's gloomy condition 3.nd then
proceeded to point the finger of classical scorn at his pet modern an-
tipathy. Scapegoatism is as bad a disease as the disease studied; in
fact, the two may be regarded as one and the same thing - products of
the modern temper which is itself the disease.
Spengler may be regarded as at least a point of departure
from this vicious circle. Although the conclusion of [The Decline of
the West is pessimistic, his method of interpreting world history therein
is invaluable; for it gives a key to an understanding of all modern
creative thinking found in the hopeful writings of Bergson, Jung, Lewis
Itonford and John Dewey, who see a way out of the modern dilemma.
Furthermore, his correlating edl the arts to life furnishes a sound




purpose of this bqcfe to show how life throu^ modem philosophy may be
evaluated in terms of modem art. I have chosen the modern American
novel as an e3!:an5)le of what art can and does do to clarify life - to
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If we rea,d^history of a civilization in terms of its repre-
I
I
senting mental growth, or at least change, we discover that, like
I
hinnan biography, it may be divided loosely into three stages;
I
I





In the primitive phase, as Frazer* points out, man lives |i
;
p




ciple of the association of ideas - the principle that like produces
;
j
like. For example, thunder is associated with rain and is regarded '
I
i| as a cause of it; hence by imitating the sound of thunder rain, neces- i
II
II
sary for crops, rh’AU be produced; or power is associated with some
il
}! divine being whose touch is capable of endowing the suppliant with his I
li
ii j'
' power. The child's belief in fairy stories, wherein the magic charm
||
!
is a transfer of occult power from the possessor to the receiver by
i
I touchy is obviously analagous to the primitive's faith. Thus does the
i
j
raw mind instinctively find a raea.ning in life throu^ a vague identifi-
I cation with destiny. Thus does a cosmic religion arise.
i
I
I' In the second phase of human development ideas evolved in
' the first uhase become codified - a tradition is set up that is based ji
ll
on an elaborate system of classification. Priests arise who possess
I
an exclusive ri^t and inherent capacity to interpret the code, as it I
i
becomes more and more esoteric. This is a moral religion as distin-
guished from the cosmic religion of the earlier period. Analagous to
!l
II
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"
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it is youth's "blind faith in religious dogma at the age of pu'berty.
Finally it is discovered that the dogmas no longer work;
that the association of ideas ("but significantly not the idea of
association) was false; and true science is bom, - just as the in-
dividual, if he is fortunate enough to mature, achieves an intellectual
mastery of life. Frazer sums up the whole process very aptly as
follows; the order on which magic reckons is merely an extension
by analogy of the order in which ideas present themselves to our minds;
the order laid down by science is derived from patient and exact observa-
tion of the phenomena themselves.” *
Thus true science is simply a correct understanding of the
principle of the association of ideas. A misapplication of the la,w
of causality is replaced by a correct application of it.
Frazer, being^a scientific turn of mind with a natural nine-
teenth-century faith in the social implications of science, is optimis-
tic. Spengler, a poet a,nd mystic, viewing this rise of intellectualism
in Western history, is pessimistic. The tendency of Western growth
from an implicit , naive faith in and feeling of destiny - a faith that
produced the great art of the f^iddle Ages and the Renaissa.nce - to a
belief in causality is to him an inevitable^ thou^ decadent^ tendency,
Spengler says,**”He who comprehends the li^t-world that is before his
eyes not physiognoraically but systematically, and makes it intellectually
his own by the methods of causal experience, must necessarily in the end
come to believe that every thing can be understood by reference to cause
and effect - that there is no secret and no inner directedness. He,
on the other hand, who as G-oethe did - a.nd for that matter as everyone
•(7) p.^TS
*• (:2) W-. T p.ixB
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J 4
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x'jT/c*i7i to yof:o£uX'?X odT .oXtaxYXsaoq aX t.yoXaX.o.
.rYoXao^ r.
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.'.
.' ons/yxiet 309f) lihx'or-tf ^oXoovIyoxxx xi.'*- cujX oi ai xj-;:3~ox’ nx ta^^ou
3xd o-otod at xX odX aXnaria-rrr^ro onw 9t*'«^aY^2 yoX^zW'-^
XI"".foo:.Xo^nf x: 300'<'.r:i bn'. .ylL'olSsit-e^sx" YHooironsoxar/fr jcn
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9c/:.30 oi eoneyots'i ^a' tooX^rYoimr od .—.a -nXdX X.-siiX oYoXXod oX
9noo
9H .aaoxt-toXoo'ci t yonnx fjztn Xayooa orr aX oyorfi X^fiX
- Xo-ot^o > a/
3/rovyrY3 3;>. loXXfYX XRdX -ot bn.r, - Xiio ariXoofi an od'v ,to.i ysdXo odX n:
does in nine out of ten of his waking moments - lets the impressions
of the world about him work merely upon his senses, absorbs these
in^ressions as a whole, feels the become in its becoming.”
That is, feels destiny in process rather than as a thing cold and
solidified, lacking the vitality of a created product.
This intellectual ism of Western man, which Snengler views so
II
cynically, he symbolizes in the term "Faustian soul". It is as a !
result of the effort of this soul to realize itself by thrusting out
its chest till its morally-restraining buttons have broken, that capi-
talism with all its attendant -unsolvable social problems has arisen
and is falling. Intellect, in the service of scientific invention,
|





But whereas Spengler may be regarded as a pessimistic repre- |l
I k
sentative of positive intellect-ualisra, Irving Babbitt, representing
the acaAeraic humanists, may be interpreted as an optimistic represen-
'
I
tative of negative intellectualism. Babbitt and his school would have I
,1
us use intellect to restrain the scientific exploitation of ethical man.
j
J
The will has been too greatly preoccupied with material anquisition and
i
has been encouraged in its efforts by romantic humanitarians who have
|
I
erroneously assumed,fir3 t, that material inrorovement is a good thing for !
society, and second, that it can be accomplished. The ultimate value
|
|i
of material prosperity for adl without a concomitant growth of spitit-
||
uality is, of course, dubious. But what contributes to the Humanist i
spirituality is of negative, if not of dubious, value also. The
j
i
"^ood life" to him is simply the Stoic life. To refrain rather than to del
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or than to Imve experience, is to he good. Snch a doctrine precludes
the principle of growth and an •understanding of its processes. As
w
Mumford says, " it puts a premium on the fixation of senility”
and life becomes simply a matter of "st'udious and edifying negations”;
and "if living well were only a matter of restraint a chronic in-
valid would be the supreme type of an ethical personality”.
Moreover, for our models in thinking and conduct the Humanists
would have us revert to the Greeks. Hot only is such a procedure im-
possible, as I have already indicated and as I shall further demonstrate
later, but in principle it is like the mechanists - the difference being
that in the case of the former, as Mumford points out,* an adjustment
to our present mechanistic environment is called for, while in the case
of the latter an adjustment to a past environment is demanded. And
there is no f'undamental distinction between making a fetish of morality ''
and a fetish of the ma-chine. Yet, withal, the Humanists point to me-
chanism as the root of all evil.
To Spengler mechanism is a force that cannot be stopped; it is
j
the prime substance of modern Western destiny. And like the mechanists
he believes that the best that the individual can do to meet it - to
I
avoid being crushed by it - is to adjust himself to it; in short, get i
aboard the band wagon with Hitler and ride to one's doom gloriously.
To Babbitt mechanism is a force that must be stopped by an effort of will.i
I
Man's intellectual goodness must restrain an intellectual selfishness >
born of Western science. Both philosphies are futilitarian - the one
jj
for its emphasis on cynical resignation; the other for its emphasis on
negative intellectioalism. And both leave out of the picture the il
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emotional and creative side of human nature. In a synthesis of this
i
i with intellect there is a solution. Mumford says * that "the proper way









as weld an apparatus for the regulation of his utilities." This mi^t |
-»•*
' be termed an organic way of life and is further clarified as follows;
l|
jj
"The real problem of life both for men and societies is to keep the or-
,
i;








newal may continually take place."
I What I choose to call intuition! sm stuns up in a word what j
! !
I
Mumford says. And it is with intuitionisra, neglected both by Spengler '
I I
|i and the Humanists, with which I am concerned. But before expounding '
I
j
this philosophy and showing its correlation with modern art, it will be









Spengler has admirably expatiated on it, so I turn to him as a source of
i
•
1 exolanation and also as a means of clarification, of Western history up
j
' to what might be termed the flowering of this new ,-,esthetic.
' In The Decl ine of the West Spengler attempts an objective
j
interpretation of cultures. ITaturally such an aim is impossible of
I
complete fulfillment because any historical interpreter is limited in
I
I
perspective by his own time, place^and personality. Furthermore, as
Spengler himself shows, life is in b, constant process of change (in fact^
this theory is the very kernel of his thesis expressed by the term becomi
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consequently, while a given moment is being investigated^ its full mean-
ing must include its relation to preceding aud succeeding moments, and
it would be a superhuman mind that could record the full significance of
the elusive, original moment. Spengler is therefore limited by the
very nature of the life process he is attempting to explain. But he
is no more limited than any modem scientist who is aware of the actual-
ity of relativity. The best that science can do is render an approximate
account of a moment which when withdrawn from its milieu loses some of
its functional character and becomes a static entity and therefore some-
thing different from what it originally was. But even an approximate
account is valuable in that it gives some hint as to the meaning of life
in constant flux; and the very fact of being aware of the flux makes the
findings more significant, more real, than those of the G-reek scientist^
who was satisfied that life was made up of a series of static, unrelated
moments and that it tended toward a state of simple and complete stati-
cism as it became more perfect. Moreover, the skepticism of the modern
thinker, which arises from an awareness of the elusiveness of life, is a
more healthy attitude since it permits a flexible interpretation - a con-
stant readjustment of standards to meet the demands of new discoveries,
than the passive, teleological attitude of the Grreeks, who were caugjit
short and were absorbed by Horae when their naive, inadequate philosophy
failed them - just as modern traditionadists, both religious and philoso-
phic, have been caught short with respect to the inadequacy of Aristo-
telean logic.

Spengler, as I have already suggested, has thrown some lig^t on
the nature of Western intellectual development - a factor which gives a
clue to the understa-nding of the modern problem. According to his
thesis each civilization has its own rise, decline, and fall. Each
civilization is characterized by its peculiar soul or spirit^ which is '
constantly attempting to assert itself, first in an instinctive, naive
way; then in a half-conscious creative way when it flowers; finally in
a fully conscious, imitative, mechanistic and intellectual way as it
i
declines. And each civilization has its own prime symbol which is man-
ifested in all its activities - scientific, artistic, economic, political,
etc. It is to the discovery of the prime symbols of the Arabian, Greek^
j













zations as evidenced in the friction between the aca.demicians and the j‘
ji
modern scientists, I shall deal ui l, Jg-ift with only those two cul- i
r
'
i tures and let Spengler define them:*
I
"Henceforth we shall designate the soul of the classical cul- il
i i!
ture, which chose the sensuously-present individual body as the ideal
' :i
type of the extended by the name ... of the Apollinian. In opposition
to it we have the Faustian soul, whose prime symbol is pure and limitless
J
j
space, and whose "body" is the Western culture that blossomed forth with ''
the birth of Romanesque style in the tenth century The nude statue '
(
: is Apollinian, the art of the figure Faustian. Apollinian are: mechan-
I
! ical statics, the sensuous cult of the Olympian gods, the politically
j
individual city-states of Greece, the doom of Oedipus and the phallus
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symbol. Faustian are: Galilean dynamics, Catholic and Protestant dog- i
i
matics, the great dynasties of the Baroque with their cabinet diplomacy,
the destiny of Lear and the Madonna-ideal from Dante's Beatrice to the
last line of Faust II. The painting that defines individual body by
contours is Apollinian, that which forms space by means of light and shade!
!
is Faustian ... (The italics are mine.^ The Apollinian existence is
!
that of the Greek who describes his ego as soma and who lacks all idea
j
of an inner development and therefore all real history, inward end out-
ward; the Faustian is an existence which is led with a deep conscious-
ness and introspection of the ego, and a resolutely personal culture
evidenced in memoirs, reflections, retrospects and prospects and conscienc li.
Spengler goes on to show that Greek culture, originating with
a concern with the physical bodily present as expressed in the Archaic
Apollo statues, developed until it reached its zenith in the Periclean
perfection of the god statue and declined with the imitative and decadentl^
effaninate statue of the late Hellenistic period. Rome, he maintains,
simply carried on the imitative tendency, until^having e:q)ressed all the
potentiality of the Greco-Roman soul
,
weakened and let in the barbarian
A
hordes.
Faustian or Western culture originated, not with a concern
1 with the physical, limited present, but with the imaginative, infinite
I i
I
future, which implies a time-l^sense and expressed itself in <Ul architec-
i ture, which, as distinguished from Greek architecture which was bound to
ji I
the ground by the use of post and lintel, was projected into infinite
space through the use of the arch and reached its peak in the Gothic
ij
ii
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-ocilrlryic Ki^ Itoaii UQaoo'iqxo X)«G ooijax/fGoriX a soiicml rf-jirfw ..jixxjJJ?
c. X ixti/orf a-'.7f /•.'oxar/ s'iJXuOsXXx'o'r.e :Xs->’iv njo'i't dodBl^j^alisid sa .xbXrlw .-o'lxxX
oX/xyi:;Ti oXxri X:0 Xor>(,OTcr ax-v/ .leXrrl'X Xeaq lo OBif oii* qd" Xjnxxoito ».o.rfX
oX'‘#'->C 3;fX -:X :boq nil J&arfoso'T fcrrR dotP orfX lo eax;- oXvJ asxroirfX 90.000
•/J
9 .
Cathedral. The Renaissance was simply a furthering of this Gothic
spirit, the reversion to Greek standards being merely a futile effort
to discover new possibilities of expression - the Gothic supply of
the soul *3ai^^:*spent itself. And thethem having been exhausted -
classical accretions are^ to Spengler^ only pseudc^’norphs, which have
no more relation to the indigenous nature of Western man than have
Aristotelean ethics, which the Humanists are trying to revive today.
And the urge to use these " s is simply a sign of decay since
they border on the imitative and unreal.
Another Spenglerian symbol of the Western soul is infinitesi-
mal calculus, which irrplies a preoccupation with motion, function, and
,
time as distinguished from the Greek preoccupation with the static rj
and space: that is, to the Greek a straight line was the shortest dis-
tance between two points. To the Western mathematician the points
bear only a functional relationship to each other, and the primary
concern is with the time it takes to move from one constantly fluctu-
ating point to the other. To show how alien irrational numbers were
to the Greek soul Spengler points to a "significant late-Greek legend,
|
according to which the man who first published the hidden mystery of
the irrational perished by shipwreck ‘for the unspeakable and formless
i
must be left hidden forever.’" * The fraction, of course, suggests
the infinite and the Greeks would have none of it. That which could
not be corralled and bound in a nice geometric figure or expressed by
rational numbers was simply tobooed or at least was outre.^ On the
other hand^ the infinite possibilities of calculus and irrational num-
bers as a symbolic expression of the infinitely discoverable is a
|
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ofriJt D lo TVri'seaJ'U'?. n c.nT.' eorr^asijsnsH oxlT .X^i•r^>e.'^^nD
J'tcl'ts elict'i'i j3 v;l9'ror: ^ioc ?;f'<'r.zLfC'^^a jfsa'tC c* ncis’rov^^ 'itJ
Ic vXqc^a oxfiXo-D er - rtOxaaaiqxs lo aox liJI'diccoq ^-9.1 'lovooeil) o^
9d^^ jqxiA
^ V Afi
^xisqa Xxroa 9xfJ jje^ax/vvlxe naad g.xriv.9r{ msdX
yvx^:{ iizL!\~^ ,3dr*ro,'— cliti^acr v [_qo ^-i^XsiisqS aaoid’eTooB Lp.Oins&Lz
sv/jd xr.9xiX ir*i'ois9?/ lo s’isj^pcx axjxtns^ifxri add’ rcoid’isXsi siom on
QvXvGi oi 2;iTX'\i*rj a'io siainjsuni.'K odc^ finish taoiii^a rrnoIo^od'el'rA
ooiiia 'Ano9‘‘ Ic ix^xs 9 \,Iqrri:e ai arkfbmoLL'BV.q eear'^ sax o^ ed«j XnA
. ’-39*rxar i)/i9 aviipiimi. eda no rob’iod \9t'J
l?.o*.ta.i'hri. si Ixxcs nioieoW sciS lo £oo"c^<i nx’i'rsXgn^^'lS 'xedrfoxiA
X'r.:- .rrox^oxn/l .rtolJ’om r{.:xr noxdexxixoooa'cq x? ao^Xqirfi rloid"' , RtrXixoXno Xsfrt
oxdc-i’; sflc dii'.v noi J.9qxxoooe''q 3f&9i0 srio frorr'i l>©xisii,7XAii8iJb 39 sorii
-sib ^sob^cc'iz ydcf er'W' orriX Xrf^^xxj-xd’a xt riaef^i adX oj ,ai '.so^rq m.’.
sX/ii'jq or.X :tPioiinp.3ndsm xi'isXeeTi' sdi oT .'’r’xiioq owj nsawcl'ecf aonsJ’
\/xxv.’Ti'x:f oxi^ one .lodJo xro^w oi rirfsrroi j.^Iai Incoi^ojuxl r \lao tnaef
-nvorl'i vXinGisrtoo axic mOT:* ©von oi a^zic,^ lx snril aril dliw si irvoxjixoo
svev; a'i^Jraj-rr Xofiorl°‘i'':i rraiJn wod trode oT .'tarilo erfl ol Irtior
,X’ii©^cX '''oe-rC-alx^X lu.ftoi']:xn.'ii.3" a ol atnxcq isXsjnaco Xxroa dao'xX; c-:'i o;j-
lo v'iol3'i,;;.',T aaMjid oxl bedai. Sdsm Isvix or> fia :i ex'! rioxxirr cJ vx'il.'iooo.o
2C‘’I,Tro« fr:.': aXcf.GOl^soqsx::; ofil ';:c. jl^"’ ^Too'xwcirra ’(d fodcLToq .’I'^'xtx odl
f^^aix.co lo .nciloG'i'i edT * ” ' . Vij voiol nawnid I'^ol )cf Ir.'xn
BXin-o -’oiij'w laril
. II 'to aiton avjjxl i>IxiOiv o>'eorC' aril f>n.o slxnx-ni ad:'
vd Baasa'rqxa 'xo oiilof.ioag aoxxi 3 ni LxLtrocf X)fr-. XoXXx^iioo od Ion
oxi'o ;;v .a-xxxfo 3«w Jf^^sX I.0 10 beootfoi vXqcia s.w eiediurn X.^rto tloi
-rum X".ncilr.'rri .6xr.o aixIx'nXno lo aailiXicflsacfT alinxini axil ^Xm-od ‘xexflo










All this infinite intellectual exploring of the Faustian soul 'i
has, of course, made life extremely complex. It has caused life to get
I'
‘I




jl sequence, they tend to expire almost as soon as they are established.
[i




jl to destroy us spiritually.
ii
j:
What is the answer? Return to the "old ways” for which the
I
traditionalists long? This view, thoTi^ unpractical, is understandable. I-
li
jl




force of modern life’s complexity and has sought solace in a vicarious
|




l! they are conprehensible, they seem usable. But that is what Demosthenes
ij
|i thoTight, and the force of emergent life with which he could not cope
ij crushed him. G-reek destiny was embodied in the fear of the supremac;/ of
j! the barbarous communities outside the little Greek world, bound by its





foreign element, as proposed by Isocrates, with a resultant natural emer-
I
.
gence of a unified yet flexible state was anathema to the stolid Demos-
j
thenes as well as to the Greek people in general. Thus Greece was forced




* Critics of Spengler’s theory of the discontinuity of cultures point to
our use of Greek mathematics and physics today, but Spengler insists that
such use is outward, not inward, possession - outward as a thing learned
and used, not as a thing felt and expressed . Oar using arithmetic, then,
for notation would be sinply a pseudomorph. Just where use stops and
expression begins (and vice versa) is a problem that has challenged criti-
cal minds for many years; but even if it ca.n be proved that Greek, Roman,
and Western eivi-l^zaTibag^epresent a ^ontihubus line hf development, the
essential thing,—.what our recent development has tended toward__is the
matter of real import^ and it is the thing of which Spengler gives us at
least a partiad picture.
1
oir'JoO sjSj Ic eH^ a.'iw aj2 Jsxrt .Tfed’eoW aj/mlfaffo
Iircs ori^ lo -^iiolrxe lajLioells^ni &Jianai airf^ IJA
&lxX jbQBXfiio a/yl jl .xeXcsioo YXanjsijxo ^l;il sj&m .eaiiroo lo ,asxi
-aoo s 8X5 Xfi« ,aoi;Tf>voo3ifi iiro Bxrxjfetf s-'X axtoi^xrtid'Roi tJsO .atr lo hsedn
.bodaildsitao stjs 8X5 rcoog 3=: ^8omXi? siXqxe od bm^ .eonsirpoe
fiobne^ ,>;IXfli*r8d’f5fl! 90irx3vX).c ocf atr bsssii^o asd xfolrfw
,
iosXXedfrri xi/o sjxrf sxfriT
.•^XXjE5ii:fi'iiq;s atx •^oid'aoX ot
a:ls xictin'n lol 6Xo*^ ejXi oi cn.s/i&E Ttew^rts orfX ai inriW
.sXcffiXa/’.ia'saliKJCx ai , Xxv&f ioBiqaxr ^gxroxi^ .ttsIv aXifT Ts^^^^X siJaiXfinoi^iXa'icj-
grciinXaiiwrrovo sifcf x^ bed'i^vrdi ao^d -ledio lO erii oiucs i/? s&d sntA^isva
3i,'’0X'iBofv s ni 99cXo3 3JSff Xwrs -^sitixeXqjCEoo e’olxX ctaljOfli lo eoiol
sonia bstfs '.bO'd'iOTf ov.^X e'^svr i>Io oxfT .ie^q alqcKla rfvXw HOxljscTxoo'O'rq;
aacari^EOHRjG iad^: ai d’P'xfJ J-x/S -eXrf^iai/ moea '^sriX .©Xa'Xsnsx^s'rnsroo a-ia xoii:j
9qco ^Oii-Xijjco e«t rIoXdw rfifXw a'iiX ixiojitsfite lo ao'xol srttf Xnijfi ,^ri:sxjOiii
lo xs-^’'®9'rc?fe orfX lo i«ol on't al bethodmo snvr s/oo’iC .nitd hf^dcirio
stl X/Tirrod’ ,XX'zOw i^es'X'O oX^Xil eii:^ oMsisJO aeitixjjinraoo axjOTexi'iM osii
aid^ djxvr IfAxrXiB’xs aaXq A Xjertai^Xq-y.XXBfiOxXjS'T
-i9n9 Xs'rxrX'sxr ta^ziLnso'z Si rfXxw ,a8 ,^.-s*£008 l ytf bouoqp’ic as .IxtsrtsXo xigio'xol
-acnfiCt oxfq .5noAitxjf'X5- sxiw oiei?. oXcfxxsXl Baxlimr a Iffl soxjss
' Si
; I
Xoo'tol ejnw ©oofttO 3XrdT nx eXqqoq jfco'xi: orii oJ aa Xlaw ao aoned:^





od’ iuicq eo'ixxdlxxo lo yjix/£rxXaoosiJ& adS lo yTiosjrf^ a'taX^rfaqB lo aoiii'fO *
aislaai 'loXs^ac^B dxrcf coiarilq; Xxrs 3cid'>'ffl9jrfisri rXa&'xC lo eexr ix;o
borrxfzaS p bjs drxpvJi/o - aolas&aaoq .b'xawtX ^on .X'XAwtxrO ci ecxr oatfia
.xiorid’ .oxloxrrfdli^qjirXsjcr ixjO .Xioa ss^rcpce Xio® ilol sfixxfd’ b a-a Jon i>a^
bits aqO'fa oex/ e'rsrrw ^QjxL . rlq'io.-aoXx aaq a yXqnrXa fttX XXiXO'r' fioXdxivOxt -lol
-xiX'xo a;5x{ Xarfd jmsXxTonq .it- si {.'JS'iev eoiv bitet) scl^od ffoiaao'ifrxe
.xtaxcoS ,3fe8i0 d^arid bsvoiq ocT Xf-so vX li^cove dXJ'tf ;i':x5gy yrrac? xol sba/.m X*5o
M-d
,
"lo i&dH^ exT6jj!a' ' {^jfo;3 j.g9so xq^’x g.t 'oxg-iBg.'ff‘XV .! a ' s*fyj'5'^y'-a^
sjiXv’ a.L-,.5'rBvrad XeXaod an^X dxceflrqoJ9vax> daoneT: •xxro dadv.-^saXxfd XxsidrfQSRa
da air aavxs i9X;?/t9q2 rioirfvr lo j^xxfd a/fd RX dx ba^^S'xoqati Ise't lo leddm





To change the way of life arbitrarily by the adoption of outworn
ji
|1 standa,rds is futile. It must always be remembered that those standards
r were created out of the conditions concomitant with them and to retreat ji
I:
i to them is as stupid as to hitch a horse to an automobile and feel satis- i
'
'1
' fied thereby that the old is being reconciled to the new. The horse in '
i
i the metaphor is of no use. He is singly a symbol of what was once of
I
I use. It is only symbols that represent our own facts, our own temper,
that should interest us - althou^, of cooirse, there is a value in study-
ing old symbols to discover in what direction we are going and to discover !
i
a means thereby of directing (not stemming) forces as they emerge before ub.
i
j
In this latter respect Spengler is of value. He has revealed thej,
j
symbols of the past ths-t clarify present tendencies. He has discovered ij
! the symbols of the force which constitute Western destiny - at least in
'
I
so far as this destiny is exclusively motivated by intellectualism and
j
j




or unauthenticity of his results, of interpreting a civilization in terms
|
I
of its activities, is worthy of adoption; for a compartmentalization of
life into segregated, unrelated units is of no ultimate value. Such a
j
j




i elements for purposes of comnranication and discussion. He who insists ;
with reference to life in general or to any aspects of it that “East is i
I
I
East and West is West and never the twain shall meet” is simply not in
I
I
the modern picture. All activity physical or mental is expressive of i
j
I
something, and it is to Spengler 's credit that he has tried to discover
;|
j




his findings with respect to mechanism. Mechanism is no more satisfactorj’
I
I
!/rrowstJLxy lo e'fi- vcf '^Il'i^'xi M'S'^ 9?iX ’io 'ijjrw scf^ sgrtArio o?
3JE;'tsf).'t3^s aaotit i-Acfi j^9-r9{fn!sa'e'r ocT 5\/5r’Ija Sosnz it .ettiat at e&XBhinsia
oi j&ro3 cicrfX ditw ianiltmoaoo aaotilbuoo aa'o lo ;txro .Ot* jgeto a-r&'ff
-ald^a Iasi bri'j e TirfoaodUj'r cte oi nsTod ^ doitti oi s-''. iitflisia 3 c. si fr:«ri^ Oit
ni 9»iO£{ 3xiT .ifBri adi oi ijol/oftonsi /gffierf ei bio ^di- tsdi xdo'zodi bes.'t
lo sorce ORir inriw 'lo Iocfflr,;a s Ylaoic ai sH .^sxr o« lo ex 'zodqjiJosr. edi
,-:3crqBi mvo -si-o ,ad‘o^'i rrwo ifrtaoi-'ie-i alodurie xtao si il ,aeif%
-Xhkiis £il esjJxiy b ai e'zsixi ,98'rxi'oo 'io .d^odile •> ass i9V'‘'iei:tl blxiode ivdi
'lovooeiJb C'i hsiB a'ii? qw rtoid'os'iif) ^Bfiw iri 'i^vooaiJb oi alo<fiT(,e plo ^li
jCj aT;o'i;9cr aeSiot ^ort) lo xdo'todi arxooax „=.
er'j -bol.ssva'i aH 2o ei ic^qaor ’isiiBi sidi nl
.09i9vooexf> asd eH . saiocaMo i iiroaeifx ^'ii'f^Xo iajsq sdS lo alotfcr^s
ni ^Sv^sX dis - "^idaob med'jeV; aix-'dideAOo doidvf eoio*! arid "io aXorferva odi
brsB msxliisfioBLIsial '^cT iod^vxXocT TiXaYisxfXaxa ai -^^niJaaf) aidi sa oal os
'^dioii:i9fIdirs sriJ "io s3aIJb'r.''!sa'i ,.&c>£lio£iT arH .cfsin-adoa^ ttBfrci behaoi and
artiei ni nofix^siXivio b “Ic .s^Xx/caT exrl Ic ^jdio.f.iiisxldX/'/UEU' to
Io floii,a3 f Xadrx^Btdxoqmoo jh ‘loi ;ciCiiqobsi !to •^ddtpw ex ,ao iizviios aii lO
a xfox:8 .ajyXjsv adsjdidlix Off "io el ailnxr Loi/^.lotnix , feaXcTj^ST^os odxii a"tiX
vxoXoXXjBiiaoo 'ilsoixTioea 'snjhi'iitx^Xo lo sncBem iaoibeqxo £l& \:Xao ci atx'iioootq
gisiax'i odff eCi ,fi'Ci 3 sx/oeXX) bos rtoiinaiitmi^co lo eoaoqxi/o 'lol eixioinaXa
si iaaS” iodi il 'to sioeqaxf xns oi to IstOiias si o2xl oi aoaatelex i.'iiw
iii doa ^IqcriE ai ’^Jeeni IlPda sxiBni edi XBVen fin,e iaeW si iaeW iixiis iax“.S
lo eviasatcpie ei Xoiaoci te Isoi 2 ‘^do_ .Bmioio; iiTobom odi
taycoeii) oi X^iti atz:' ed iddi iii)©to a'tsX^oqS oi si ii brjz ,-^ldiotr.od
oi XaiiffilX 5iiir 'IO iwoxSQ' ot/i .tevo’srcji ,enOiei/Xox:oo oiH .^nirfieistos iodi



















an answer to the modern dilemma than Humanism, (Their ironical agreement
l!
in some particulars Mumford has pointed out,* and I shadl discuss this |
i!
further laterj^ for, as Spengler suggests, it leaves no room for creative-
I
ness. Without the capacity to create we become automatons, which obey ]
|i
the dictates of some incomprehensible finalism, and lose our character !
8,s human beings. It is this conclusion tha.t leads Spengler to encourage
(?) us to admit the inevitability of our doom but to go down with our
civilization as heroic, active contributors to its doom rather than to
attempt to combat it or to resign ourselves to it ascetically.
Dewey has discovered the possibility of an order in our chaos
I
and in the concluding chapter of Art as Experience e:jq)resses himself thus:*^*"
"Scientific method {mechanism) as now practiced is too new to j
“
be naturalized in e^erience. It will be a long time before it so sinks
into the subsoil of the mind as to become an integral part of corporate '
i











US with objects that are wholly indifferent to human desire and aspiration
j
be used to indicate that the death of poetry is imminent. Men have al- [’
ways been aware that there is much in the scene in which their lives are
set that is hostile to human purj^ose. At no time would the masses of
the disinherited have been surprised at the declaration that the world
about them is indifferent to their hopes.
i
"The fact that tends to show that man is a part of nature has
|
an effect v/hich is favorable rather than unfavorable to art flifej when j!





interpreted by contrast with beliefs that came from the past.
I
"










X/;oiaoi£ ixarfT) .metaBOifE .g/cKoIii) nrehoa: sxi^ Totrsjxn ac
aXri^ eaijosxjb Xlx^a I *,Xi;o f^Jaioq exirf J&ioljnifM a*i/;iiroicf’ii3q ecaoB ai
aol itaJc-x oxt asvjssf cfi ,8^a©=.'^a 'leJ^n^'qS as ,101 'isdixsj't
v<»cIo cfoirfw ,s:iOo£KO^it;3 saFOoscf ©v/ aXseio o;t ^^cfioisc^o ©dX issodil'H .se.eci
'loiosxpilo Tifc 9RoI £uTi3 , Es x Ix?ai *!: ^IdinaeiiQ^amoocit ©ajos to Qeisiolb 9n'X
eii^'.’iiiQocLB oi asfsxraqS 2X>x58X ^jerii ctoisxrlonoo stdi at JI .s^voc-cstJ asicwi z&
uxo Aiivf nwoi) issd tx>ob -rxxo lo XIciXj^ oi ?.u (t)
oi nsii}- ‘leriX/ri moh sH oi aaoiirdi-xX-froo svi^oje .oioasxi qr ao
.Xll'iotioos^ SftvXsaixK) xr^Xesa oX* aov i£ iacfmoo oi Jajc:e^;tP^
Bo^do rtfo at laSno as to xttltdtaaoq sdt bs'ioYooaib asd ^owoCI
aimt tlasaild 30Bat>'t(rxo oDitox-xegxg efi X*iA to roiqsdD ^athixloaoo sdt at bas
oX wan ooX at bsottosaq wca as ^[nsXrcan'r;' '*3 fjoa'ieni oil:iXrroxo8''
331x1X 2 os ix oaotad aciXX 5>coI s ao' XXiw tl .ooaoxioqze at bestls’rutsii ad
o^sxoqtoo ‘io Xii^q amooeo' ot as batsr adt lo XXoeQxxs odt otat
ataaeaaq oacotoa Isoiax^q tsdt tost odt aso acZ .abatttts Las tslled
aotits'Ltqe& bar. cilaob a:icird oi iavTiettibai xltodw otjs XjsxiX 3Xp©(,'^o diln av
ovsd aaM
.
,iai»ai:xnl aX 'iaXeoq d^r>£)X) odi isdi aisoibai oi t)eaxr ad
ois 3©\'XX rladj doidrr at oaooa odi at dbaa at aaodi is.ii O'isws aaod H\svf
to caiiesa: adi blaoir ©firi.t oxr iA .oaoqatfq asauid oi altiaod at irdi v^s
X)Ix';3v .Ciiif isdi aoXi??x<5Xo9X) edX is baai'tqas/s aood ovsd boitasdaxatb adi
.aaqod atodi oi iaeaetitbai st csadi iaods
asd oaoiac to iasq a si asm irdi woria oi abaei isdi iost oxiT”
aed^-^ (olx *j ix.o oi oXcfBXovslm/ aadi tadisa olds^aorst el dohdr ioatta as
xt>3^oX ore eX ^ixusam eii xiaxlv baa basilsea at r>oa.3ottta:^is otaatadat sit
.iosa edi i?scxl einso isdi atatled ditv iasaiaoo baiaaqaaiat
n
-•/iciijpxrX:%Bwx co rXxti xXoifi iaoX evBff ale^XIoo' aablo aed^
•4
.f .li SSI**
C-3c' » liv (A)**
and their hold was always there rather than upon reason - the disclosure
by science of the resistance that environment bears to man will furnish
new materials for fine art (creative lifej.
"We are given to talcing features that are most prominent and
troublesome at a given time as if they were clues to the future. So
we think of the future effect of science in terms derived from the pres- '
||
ent situation in which it occupies a position of conflict and disruption I,
with reference to great traditions of the western world, as if these
terms defined its place necessarily forever.”
Spengler, as I have previously said, limited as he is to his
own time, place and personality, fails to see things - especially new
things - in their proper perspective because they are too much with him.
Given a man like Spengler with the Prussian propensity to delve into the
^
meaning of hnman existence but also a Prussian habit of discovering only
those things which tend to support his hypothesis and of stubbornly cling-
ing to them; and in addition a man belonging to a nation that has felt the
sting of world disapproval (justified or unjustified, it makes no differ-
ence) ; and furthermore an academic recluse who has observed little but
thought too much - and you would have a man who would come to the same
significant conclusions and to others that are untenable. Dewey, on the
other hand, is by nature and by nationality one who is in more of a posi-
;
I.
tion "to see life steadily and see it whole”. It is no wonder then that




beyond the scope of Spengler’ s mechanism. It is with these implications
that I shall deal in the next chapter.
The answer to academic and mechanistic intellectualism is
sxoBOXoaif) - acsBoz aoqir xierfi rced^Br e'rs/i- CN^r-vIja B.gur oXoxf ixerftf yjtB
rfcimxrl I£iw ni'.m oJ‘ p-tRad’ inoainoiivjrt© soxis^aXsei 9rf^ lo ©oxtafca
oS .o'uj:fuJ. s>sl^ aeiflo siar "^sd^ zb esdi nevi^ -g oiOc^aaldiro*!^
-86*XQ 9-ri^ flio'r'i jbeviioi) etcTsc^ srl eoaeloe lo loelJo o'sjy^xr'i add "io sfaXn'd sv-r
xfoXd‘c,xn8x/> iJXiG ^oXI'lrroc '^o xroXcfieoq g sexqx/ooo li doidvr ax aollstflla ins
sssai lx 8G .Xiliow n'lsisor erii lo axroiiiJbjsii ine'is oi sons'isT:©’? iiiiw
“.isvsaol •^lixceaooon soGlq all LaailoL eansi
siri oi ai ed sb fjeiiffliX liXaLtixvstcq evod I an .isXgnsqS
v/9xr \;XIx:xo*^qas> - s^/iirfi soe oi cXinl .•^iXXjscos'tsq fjon oonXq .eraii nvo
.arid rfiXw xfoxnn ooi om %;odi oaxmood svlioeqaiofi" isqoiq liofii ax - a^zidl'
sdtf oiaf ovXoi> ci \iXaceqoiq edJ rfiXv/ leXaaoqS 33fXI ann £ asvXO
T^Xxio gai'xoynoaii' lo iic'/td n.ixsaxj’r*! xj onl*? ix;c ooaeieixs afioix'^X lo jxrxirnacr
-^iXo viIxriodcTxrifi lo X-aw siesdioqyrl aid iyoqqxra oi £>iwi rfoiidw ssaXni esodi
9di iXel enil i£*ii aoXi.-vi c oi g^i.^^^oXoc xtera c aoiiijfc-on ai nan ;.-aoiii oi ^xti
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; (oont’
Sana o;ii oi siaoo tSacw orfw anat n ovnd Mx'Oifr jjox - dox/.a ooi iiX'^orfi
sdi ao .'^jewoCI .©Idsaeira' om iofii aisdio oi Jbxtn anoXsx'Xo.'TOc innoXlixi^xa
-iaoq £ lo e'xoa ax ai cxiw sxio yiiXnnoxij?xi ^-rf Xnxi aix'^im 1^0 ai « onnxi nexfio
ixjxii a»dl asdxtow on ax il .”gXoxiT; ii oes bac xriba&le Bill eos ci” rrcxi
os inh’i aaoXinoilqiSi bvpM doldvf xreXXxm too al STOionl assjoslb bhsode ed
saoxirotirrpix aasdi xijiw ei il .cexnnxfooflr n'loX^xioqS lo aqoos eni £)ao\;ed
• TeiqjBXfo ixsx: exii al iBoh Hods I isxfi ..
ci laaX Iri'ioQXIsinX ox is xxxjBrfoeia dxw r>i£n0X)GO£ oi -iewsan sriT
intuitionism. Of the full import of intuitionism - its capacity to j:
i
correlate the seemingly loose and segregated ends of the modern woof and ''
thereby give to life a new meaning - especially as it is found in certain
important aspects of modern art - of all this, Spengler and the Aristo-
teleans have no conception,
j;
CHAPTER II.
The Faustian Soul and English Literature.
Spengler says,* "We men of the Western culture are, with our
historical sensOk an exception and not a rule." But with the peculiar
significance of this fact in the way of its not only throwing light on
our inner nature but also of its pointing the way to a solution of our
problem, Spengler is not concerned. Historical sense naturally implies
objective thinking supplemented by introspection. It is axiomatic that
to understand other persons, other civilizations^ and our own past, v/e
have to understand ourselves first. The self is the best laboratory for
the study of humanity.
Historical sense, furthermore, implies a time^sense, - a feeling
of the flux and surge of life within us as individuals and as part of a fa|jiily,
a state, and an epoch. The development of the theory of relativity with
its origin in time-space relations testifies to the existence of this
capacity in us.
Another way to put all this is to say tha,t we are psychological
while the 3-reeks were merely logical. And thj^ough Spengler deals with
the form language of all the old arts and sciences, he does not make a
study of the form language of modern psychology^but
,
on the contrary,
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disposes of it by limping it with mechanism apparently as an inorganic
;i
attempt to deal with the intangible organic in a tangible, organic way.
This indictment, it is true, is applicable to those schools of psychology ;!
which grew out of Darwinian biology, wherein a known physical pattern is
made to fit an unknown psychic pattern. Thus mind would be likened to
a machine and hence subject to the same doom that Spengler predicts for
the machine. To apply the following statement to the behaviorists, for
example, would be entirely apt:** "Now such psychology examines the soul,
not physionomically to indicate its traits, but physically, as an object,
to ascertain its elements, and it is quite natural, therefore, to find
psychology reduced to perplexity when confronted with the problem of
motion." But it could not be applied to such psychologists as Preud,
Jung, and Bergson, for they not only meet the challenge of motion but alsoj
"examine the soul physionomically to indicate its traits."
This tendency to examine the soul yfcich is manifested in "the
memoirs, reflections, retrospects and prospects" (to which Spengler alludels)*^^
was finally split into two literary tendencies by Darwinian science: the
one following the direction of and supported by Darwinian biology; the other
following the implication of Darwinian philosophy, evolutionism. The ,,
first is mechanistic; the second intuitionistic. The one is all intellect;
!!
the other synthesizes intellect and instinct. Thus the latter is not a
science based on causality, but an intuitive, esthetic interpretation of
the modern soul, the ultimate extension of which should result in the pre-
eminence of a social, super-ego, - which would lead to an ideal fluid,
non-mechanistic conception of the state. This soul is already finding
expression in the arts. What is needed is a further elucidation of its
symbols.
*(I2 ) Vol.I pp. 301-302
*( 12 ) Vol.I. p,^4
**See p, 8 .
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But before I attempt to elucidate its symbols by reference to
Juiog and Bergson, I shall trace briefly the history of Western intro-
spection as it is revealed, especially clearly, in the development of
character in English literature, so that throu^ an historical perspec-
tive the true significance of our destiny may be seen ultimately in
intuitionism (which includes introspection) and so that especially the
break made in the introspective current by Darwin can be brought to '
light entirely.
(It strikes me that a history of thought process gleaned from
jj
the arts is of more value than that represented by speculative philosophy
since the speculative philosopher (unlike the modern philosopher of the ji
i
•





He was concerned almost entirely with what went on in his head and not !
with an integration of this activity with the life in flux about him.)
Intuitionism can be understood first only in the light of those
forces which have brought it to the front and made it the basis of a true
Weltanschawn;^.
The use of character in English literature as an object of i,
li
I
study and as a device throu^ which the author could express himself !
originated with the so-called "character" of the seventeenth century.
Hot being a product of spontaneous generation, as no fo^rm of art ever is,
it had as its precursors Satires of estates, in which people of various
occupations and professions were held up for ridicule and the fablianx
.
which analytically exposed recognized orders of disreputable people, es-
pecially corrupt priests. This latter genre is significant in its
* The ensuing historical facts relating,to the precursors of the„charac-.
„
ter are taken from O.H.areenon^’e
-=^^feer±s-r^tttdies-ijxi the Origin of idle“Engl ish: Novel with Special Ref. to the
Origin of the Periodical Essay" - Unpb'd Harv. Dis. 1906.
ocf eiOv.oza'lG’i xd alcdrrv.s six oi iqrnsiis I ^ic^ecT issE
-O'i'ixtx uZ^i 2 Gti \o odi vlloiicf 30x;‘ii Ilxvia I ,acszzaE l3xi>s
‘io irrscTCiOlovsi) oxii ax j-^l-x-aolo -^^Xl-oxoscas ..DpIxjsvhi ex ix, bb xroxiof»qa
-secTS'XDq Ir.ox'xoiaiif nr iexii or .aiirifieixl rlailsnE r.x iGiox'^ixsxio
ni qloi.fsfaiilxr xteoa scf x^xini qaiiesb txto ‘io aorf.Boi’iirr^xe GXTi &nS svii
edi xl I^roGCs-^ i,arli os xiXix; (xioxioecBO'xixri ashL'ionx rioxn?;} rasxnoxixx-inx
oi ixlqx/’"icf 93' nxjo rrivrxv^CI xd ins’i'j/ro svxiosqec'xinx edi x:x ehsc. 3lfi9'id
.•^Ix^ixine i.'K:,x.'‘
ffltcil goxlsgXs essocnc id;^0 £li :;o q*xciafx{ e ixjdi 9r ao-iuTie il)
^^dqocolxxfq erx js.CLOoqs ^cf i:8inGC3'iqe'X ixufi axuli gx'Jxsv ezoc. “io ex aiTr, oxfi
9x^j lo -xiTfcioeoIiriq nzsfor. arii s^/IImr) zGdqoacIldq gvx jalxxoeqa end eoi-ia
.ix ie-ig'xGirrx oi ol-xl niroi'i siomoi ooi ax (qinnie ^^ewau io ,e9rjsL fXrcasTGS.
ioxi LiiB xxrod aid ni no cixisw ir.rlw liiiv; xXo'iii^fo iaowix? hGazaoaco a.-^v jd
'.rid iroG.a xxrll nx oxll orii vj-ivxio« axdi io xioxin-isoini diiw
SGcdi io odsxl 9rfi nx yXxio ianii Looisnex'vrtxr oo' c;30 XTainoxii/'inl
oo'ti /; io ala^d oxii ii alijrxr isxte ixioii edi ci ix Id^vzd evod i.Viir'" r^'O'iOi
.yfiw* • 'io-xfi ;ii Joi
io iooc.'^ci XIX5 2-8 S'xxxinneiil deilsnS’ iii loio'S'xndo io oaxr sd'X
ilfjorrid era'xoxo BIx/oo 'roxiix;c doiiivr ri^xroidi o^iveB n an fin" Tjfciris
,3i 10 V9 jijB io v'i^.i on as .nexipisnes cjxcorfnixioqa io ioxt&oiq b ^liiao” ici
axxcii.av io elqosq rfoxdw ni .aeioiao io aeiiisi* aioaoooeiq sii as hsii ix
olxi'oifiii loi qsf bled oiow axroxasrioiq bixs axtoiin<i.;'oco
-so jOlgoor olcfxiiX'qoisiij i ' ii9£)io i>oaii'i30ooi osaoqxo d'jidrr




irepresenting a tendency to "brealc away from church authority and pave the !
way for individual thinking, a movement which reached its climax in the
Reformation. Satires of fools employed the idea of orders used in other
types, hut included secular as well as religious orders. Then followed
Grohian satires, in which one character, Grohianus, (keeper of swine)^
ahhott of a new order, represented the author's rational perspective^*and
satires of vagabonds, which established the custom of dealing with con-
temporary life.
At the end of the 16th century all that was needed to effect the
birth of the true "character" was a model. This was furnished by Casu*-
i'
bon's translation of the Ethical Characters of the Greek Theophrastus.
It is interesting to note that this man lived in Greece during an analyti-
cal period (372-287 B.C.) following the great Periclean creative period
just as the "character" writers of the 17th century England, who imitated
him, lived in an analytical period, following the great Elizabethan crea-
tive period. Mr. E. C. Baldwin* has offered the interesting analogues
I
of Sophocles, Menander^, and TheophCastus^ on the one hand, and Shakespeare,
j
Jonson^and Hal 1^ on the other, to show a natural transition from a display
i
1 of character in action to a consideration of character in and for itself,
j
This analogy bears out Spengler's contention that as a civilization '
I
develops it becomes more analytical and introspective. But the analogy ‘
I
stops here, for what Hall did with the Theophrastan "character" is what
j
I only Faustian man could do with such a genre: he attempted to reveal the
I
• inner man; whereas Theophrastus, true Greek that he was, had been satis-
I





his type. As has been suggested before,* the Greeks always limited
|
**See p.S
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STiggested the infinite, the -anfathomable, the fluid, or the elusive.
In their nice little world everything was stationary and in its place.
!j
Plato’s fear of the poets and the ’’decent” peoples' scorn of the heretical
mathematicians (heretofore referred to ) are instances of a G-reek worship
of the static. The representation of life in process of becoming no
j
more occurred to Theophrastus when he wrote than to Praxitiles when he i
made a statue. j
Because of Theophrastus '5 utter simplicity and objectivity it
might appear strange that Bishop Hall, a moralist and literary artificer,
should find sufficient inspiration in the G-reek to use him as a model.
But on the other hand, this is not hard to understand in view of the de-
mand for short literary forms in Hall's day, and in view of a continuance
of a Renaissance interest in anything produced in Periclean and post- I




cuse for one who wished to express himself throii^ character. This :
’’character” is a good example, with respect to its form, of a Spenglerian
and bears out the distinction made by Spengler between the
G-reek and the Western spirit; for Hall in his expression simply continued
the tendency already current in the satires; a preoccupation with the
inner man and the relating of the findings to a personal perspective with
reference to life.





that the character achieved form that clearly marked it as exeii5)lifying 1
a psychological analysis and a personalized expression of the author, n
For not only did Fuller account for his characters' peculiar mental twists
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aXaxwX LoXrracr n^siXircaq ' aneXax^'rsxio sir! aoj Xxtixooo^ naXXxxl fjxl) •yjXno Xcxf xo'X





This latter effect might he regarded as tangible evidence of the emergence
of introspection in literature. It represents a definite break with the
objective classic tradition and gives literature a definitely Faustian
stamp.
"The coming of the specific I", says Spengler* "is the first
dawning of the personality idea . . ."(Althou^ Spengler is discussing I
i
I
the development of syntax, what he says is applicable to Fuller’s literary
innovation.) "The "ego habeo factum", the insertion of the auxiliaries |
"have" and "be" between a doer and a deed, in lieu of the "feci" which
i
expresses activated body, replaces the world of bodies by one of functions
between centers of force, the static syntax (classical) by a dynamic.
And this "I" and ’Thou" is the key to Gothic portraiture. A Hellenistic
portrait is the type of an attitude — a confession it is not, either to
the creator of it or to the understanding spectator. But our portraits
depict something sui generis
, once occurring and never recurring, a life
history expressed in a moment, a world centre for which everything else
is world around, exactly as the grammatical subject "I" becomes the center
of force in the Faustian sentence."
Concurrently with the adoption of the first personal pronoun
|
in English literature the mirror came into uSe. I»fumford says^* "The use
of the mirror signalled the beginning of introspective biography in the
modern style." And he continues: "Who is the greatest of the introspec-
tive biographers? It is none other than Rembrandt - who came to the
core of his art in the series of self-portraits he painted; for it was
partly from the face he found in the mirror, from the knowledge of himself
• n
he developed and expressed this communion, that he achieved the insight
A
*(I2 ) Vol. I p. 263
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he applied to other men. A little later than Rembrandt . . . Annecy .
harbored another portrait painter and introspectionist , Jean Jacques
Rousseau, who, more than Montaigne, was the father of modern literary
I
biography and the psychological novel.” And furthermore; “Through the ;
glass some of the mysteries of nature themselves became transparent. Is j
it any wonder then that perhaps the most comprehensive philosopher was
Benedict Spinoza: ... a polisher of lenses.”
And to bring the discussion around to the particular issue of
this chapter: is it any wonder that Spinoza was the first intuitionist?
After a self-examination he attempted to integrate his personality with
his surroundings. The relationship he caught by an intuitive flash, and
the inplications he set down on paper represent the philosophy of intui-
tionism, which is the attempt to correlate instinct and mind, on the one
hand, to matter and intellect, on the other; to form a monistic creed that
n_
expressed finally the break with the pseudomi^hic Greek dualism and des-
cribed the true bent of Western thou^t and feeling.
It was not that intuitionism was a new literary trait, for
every great creative period of the Western past has manifested it; but it
was coming more to the surface, being clarified by philosophy and becoming
more obvious in literature - even in a period that was not essentially
creative but analytical; for the character was simply an experimental
treatment of an isolated literary factor that was yet to be incorporated
into the novel to contribute to an artistic whole. The substance of the
character was intellectual. The author’s attitude toward his material
was primarily, though not entirely, objective - the objective elements
lying in the imitative - form and in the moral content; for Bishops Hall
1^Tf
J
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and Earl^and Thomas Fuller were preaching the religious dogmas of their
day throtigh this form, and the character portrayed was always a type rep-
resenting a class more than an individual. He was framed - the formalis-
tic limits "being determined more^by the contemporary mores than by the
author's own personal exj^erience. But the growing personal element
evidenced in Fuller's use of the first persor^al pronoun, the use of a
character , to embody an abstra.ct idea, who was drawn from contemporary
environment signalized at least a subjective tendency that was alien to
the G-reek mind. Intuitionism implies the fusion of subjective and ob-
jective elements to form a living, vital whole. It involves the pro-
jection of the author's felt experience on his environment, the resulting
I
artistic product being an integration of the two elements.
jj
'I
Conciirrent with the "character" but less earthbound was the ||
i!
poetry of the metaphysical poets - Donne, Herbert, Vaughan, Crashaw, Garew,
Suckling, and Herrick. Poetry as a form permits a freer flight of imag-
,
ination than prose, and for this reason we should expect to find it more
introspective than the prose of any period. In spite of the term with
which these poets have been tagged, they were not essentially speculative.
Joan Bennett in her study * of the metaphysical poets points out that
they were not speculating about the nature of things like Milton in Para-
dise Lost or Pope in the Essay on Man or Tennyson in In Memoriam
.
but were
expressing a state of mind by referring to a background of ideas. They
were no more philosophical than Shelley was descriptive when he made use
of things seen. In short, they were not discussing the "new Philosophy",
but were using speculation to e:^ress and define emotion.
*
'
The Metaphysical Poets '* - Cambridge Press 1934 - The ensuing material
is a resume’^of the introduction.
l!
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Shelley used a superficially descriptive method because he was aware |!
i'
of sense impressions, and Donne used a speculative method because he was
i;
aware of current ideas. Thus Donne's poetry was metaphysical in style |.
but not in subject matter. i'
M
Donne's bitter attitude to the new mechanistic philosophy, born of
the discoveries of Baconian science, was expressed in his ^ Anatomie of
,|
the World - The First Anniversary; '
"And new philosophy calls all in doubt,
The element of fire is quite put out;
||
The sun is lost, and th' earth, j.
And no man's wit
|l
Can well direct him where he looks for it."
j!
What is this but the lament of a poet over a world gone too in-
i





the fire, especially, deriving from Promethean legend^
as the symbol of life; for fire enables man to make "tools with which to
i
cultivate the earth to warm his dwelling . . . and finally to introduce the '
i
arts" - in short, to live." * Through fire life and art are integrated, '
To live is to do, to work material according to the conscious and uncon-
scious dictates of stored up past exp)eriences and observations which have
!
formed a pattern and been given a meaning through the selective clarifi- '
cation of the poet's mind. Donne, then, is here lamenting the tendency of
abstract speculative philosophy to smother the poetic intuitive faculty
j
which makes it possible for man to perceive the relation between himself
and his environment - between instinct and matter or intellect. i
jj
The style of the metaphysical poets reflects an attitude to ex-
ji perience, experience being the "grist for the intellectual mill". The
11
j-
poet looked for a connection between emotional and mental concepts - a
ji
perceived likeness between things being the basis for a poetic imagery.
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[Abstract and concrete, remote and near, sublime and commonplace were re-




the exception of Herrick, were acutely self-conscious^ and this accounts
for their use of intellectual words rather than emotional words evoked
;
through memory. Here again is represented the growing self-consciousness
i
' and intellectual expansion of the Western mind. But in Herrick there is
. a simple unconsciousness that well illustf«.tes the association of objects,




’’One asked me where roses grew.
I
I bade him not go seek,
j
But forthwith bade my Julia shew
j
A bud in either cheeck. ”
Not only is there a strong personal element here^but a character
-
jj
a person - is used (as was so often the case with Herrick) to symbolize !;
I;
the poets' perspective. i
I
J. B. Leisliman states * that the metaphysica.1 poets carried on
|
the melancholy tradition of the Elizabethans as found in Shakespeare’s i
i
I
tragedies and sonnets and Spenser’s complaints of the miseries of the
|
courts and of those who put their trust in the princes. And they escaped
^
I
from the Revolution in books or in intense personal experience. Herbert '
became religious. Donne, first finding his escape in love, later found
it in abstruse sttidies in divinity. Scientific learning offered no solu-
tion to the acutely-felt inner experience of these men. Thus their style
|
became more and more complicated with its elaborate figures of speech,
i
I
which were carried to the farthest stage to which ingenuity could carry
j
them. Telescoped images^ multiplied associations, and long sentences
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in approaching music, with its complex ^thms expressing deep, transcen-
dental feeling, was getting out of its element. j'
Between the enqjhasis on objectivism in the "character” and sub-
j;
jectivism in the metaphysical poetry, there was an opportunity for intui-
tive integration; but the poets were too abstruse and personal to be under-
stood; and the unceasing preoccupation with a tangible science, which was
more closely related to the prose "character" and character essay, which
succeeded in putting prose in the van, made poetry itself prosaic and
I
intellectual, and completely obliterated the metaphysical poets. ji
i!
It is no wonder that the Royal Society and Johnson and all the "
neoclassicists of the 18th century rebelled at the conceits of the meta- ji
I
I!
physical poets. It is a common human tendency to rebel at what one can-
i
i
not understand. Poetry to Johnson was simply an exercise in architectonic
I
imagination, not an Inevitably felt product of intuitive imagination. It
;
was a thing intellectually and consciously planned like a building or an
Augustan garden. It was simply clever word-building - the pattern being
entirely objective and based on a tho\:ight-out plan - and never represent-
ing the poet's subjective experience and based on often an unconsciously
felt plan to be discovered in the subtle associa.tion of images represented
by words. According to A. N. Fnitehead * Johnson and the neo-classicists!
were related to the rational, scientific and mechanistic scheme of life,
I
as represented by Newton and Descartes, in which intellect rather than
experience orders material. And thus were they related to the classical
I
tradition, which emphasized an almost exclusively rational approach to life.
l;
Newton's cosmology determined the form of the heroic couplet as much as it
j,
determined the order of the cosmos, just as Aristotle's "natural" science
had determined the form of the drama. ^
*(l4) p.3 (Wilson indirectly quoting Whitehead)
i
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The neo-classicits are not to be condemned for their finding fault
^
!!
with the metaphysical poets, for obviously these poets had become so
j:
introspective that they had lost all contact with outer life; but they
are to be condemned for failing to see that life, being made up of both !l
inner and outer, instinctive and intellectual, spiritual and ma^terial
,1
: I
elements, must, if it is to be complete, fuse these elements. The poets,]
and the neo-classic^s represented two divergent tendencies that should
have been reconciled. Speculative philosophy, since it draws exclusively -
on the rational, the thought-out^ rather than the lived, is too far away n
from life to integrate these divergent elements. A pragmatic philosophy,
on the other hand, like that of Emerson and James, which is not a system
but an example that calls attention to the existence of a way of life
and the possibility in each individual to work out of his own emerging
experience a pattern, is in a position to integrate these elements. It
|j
is the emergence of this philosophy in America which has furnished a basis
for the novelist by which to make of the novel an art form with an exper-
j|
iential philosophy as its substance. The American Promethean, as I ii
shall show later, has pointed to a way out of the modern dilemma. llever
before has philosophy been in the position that it is, in this country
today, to clarify life values.
|
To return to the historical consideration "character”, the Ii
character given s<fctting and, at least, a semblance of plot in the Addison-l|
li
ian essay, became incorporated in the novel of Richardson and Fielding,
where it served a new purpose. Fielding was the first writer to justify
his theme to the reader. In his interpolated chapters he defined his
artistic intentions and interpreted the actions and attitudes of his
characters. Fielding was in sympathy with the honest rogue as distingui^ed
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from the hypocritical moralist; and Tom Jones and Joseph Anderson are
individual characters (not types as in Addison) created out of Fielding's
imagination and represent symbolically the author's perspective, which
is based on his experience and introspection. The form, of course, was
loose and unw#41dy, but Fielding's novel represents an attempt at least
to integrate personally felt experience with objective yet commonplace
material in the form of ordinary character and setting. Tom Jones'
unconscious effort to discover the meaning of life through living it and
reflecting upon it, represents life or art - call it what one will - in
process of becoming. The realism here is vital because the character is
an individual. The realism in Addison, on the other hand, is superficial
|,
|i
because the character is merely a type. Fielding was in touch with the j!
Western tradition of intuitive reality; Addison in touch with the neo-
classical (Sreek) tradition of verisimilit\3de.
In spite of the mawkish moral ism of Richardson, it must be ad-
mitted that his primary interest was in character; for itff is with the
growth in Pamela of morad resistance to temptation finally supplemented
%
by sympathy with which we are concerned. Character suspense replaces
plot suspense. It is not in what Pamela is going to do ^but in what she
is going to think next that the interest in Richardson's novel lies.
The current of character study continued on through the 18th
century in Smollett, Sterne, Jane Austen, the Gothic Romancers^and grand
or epic romancer, Walter Scott. It must be remarked, however, that as theU
1
novel went over into romance, it got farther and farther away from individ-
j
ual character and nearer epic, typical, heroic character and action. |i
Really what took place was a revival of the old romance, which had derived !i
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Character lost its inwardness and as a consequence melodramatic action
predominated; for when character loses its roots, action - especially !
I
exciting action - replaces it for interest. But the romantic novel
1
I
served as a carrier pigeon, which taking its flight from reality (hut with
character precariously in its hill) finally alighted on the shoulders of ll




though these v/riters reclothed the foundling with verisimilitude, his
personality, they were not much concerned with. Eliot, it is true, tried
I
to study his motives, hut her basis of judgment was derived from the pre-
^
vailing cocksure judgments of the sociological "smart -alecs" who had been
j
I
smitten with a pseudo-humanitarianism and Wesleyanism growing out of the
|
I
finally-discovered implications of Newtonian science, and Thackeray, to i
he sure, dropped the mechanical device, to some extent, of the interpolated
chapter, and allowed character to represent his negative, satirical per-
spective. But for the most part a kindly Gk)d and environment working
together were coming to shape literary character instead of just a mechan-
istic impersonal G-od alone, as in the 18th century.
I
i
Later in the^century the concept of heredity, derived from
|
evolutionary biology, was put into the picture to replace God, and the
i
I
result was naturalism - a concern with only physical reality. Since therej
wa,s no such thing as the inner man that could not he explained in terms of
a mechanically operating nature, there was nothing to do hut portray the
outer man in action. Hardy, Moore and Gissing influenced by Zola and
Flaubert of France, where naturalism really started, pictured man as an
animal trapped by fate in the form of his heredity and environment.
But naturalism served a useful purpose in making a careful,
microscopic study of nature - the setting or environment with which man
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has to deal. Intellect, which represents stored up facts gleaned from
nature, had to run its course and make its discoveries.
Introspective, instinctive man wa,s rehorn in the Romantic rehellic^
against neo-classical intellectualism and was carried along on the current
of poetry. The symbolism of the metaphysical poets was revived by
ViTordsworth, Shelley, Keats^and Coleridge,' but in the case of the first
three especially, symbolism lost its abstruse character by being bron^t
|
I
down to earth. The symbols of Wordsworth, for instance, were common ob-
jects familiar to everyone. The symbol wa.s the fact instead of an abstracjt
philosophical concept. And the poem took on a meaning in a cvimulative way
as the relation between the images or symbols came to be felt as the pom
progressed.
Dewey * cites a passage from Wordsworth ^s Prelude which he con-
fesses is not poetry of the highest order but which admirably serves the
purpose of illustration of this point.
!
” the wind and sleety rain,
And all the business of the elements,
i The single sheep, and the one blasted tree,
I
The bleak music from that old stone wall,
i
The noise of wood and water, and the mist
i
That on the line of each of these two roads









is a function of the whole situation expressed, and hence is
t!
I,
a variable of that situation and not an external constant das is true of
I!




tives sleety, single, blasted, bleak, indisuutable. Their sense is deter-
II
I
mined by the individual experience of desolation that is building."** And




**The Bame i'uethod—iLOod controlling form— is found in the
!
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ment of an e::q)erience in terms of the integrity of the experience itself -
something not to be measured in external terms though not attainable
without the use of external materials , observed or imagined .
"
The italics are mine and I employ them to call attention to a good
definition of the artistic integration of a personal, introspective exper- ij
ience (desolation) with matter or environment (wind, rain, sheep etc.) -
the latter serving to clarify and symbolize fhe former. * The poet is
subjective; the material objective^and the poetic, intuitive activity is
represented by a fusion of the two elements.
Shelley's ^ a Skylark and Keats !s Ode to a Grecian Um . althotigh
a little more ethereal and abstract than the quoted passage of Wordsworth's,
could be used for the same purpose of illustration were it not for their
length.
The Prelude as a whole is related to the Western preoccupation
with the self, for it is a confessional - a pouring forth of the poet's
soul autobiographically. The writer, instead of portraying a hero, as in
the epic romances, is the hero. In this connection Edmund Wilson points
1
out ** that Wordsworth and the other Romanticists of the anti-classical
stamp, "ask us to be interested in themselves by virtue of the intrinsic
j|
value of the individual: they vindicate the ri^ts of the individual
against the claims of society as a whole - against government, morals, con-
ventions, academy or church. The Romantic is nearly always a rebel."
As a description of the individuality of the Romantic, this state-
ment strikes me as illtiminating, but it is inaccurate in its implication
ji
that the Romantic always rejects the claims of society. This idea would
jj
seem applicable to the escape type of Romanticist, but not to one like
•This sort of esthetic method ml^t well be called contextual symbol! sbT, ‘
the use of words to stand for objects, the words in context, in their inneif
relation, building up an image that represents the poet's perspective,
but a\it of context having no symbolic, connotative significance.
|
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|i Wordsworth or even Shelley. (The latter, incidentally, has been sadly
i' \
misinterpreted by being classed with the irresponsible escapists *)who
!,
' dealt with the material around them. Their environment was a challenge -
:i
ii
|i something to be worked with and ordered - not something from which to
'i
'
:! escape. The art of the escape Romanticists like Byron or Stevenson is
j
thin because it lacks the solidity that an intellectually organized matter .
i!
can give it. To class Byron with Wordsworth, Shelley^ and Keats is an
|
I
' academic error tha.t demands investigation both for its relation to sound !







The ideal integration of the two interacting elements of life,
j
I




ii was carried on, minus some of its substance,by the Symbolists with Poe, the










Mam. ** The Symbolists were in conflict first with the Parnassians of
li
il Prance, who had taken up the cudgels against what they considered a decad- i
jj
jj
ent Romanticism; but later the Symbolists^ still bearing the romantic
ii H
Ij banner, opposed the naturalism that grew out of evolutionary biology.
Ij Literature and life had reached a stalemate. The Symbolists were ,
il
jj
i| introspective, imaginative poets with the symbolical artistry of their ij
1
romantic predecessors but without their substance. Their art was thin,
j




* Shelley was so transcendental that he has been erroneously called an
escapist. There is a vast difference between a poet like Shelley on the
1
one hand, who finds ordinary symbols inadequate to express his deeply felt
personal relation to his environment and so uses the transcendental symbol,
the skylark, to express his feeling about the poet's relation to this world,
1 and a poet like Byron, on the other hand, who uses ancient Greece as a
1
symbol of a fanciful escape from th& here and, now.— i
j
* For this eud subsequent material on the Symbol ists-(w)chapter I
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process in 'becoming o'bserva'ble in the passage^ quoted from Wordsworth,*
jj
j-
coincided with the philosophical (not "biological) implications of Evolution-




The naturalists, on the other hand, were o'bjective, unimaginative prose !
writers. Their coaq)osition was too heavily laden with detail, substance,





It is no wonder that Ma-^ew Arnold, caught in these cross cur-
|t
rents, apparently so constituted that he could sense them both but could
|i
not find a way out, should have exclaimed, |j
•'Wandering between two worlds, one dead.
The other powerless to be born" **
j
The truth is^ their revelation is evidenced even today in those
I
1 critics, on the one hand, of a romantic turn of mind, who claim Arnold as
i
their advocate - and there is sufficient evidence in some of his lyrics
,




tional, classical turn of mind who claim Arnold as theirs - and there is
I
i
sufficient evidence in such an epic as Sohrab and Rustum to justify their
claim. And since he himself did not quite know what he was, there is
ajiq)le material in his vague use of such terns as "Hebraism", "Hellenism",
"morality" and "sweetness" and "li^t" to satisfy both sides, the inter-
pretation of these terns depending on the particular personal bias of the
critlcj|.
Naturalism appears to be tlie result of the ineluctable tendency
of pure intellect to play itself out. As Wilson indicates,* * it grew
^
out of biological science just as neo-classicism grew out of 18th-century
' ^UCG p. cJo ~ ^
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physical and astronomical science - and science is limited in its scope I
i
; I
as an interpreter of life. Its consequences account for Spengler's !
I
mechanistic pessimism. Vapid Romanticism, on the other hand, appears to I








consequences account for Spengler’s moaning over the futility of intros- ;
pection and psychology. (The ironical relation of Humanism to Naturalism,,
which it lustily condemns, I shall consider later under another heading.) I
Neither "ism" by itself is a satisfactory interpretation of
life, but their integration not only is a satisfactory interpretation of I
life, but the wav of life, since the forces they represent are embodied
i
in every human being. In the great periods of artistic production their
j
i
interdependent character has been felt. In the weak periods only one or
;
i
the other has been felt, or one has dominated the other. When they have
j
been at odds with each other, speculative philosophers like Aristotle and '
j
Kant have tried to reconcile them. But speculative philosophy has seen |l
its day for many reasons. For one thing there are few left to listen to |;
it. In Kant's day there were eager theologians and clerics with a sub-
stantial following in their churches, who were eager to swallow anything
that sounded ri^t or was abstruse enou^ to baffle them and throw the i
1
fear of God into them. The Salvation Army and the Fundamentalist Churches
are the only organizations that lend an attentive ear to theology today.
I
Furthermore, as ^engler shows, since life has become more and more conrolex*
its problems cannot be solved by thinkers who will have none of it - who
,1
choose to take the ascetic stand. And certainly the humanistic inner
!
check, implying even as it does a noble stoicism, is of negative value only|
What is needed is a positive interpretation of life that iraplieiij
a poaitlve, active solution to our problems. Such a solution is found in
ofTCO'* six a!. - eanoJ^on l.‘\otf^>ixoi^asi Bob Isoie\;i
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odr: ~ Xi T;^' eaoxi svAii rixif or!*T atsxrin'* yd ibovTcs ad iomvio eaeldcnq aXX
'is'rx'i .a»G*?d e^?J' yInt;<“X*cvc; X: .A .Msts olisoas t^rid cX s.aocdo
gxrX/^T "io cX .ixSa'OXoXa sXdoti is aso5 XX 3,a aoYo 2X^-^"yXv£iiX .dooxio
}sXX:.i;.c '^dlZ Io flc/X.*Xs‘:f/isXi!.X ‘^^rtilBOc a ni: boMoa ai isaS
ai '-UT.-l IT^" .rKi^rrtir.n ,.i «»t» r.v.-«>-;f -if/n. ,-,-.t ftflX XXXJQ.S . ,ftY ! X ’S-"'- .,S’- X*X£SlI_g.





intuitionism - an Interpretation of life in process - (not life as thou^t)
a way of life, not a way of thinking or a way to think about life. Hav-
ing traced its phases in the development of English Literature, I shall
attenrpt to elucidate this philosophy further in the next chapter by
reference to Jung and Bergson. How it manifests itself in American life
and in the American novel in an integration of character and setting^ and
in the novelists' attitude and method will be dealt with in due time.















That even a confirmed mechanist like Frazer has his lucid moments
ii % i'








hut theories of thou^t; and as science has supplanted its predecessors,








the shadows on the screen - ^ which we in this generation can form no idea .
"
|j
The italics are mine and I use them to ei!5)hasize the intimation
]




! ever since the Western mind started to express itself. And in Buck creati^je
:! periods as the Elizabethan and Romantic, the shadows have become glowing
realities, because as Emerson puts it,* the soul has breathed throng in-
I
tellect to produce genius. Frazer is presumptuous in saying "that this
' totally different way of looking at things" is something "of which we in







has formed an idea of it. I
I
'
ji This insist can be adequately represented symbolically, it seems
to me, by Prometheus. I have already referred to Bonnets use of fire as a m
II if* -
j
symbol of life that has been put out by abstruse philosophy. Fire is
j definitely related to man in Prometheus' act of stealing it from the gods, j,
!l 'i
Ij Fire itself, as a conventional symbol, is a destructive force in the hands
J
j]
of the gods or of God. The Hebraic hell-fire and brimstone r^resent a
li
|l force with which man connot cope - a punitive force that levels the man i


















atfitsiJOT j&ioirl eid a^id T3aCiX bo^K‘ii:''moo a iisvs ^s%d!I
; ci^rou aopT.pp_ ^.iTT. ixi^aoJ.isi‘:o'::6q- ^nlbisloaoo s«iv;oIICi: ijdJ x.tf J’BGi.ii.Ti ai
Sal'.K^Oix o':s ooasioa S.i.r c?a.Ef erfi nl”
,
•
5 ’ic 3 C 9 oei>oir a3i j^?J«fiIo[CTi7B s-aiI i=»ori9i;cis ar. InfliF. ; i.,' 'to asiiooili vxrcf
,ciat£ii-ocn;il ^o^'izocr j^-rort aaoa v(f babeaieiiixw Jlooii cd is fi oa
lo - jjr:r3 rx>.teiiq sijritlool lo TjXi:.=j.toi onos sq.^ri^oq;
•3^i: qa gripl a^.o aoi' aiiiJ SA -ffjiftff lo - a^:yC]Ji ,52. j3H2§£dls 2112
acJ^-vr'liri erfvt s.:.tafVi'oj!T9 oj ->• t aaa I .fir,.'? oaln coxXaiti oxiT
:e- roe ed* no asod <&aT .sjabiacfl'S oj liaiw I riotxiw jssbi roz "io
al -oaA .'?;Xo8di aaeaqxcs od boiiBia brttx ntoiaoV flxisJ soaXs 'i&v:-^
SaiwI-^ snaoacT ersd owciiaiia odw* .oidas'CoH aaa a.ftddscfasilS' add an aboH^q
-nl di^ordi bedJfse'td aad La's odi **jt adxrq noa-iarriSr aa a=»rso9cr , seidil.^JS'i
stxid djsdJ” 8t-o<ttq7ra:!'3a'iq ai tati-r;’! .-;aj-lno;^ saafiorrq od doaXIad
ai o>' doiiiw lo'' ^iddefnr^a si '‘s^aidd dfl ^ai^iool lo xnr dn-a'i^'llife -^XX-tdod
Loiiaq dAf>tr2 '^aeve ai haiis-iaqvs odl ’'.aaai oa anto'i nso aoid.a’icao^ atdd
.Ji to aoJbi an betnCi o.^rl
amoas d ,'5XX.AcXIocf.’’.r':B i>e daosoacsa xIadAj. p^ij.e od a.^o difrieai sin?
A tz e'ltt xo ofii' (j’ eand-d od do'i'x^te’r Y.^bf^rils ovrd I .RxrsridonO'r'-I :r*r. ^.t
e " aax'i ^T’^qocoXidq osxridsdf. Y«X due daq aoe e^rf d^dd oJlI *5:0 Xctfrr^c
..j.^3 odd nrr-r'l di '^^ciLze^a to doc ’ aao.rCdonoa'I ai fxm od i>odACc-; vXodiaitaP
ai-.trvi’ odd ai oo'iot evXdoa'ida-oP a si ,Iod'a!Ye Ifiaoidaovaoo a ef5 ,tl93di rtii'H.
^ djosoacot oaodscTiid i\ta sait-XIarf ojaidoH asfl' .bc^ to lo sbo^ odd lo
aecr add aXevil darfd ooTot ovidiaaq ••. - oqco dcaaoo acirr xfoidiff ddi-/ so/rol
2\,otdS9,& do.dd eoiot ovldny^tifq o Xa.3 ~ X tArf-^JOS odd od taia©;! *' d to'xiqr;^. oa*."
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the old Adam who would make something of his life in the light of his own
experience hy defying fate or the gods.
Fire, as a human symbol, is a constructive force in the hands
of man - a force which when controlled and humanized makes possible the
manufacture of tools with which man can create values by working with
matter - the pattern and meaning of the work being determined by the pat-
tern and meaning of stored-t^ conscious and unconscious observations and
experiences, which in turn, have achieved form through the selective
clarification of the mind - the selection being governed by an intuitive
flash which, sensing the relation between the proper (the inner man ex-
perience) and the alien (the environment - the observable) integrates them.
And Prometheus, who brou^t the element of fire to man, is the symbol of
this integration.
It may be objected that in using this symbol I am reverting to
the Greek attitude to life. But this is not the case, for, in the first
place, this myth as it was ultimately developed by Aeschylus, symbolized '
Jobian suffering - pathetic undergoing - rather than positive action and
achievCTient. Furthermore, it emphasized man against the gods instead of
a man against the gods. And finally, it was one legend among many, which
represented man’s struggle with the gods. Shelley, on the other hand,
being concerned with Prometheus, unbound and doing rather than bound and
I
undergoing^ as Aeschylus had been, used him as a symbol of deliverance of
humanity (as suggested by the French Revolution) which made it possible .
for man to call his soul his own - to reckon with himself rather than with
an awful fate - to achieve his individual integrity by listening to the ji
!i
dictates of earperience as it shaped itself, according to the form of his
rs^o rri lo at eltf. eid lo vfjvvr orlvr air>&^. bXo 9x1 ^
.sf:03 &d& zo 9ix:J rjS oorrf.J^'x.icpfjei
edc? fli f}ozo'i e'viiosrit^.iioo s st ,lQ(fff^a or.fv'u.-ci ? ’I.t .eii’S
icm'^ ©XalenO'T i^or-u?..? XiSiXifruriai has hslloztaoo nedw rfein'w ootol n - rtmH 'io
'\jcf (itsozo zno nstV doidw dttw bIccS Jo p'tffifos'lifiian
-tsil Oiit X- y.al9d olzon 9.dt lo ^xfl>’?'?Pi brm £n:9&S3q orfi - -let&am
<
bar. ^aoI:tir:V'r.r,ado ai/oi-o.'sxi-. baa ‘^frtto'iaoa Jo ^alaroa .'.aa !tZ3i
ovrtoaleB ©?':‘ ck^^'^xdt ri-xot Xr^veXdos 9V3d .az^rt at ,3oi,nsxaoqx9
eviti.iita.1 r/G '^ b^tuzi-'ro^i ^rrx!’:^^ rroij'OflXoa oifi ~ f>ix.tjrt ©ri? to !TcJ>t/joX3:X’’isXo
-•zo n..'>m a^aai adt) zoqpzq 9it.f ftme-^r^crf aciiaSo-i odi ^aionea .doidm
(old^vzoado 9 :JJ - d'xcorttrso'rrvfis odt) not JU- odt has (ooasX'Xsq
to Ioo']!^;a ed'.j’ 3 X ,a.rm of STit to cfaoKale odt fd^^.rozc odw , c.aBdfea:ca^ ii*iA
.aolf’}'i:^Qfrtl std^
of 'ntfzBV.x CIS I loo'nvo f<.ui? ''^iLss> at befool^QO 9 <S xaa: fl
ijztl ^'d: al ,'ro'i ,a.‘-!£;o aiii ^oa nt ^Idi ix.'S ,alif of ohssflSis 3{?eT[3 odi
-barXIoJsrco ,SirI''^rfcesA \d bsqolox&b jljy k«w SI r>B riX'^Ti cftfi' ,90.3lq
aCitSos ovlS'^oq asdf xodSsz - 3ffio\,'rebaxr oid-^'-fAj-q ^ •.^y.t'i'dtJsrs aside ^
to fi.g-‘-'.,tg.-rr aXjO;i -j-iS Scaijzjj'S ansi h&r.icsiiqpn Si tOzc^.rTodS^uri .sa9m'a£>Ldor
d'llilv ^ocr/' aao savr ifl' "Vif lvOiX/'l haX .S-5o;g ©.Xi’ xtiiii a
.Iitasd 'r&ifcfo o:I^ no .-plJaf?? 3:to^. ed: dftn
on.? hi'ijod ojidS zodSs-i :uJ.Gh has hassodajs ^z.^wdSomerd'' di bsaasoaoo i^l&d
to eoaszerilol. to Xodrr:;s 0 o.s :\td .bsei; ,ao9d had salx^Loa^A an ^^yixo^aar'xtc;
eld'isaoq ;ti ohsa doidv (ao^.SffScvoH. doaoz'i odS x,d .5e.f?9S3^^ Xfitua:.'/?
dSi.f asdS zedSsz ‘ilBi f^id dSiv ixoaOoz oA - awo 5 idfl-Goe aid IIso oi asot *iot
&r'f OS ^alnaSst 1 'iAxi^airri 3 id 9V9 .if.'oa, oS - 0 A3I ns

























own soul. Moreover, this symhol to Shelley was not one among many hut
the symhol of life which unified all seemingly dispara.te elements - a
monistic concept which was qaite inconceivahle to the polytheistic and
anthropomorphic Greek mind. What Shelley did with the Prometheus myth
i
is a good example of how Western thought at Its best may discover in a
!
classical idea the in^jlications that are alien to the classical mind.
|
Prometheus then may he regarded as the symhol of intuitionistic
integration. Thus I pose the Promethian Soul against Tangier’s Paustiah'
Soul. Faust, after devoting his life to the pursuit of scientific learn-
I
ing surrendered the opportunity of working out his destiny according to
j
j
the dictates of his soul as clarified hy his learning, hy selling his
|
soul in exchange for the mysteries of the hlack art, with which knowledge ,
he hoped to regain his youth. In the same way the Western philosophers
|i
having devoted their lives to the pursuit of scientific learning and,
j|
!i
having finally become skeptical of any true reality in their powers, have li
sold out to mystifying mechanism, hoping to find the key to all knowledge I,




fit, and Smithsonian economics - pseudo-rejuvenators. i
A I
Faust's second soul - the lure of the hlack art - is scientific




magic being merely a misapplication of the law of causality. Furthermore.,
Ij
!
it represents a decadent tendency in its reversion to the primitively
esoteric, and is like the Roman reversion to Egyptian cult ism when Rome
I
was on her last legs. Listening to the dictates of what Jung calls the
i
i
"collective unconscious" and permitting it to check an overweaning con-
|
scious intellectuality is one thing; to let the collective unconscious |i
II
I





Jjsi Tyiorxi siro Jorc aRW locTr^e eiift .'levoe-rc^ .Xx/oa nwo
g ~ aiaessele Jbsilinx; rfo-txfw slil lo icd’£3pca ed^
brtjs olistssUxloq^ Qdi oi oL^G^tooaooat sJixjp saw /{oidv 2fg©oaoD oxJ’airtoia
\\ /liv^ Bx.'jj'iio.'20'i't 9xi^ xl^Jtrr .imtm ztisrt-G DJ;dq7;oxnoqOT£lX£rj3
JB at TssroariL i:3ocf eli ‘ilia^eeW \TO£f "to ntqofixe boo-^ a ai
. ^5la: r;;oXesxiXfi sxli oX nsii£ c^i». oxi^ xstjJbi Isoieeslo
oiiairroiiixiixri lo rocffXt,a edt bsbtH'^.B’X ad \£m aadt Bxsadiossxi^z'i
UHiiaiTA'K a IvcS exfX eaoq I airilT .aoxJjR-s^^od-irX
oXliiaoiisrs "to sxl^ od e^il eUX galXovsX Tcsilf;.© . !>o3
oi ’^ibrtooos-. v/ttisab atii tsS'j s^X^fiov “io \ilassitOf:^ &fii boiebaainrs sn2
eXri ^illea xd .sccXotjs^jI aid tjcT iiei'iitflXo aa Ixjos aid lo me^pAoib oiit
o^^XwofDi rioidw dtl'v eXT£ >'’ojbX(J‘ sdj lo aaiaeiaT;;;® adS lOl asii/iriox© £rl It/oa
S"r'>xfqpROlJ'.x{q me^aeW sdJ 'ggw acifse 9^i^ nl .riJjux?^ aid ciagst o^ X>er;otl ad
,X)ffj3 :^i*Trx!t9l oiliXnsioe lo d'Jbxa'cxrg adt ot sevil rladi be^oveb ^irnd
orj3d .B'lswoq: T:i9d^ fici ’<coiJxR«i gj^'rX IJBoltqoTie eaiooad -^XXxsiiil salved
ojfioXwoxErX £Xe Ov ^3if edi ibcil o<^ :?alqorf ,inrai'iijadosat ox lao bloa
' tilv'g jg'^xr lo ie7xvTx;2 arit uo ajt8jsd<^ a^i dolsr ,^c20ioicf '^aanoIirXovE xri
.BTCcc^aaova’to'i-oXiiTeaq - aoiaoKOoa xLGiaocd^latS jbna ,:Jil
A
o,fli;?coi3B aX - i’xa sToeld adi Ic o'laf exf^ - looa ijacoaa
- *no3eixoci^ e*rolo^»isxf X/xca ovi^iiaircq a’tasjriT sjs oanoa aiaee edi al
.'^vtil.issaflc lo wsX ad^ Ic aoX^jsolXqjK’.eiCT ® ^Ifliera ois^.cr
q odX cJ aoiatovet sti at '^orrsXaoX iiicieoolj r> at.'isaeaqor it
ontoS aadw EailJx'o /xex^q\;^ oX aoia’i-Bvai asfaoH exia aaiiX ai iwe .olTavOsa
adJ' aXXv^o • i/L iedw lo nalaXclfi odS saxa^iciJ .aseX ieol aod ao anw
-aoo ns doedo pi SI :gfitSSiitriaq bcm ’’aixoiaaaoooif avi^DeXIoo"
ajiolosaooaif ovx^oalloo ad? Sal -S ;^tdS anc ai •^Ixljsau o^sIXolai axrcioa
j_ .wdSokB ^Sij^ st bjssd t& xcgg 0jlS ncxa/ask
The end product in "both cases, whether it he hlack art or mechan-
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ism, is a pretentious braggart - a Hitler or an American Rotarian. A
"rugged individualist". In both cases - science true or pseudo, (Prazer,
as shown, has pointed out this coordinate relationship) because of its i
limited scope - has proved an ineffective interpreter of life.
I
I
Prometheus, on the other hand, represents the atteii5)t to humanize '
(rather than mechanize life) throu^ the integration of matter, intellect, !
i
faction the one hand, and spirit, instinct, emotion (or felt fact )^ on the
(
other - integration being effected by intuition. The manifestation of
j
the Promethean soul in process I have attempted to indicate by reference to
i
an outline of literature. A description of its content and its process is
|
amply rendered by Bergson. But before devdoping his thesis Bergson clears
the decks of two ostensibly opposing theories that in a mutually exclusive ’
way have erroneously held the center of philosophical attention for cen-
turies; namely, mechanism and teleology.
*
"The error of radical finalism", he asserts, "as also that of
radical mechanism, is to extend too far the application of certain conc^ts
that are natural to our intellect; originally we think only in order to act;




act we begin by proposing an end; we make a plan, then we go on to the de- h
tail of the mechanism which will bring it to pass. This latter operation iii
possible only if we know what we can reckon on, we must therefore have
managed to extract resemblance from nature, which enables us to anticipate
the future. Thus we must, consciously or unconsciously, have made use of
the law of causality. Moreover, the more shai^ly the idea of efficient
causality is defined in our mind, the more it takes the form of mechanical
* PP. ^4—4
.
T V ' -u:-, ,
-riaxioeat rro ^Toalcf sd tl ted^edv ,2esxsc diotf jtx ioir£)07q bao axfT
A ,c.*it*i£TofI aaoiisiirtA. xxff io lelifK b - ai'OiiaftiTic b sr ,nai
,’r«3ss':^i) ,o.ui'^»8cr 'to njtrt? ^oxteio^ - aonao xfiorf rtl aosscn"
3ji xo oaj/BO0<f (c[ida£io.Jdiji3 *r o^j^vciMooo aidif is/o I^inicq asrf ^nwoda ob
.!9‘2:if "io ‘leJ’aiq'tdiitt ovi ^srj'ilbecii iie bevo-tq ez^ - eqcoa Loilall
osijyjitiW’d ci iqpe^ir. adi aindS'jTttB’: ,Jirtr< tgitto odJ xto ,3Jjex'gfi‘®C't‘?
f^oollo^xri ,‘xaitara: to jrxii ad^ (otiJ e«/as.iO‘^E li&di
odi .'lo^'tc-st ^lot tro) ttOxJofljD ^d’oai^oal 60^ ^ao edi no^J’-ost
to xroidB^cativrxvx odT yd iK'Joo'lto sa^od ao.UBTt:;:,aJxfi ~ led^o
oi ooaaiote't yd Qisioibsit oi boiqtmiiR avBd I aaeootq ai Ixroe jiBQsii‘fiao-i ‘1 ©ri?
8i oaBoom aic iz9ir.oo sii to xioiv iy Xiog^Jb A .Rixi^arteilZ lo sniX^im rsa
gtiJ^Xo itcoisiaS sXcarfi oxd :^Xq;u&Y3>£ oiotad j’M .aosg*X 3S yd iotofiaot ylqxiB
9VA3jj/o.T9 yXXawdiir! a ai sei'joadd sniaoQi:© yIdisfloJoo to 3?(o©i> ©4^
-aoo TOt IsoiddosoIX/iq to lOinnQ odi hlod yJ'OBoeflO'i'i© ©vad ysw
.yi^oXosIei f'ca ttiBtjxrdOGa ,yl9cu^ jeoi-s.Yw^
*
to iRdi oax£ SB*’ •*E^':«3cs ad /'mgiiBcit iBoiEsBi to to-zto ©xiT”
3;t<X<^oxt03 BtBi'zao to ao td«oiIqqs exfef ix’t ooi /'xieix© ei , KeXit®uo©C! laoXiRi
toB ocl’ wi ylxro ^Litdi ?w^ yXIAci-gito jioeXXa^ai ttxt> oif iB'tc.i'isxt oib
-xsiXiio xi£ . . . .cof^oB to f>I/;oe ed^ ai iajio rtood foQll&int taO
-oi) odX fx- 03 exi A^dJ ,aeXcr e eiiaK ©w ;f;n© run ^rtisoqoiq yd ci^od ©tr
i acf ^B'tsqo rteii.-?! sidT .^aaq od- £t ^ax-xd XXIw doin'w rraiaxidoam ©dt to Xiad
ev^BCi ©';ot«'iodd. Jaxin ow ,ao ao:?fo©*r itBO ©w ^Bdw woxcA ow ti yXjso oXdiat'oq
oiaqiofJaB exj eoIdBO© doidn’ ,e'tXjr#iVJ nr.*rt oortflXdoioget ^tv©Tc:tx© Ot^ Jbs^-jrtBa
to ©»*/ ftVBd ,yX8J'POiociiooffa “xo ylaiyoioefloo .iyx/ut o'n amfZ .©•xxd-wt 3si$
to Bafi odJ yXqriiSdE fi-rCMS ©d^ ,’i©vosto»l .y^iLeaxTBo lo woX odct
LsoitiariOPfr, to ntct edi il ©tom od^ ,f)rtia 'tJtfO ai J&eiiit©^ el y^iX.5ax«iD
.-A W*
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causality. And this scheme in its turn, is the more mathematical accord-
ing as it expresses a more vigorous necessity. . . . This natural mathe-
matics is only the rigid, unconscious skeleton beneath our conscious supple
habit of linking the same causes to the sane effects; and the usual object
of this habit is to guide actions inspired by intentions, or idxat comes to
the same, to direct movements combined with a view to producing a pattern.
We are born artisans (mechanist^ as we are born geometricians 0;eleologistsj
i:
and indeed we are geometricians only because we are artisans. Thus the
human intellect, inasmuch as it is fashioned for the needs of human actions,
is an intellect which proceeds at the same time by intention (mechanical
necessity^] and by calculation (jbeleological plai^, by adapting means to
ends and by thinking out mechanisms of more and more geometrical form.
Whether nature be conceived as an immense machine regulated by mathematical
or as the realization of a plan, these two ways of regarding it are
only the consummation of two tendencies of mind which are corapltoentary to j:
I!
each other, and ^ich have their origin in the same vital necessities’.'-
j|
!i




is manifested when^^in the 18th century, the mechanical eess of Hewton, Boyl^i
and La Place were translated into a plan in Tdiich,as Wilson** in alluding ;
to Whitehead, says, "God figured merely as the clock-maker who must have j!
i
existed to make the clock." ITewton's idea of the world as a function of i
i
God, Berkley’s doctrine of the ideal character of visual space, and La Placets
insistence that the planetary system, in spite of its irregularities, was j'
stable, the irregularities being necessary to the general equilibrium - all ii
1
testify to a naive preoccupation with final causes that history knocked
|
ii
into a cocked hat. It is interesting to note, too, that the same man could '
-^ODOO 0r{;t 3i .Cx’jurt a;}! jii saarCoe aidd Lnk .•?;^i:Xy’siri?0
-suiaci IiiHSTira sxfiT . . . exfO-io^Xy ayoa e asaas'xnrco fyl: 3.*3 ^rri
0Xq:qmj a;so i^a^x-soo ili-soji^cf a*A)*03«oc«i;/ '^Xflo si ss-'Jjvr,
Issldo Lr>i^jj ads laja ; sXriorls eif-r.a saaisi-o aciaa oiXi scJbfjtil lo iicfxuC
oi 3-3X200 'to
,
3£roXiri©iitl Jbotiqniii axpox^o.T sblL% tS ei: itdnsS sidt lo
,:T%ot^^a A aAXo£r.^<nq c^ ifslT & dilv banldfSco ^ontlh c>i
iisi^CilCQl&i} an^^iol'iSamei jxiod -er {s^Lifir'vsa;^ a:rTf'f'%M icrc-J oT^
>
adt BsrsfH 03xr/jo»3\f :^Irco s'V'loZ'iXaaoe^ 3'X.s 07/ laobat ban
.cjzoiJo^ lo abeaa adS ‘lO'i boaoldsAl: si ii es iiixyTii3«c.c ,«'rveXl9i-fri: fiiAcuixI
Xf^oi'xr.crioe;^ aoi;tiis4’xsi xd ataiS otme oxiv}- ja sfjapDoyq xfoiiXw iooxlatci an si
o-j 3iS;39a ^xri^‘:r.^£lrs Yff ,ismi€r Isoi^piooloi} aoti^Ssrol^^'O Mn C’^Jiaaaoaii
Ijsciitffisi005 arom ta?. otcw lo axnri.'tsxXooa Xxro \:<X iJn^- sp/?a
laoiv/ajrv©/!^^ jood'aliiSr^T ^HXjI;io/;xii ©axTei-atri: sjb lievXeoadoi 0<f aixr^xsii larfiexfl?
0-:^ Xi ho sx^ 0’'- 'in aoLSeni.l&Q'i ed^ an to »jsa*
0 ;+ r.tsirtoff.aXqiaoo 9’£^ xfcfrfv X'xtia "ic 3siaaab{tn4 cir? lo aoioaCTiraiioo axiX -s^Iao
*^3ei&ic.se63xi laSiv asna adS xt.t xrX^ltO tioflj' ©Tiirf rfoXxftr oca ,s:ajiSO done
X^oXoaio^ o-vC- 1^70 snxb^ \^X3»os)^ InoXaa'fooa lo slqflsaxo £>003 A
oI-^oS jXio^KoS lo x?s^8i X*90Ar>x3cfo©a ooi^ ,3it.x^XAO.o dSBI edS si.aodf^ bsSselXanm si
2iiiJ:b£fX£s xri **ctcsX£W a&rdoim al aoStr s oijxi hoS^lann’iS atsi? ©os.C*I Atl XtfTS
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"be both a mechanist and teleologist - a fact which would lend credence to |,
l|









fact that "both are reluctant to see in the course of things generally, or '
ji even simply in the development of life, aH unforseeable creation of form,
|
li !
.... they agree in doing away with time. Real duration is the dura-
! tion which gnaws on things, and leaves on them the work of its tooth. If
I,




reality never recurs, R^etition (or the principle that like produces like)
j
I
ji is therefore possible only in the abstract: what is repeated is some aspect
Ij
jj
that our senses, and especially our intellects, have singled out from
' reality, just because our action, upon which all effort of our intellect
ji
i is directed, can move only among repetitions. Thus concentrated on that
|i
which repeats, solely preoccupied with welding the same to the same, in-
I
j
tellect turns away from the vision of time. It dislikes what is fluid and
I. I
!' solidifies everything it touches. We do not think real time. But we
r
I
j- live it because life transcends intellect. The feeling we have of our
1
evolution of all things in pure duration is there, forming around the 1














cleus has been formed out of the rest by condensation and that the whole
1
must be used, the fluid as well as and more than the condensed, in order
i
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t 'dj no X''cX': 3oaoD exxi'?? .saoXXiieq;©'! ^xor.'^ ^!,Xr^o 9'/om n.GO .^oXociixi si
~n:
,
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Ipdi o'^nl^z'k ior.liethal na XsX.rj^o-oc ’cX'xaqp'tq; iq;9oaoo X.=iirXo9XX9XaX
^.rnc iniiOozG ni ntsi'Xxvxi- .tejs 'EaiiL'xdoali .^sotcX'iab oixii "ilo
-xfc a-Wt X-ex:i Xe^'icl .-rajit.ao odX at aaaX&aa idv.l'id o:fj Ic
9 Coif'X or:X XrxiX -oaxs .'Of ix53t:c.&KOO Xa^'x SilX iO Ijjv I)&srrzol. noo-d a«if gtoXo
aX ,i>©sa3 .bij;oo ©rfX a©x:X aioni X>.fi9 ea IXaw a**- X>xaxl ©xTX ,I>f<£;is an Xsi/n
”
.a'iiX 'ic Inoc.ovorz 'leiixri on* qa .;i^ oX
.>(X •‘rf'ixn: 5aXni odl "to qiraxC'^irt eaX "to noxlql’iosaJb s ’ aoe.’^^isS
elTicidated thus: conceive of an egg with the yolk representing intellect-
which is stored iq) matter or fact solidifiedr* interrupted, (since the
fact has heen taken out of time and has lost its contextual relation to
|
other facts), and unorganized - and the white representing instinct - I
!
which is force - life - supplying impetus toward a practical organized !
!
i
end (the organization resulting from the intact of instinct with intellect).
Thus it is instinct which gives life a purpose or direction - it is life -J'
it is purpose.
Ancient science’s preoccupation with static objects in space
precluded time or instinct. Time was a "degradation and change the dimimi||-
tion of a form given from all eternity. " Thus life itself was a falling
off of form. It is easier to understand this concept if we think of the
i
Greek principle of imitation as developed by Plato and Aristotle and 25)plied
to art. Althou^ Plato's model of perfection was in a "real" (or better)';
li
and Aristotle's in the actual world, the two philosophers agreed that art
should atten5)t to imitate the perfect - the perfect being some ideal model!
of Hermes or iipollo, representing all conceivable virtues. The model,
then, was a type embodying carefully selected qualities observed at dif-
|
ferent moments and in different persons. The resulting imitative productL
in so far as it approached the ideal, precluded the individual feeling of
!
the artist or the r^resention of any felt stream of life in an individual j
I
(Of course to r epresent such a stream is well nigh impossible in sculpture '
which in its very nature is static, but for this very reason sculpture
was the hipest art in Greece.) Thus the only reality in Greek art was
j
a static, physical reality embodying static concepts.
What Bergson says of Greek science is equally applicable to
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Greek art, as noted daove. "Ancient science thinks it honors its object
*
sufficiently vrhen it has noted of it some privileged moment. " But
modern science, regarding time as an independent variable, "considers
p
the object at any moment whatever." Thus modern science in so far as |!
ii
it can, considers the problem of time. "The flux of time is the reality
itself, and the things we study are the things which flow. It is true
that of this flowing reality we are limited to taking instantaneous views.
[^To clarify this idea Bergson speaks of modern scientific method as being ^
cinematographic.3 But just because of this, scientific knowledge must
appeal to another knowledge to con^lete it." The motion-picture camera
can record only a sequence of interrupted moments, so that ancient and !l
!l
modem science differ eventually only in degree. Thus science with its
jj
emphasis on and limited by intellect cannot interpret life completely. !|
ii
So much for intellect. The other elements in the mental pro-
cess Bergson correlates with each other and with intellect to give us the
whole man. "Instinct", he says, "is syiiq)athy. If this sympathy could
extend its object and also reflect upon itself, it wo\ild give us the key
to vital operations - just as intelligence developed and disciplined
guides us into matter. For intelligence and instinct are turned
in opposite directions, the former toward inert matter and the latter
toward life. Intelligence by means of science, which is its work, will
deliver up to us more and more completely the secret of physical opera-
tions* of life it brings us, and moreover, only claims to bring us a trans-
lation in terms of inertfe,. It goes all around life, taking from the out-
side the greatest possible number of views of it, drawing it into itself
instead of entering into it. But it is to the very inwardness of life I
**('<•;
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interested, self conscious, capable of reflecting ‘ugjon its object and en- j
!! larging it indefinitely. ”
I i









i| "That an effort of this kind (intuitive) is not in^ossible, " ij
i;
ii
Bergson continues, ”is proved by the existence in man of an aesthetic 1.
!; |!
!





of the living being, merely assembled, not as mutually organized. The ij
i! Ij








i' tion is just what the artist tries again to regain in placing himself back '
II !








’i Bergson then goes on to show that an ^esthetic, intuitive i
ii
|! philosophy “which would take life in general for its object" mi^t give us i
i at least an intimation of "wliat it is that intelligence (alone) fails to ji





j! it will utilize the mechanism of intelligence itself to show how intelli-
li
II
II igence would cease to be strictly applicable; and on the other hand by its
own work it will suggest to us the vague feeling, if nothing more, of what
i i
I
1 must take the place of intellectual molds. Thus intuition may bring the .
1
j
intellect to recognize that life does not quite go into the category of the
}
many nor yet into that of one: that neither mechanical causality nor final-
j
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Then hy synpathetic coimimnication which it establishes between us and the
rest of living, by the expansion of our consciousness which it brings
about, it introduces us into life's own domain, which is reciprocal inter-
penetration; endlessly continued creation. But, thou^ it thereby
transcends intelligence, it is from intelligence that has come the push
that has made it rise to the point it has reached. Without intelligence
it would have remained in the form of instinct, riveted to the special
object of its practical interest, and turned outward by its movements of
locomotion. ”




creating a novel, how it is observed in the lives of the characters treated,
1
;
and how it should be felt by the reader as he reads the novel, I shall
discuss later. The ultimate proof of the theory is in the reading as far
as the purpose of this thesis is concerned, but that the proof also exists
in the manifestations of the development of the Promethean soul in the
life of the individual is also true. So in order to give substance to ^
what comes later I shall attempt to show, by reference to the psychological'
I
development of the individual, how this soul manifests itself. Jung i'
1
1
refers ** to four stages in the development of individual consciousness:
childhood, youth, middle age, and old age. The first stage is primarily
instinctive, primitive, and unconscious. Whatever consciousness there
is at the beginning is merely sporadic and consists entirely in a "contl€C-
j
tion between two or more psychic contents.” G-radually "islands of memory"
develop and represent a sense of related contents that signalize the birth
of the ego. But the ego is still objective as evidenced in the child's
th (Vcl
tftwdATifty to apftnir rtf bimsplf in the person . —These- "lalands of —
*(9 ) pp. 113-I51
,T
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It is not until the ego has been energized throu^ opposition ji
to other egos tliat subjectivity and the use of the first personal pronoun
|
arise. But at this stage the child, because of its d^endence on its
parents 7 has no problems. As Jung says, "instinct shrinks from problems".
• I,
It is during this period that Bergson's instinct comes as closely as it !
can to reflecting upon itself and to giving us a "key", as Bergson says,
"to vital operations". To Emerson this is a very significant period
since it represents the beginning of "self reliance". "Their mind being
A
whole," he states, "their eye is as yet unconquered and when we look in
their faces we are disconcerted. Infancy conforms to nobody; all conform
to it . . . So God has aimed youth and puberty and manhood no less with
i
its own piquancy and charm, and made it enviable and gracious and its
|
claims not to be put by, if it will stand by itself. ... A boy cumbers
|
himself never about consequences, about interests; he gives an independent
genuine verdict. . . . But the man is as it were clapped into jail by his
consciousness." ***
At puberty, according to Jung, there arises through self-
consciousness, a conscious distinction between the ego and parents - a
psychic birth takes pla.ce. And a consciousness of the split induces an
-dt
*• It is interesting to note the analogy between the development of the
ego in the individual - as signalized in the essays of Thomas Puller (.See
I>p iS-l<f) by the use of the literary "I" - and a similar development of
the ego in society - as revealed in the rise of the syntactical "I" to
which Spengler calls attention. (See p. i*} )
Self~fteliance -p-. 300.
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inner dualism: the opposition of the personal individual ego and an alter-
ego - a contrast of subjective supposition with external facts. But
"something in us wishes to remain child, to he \anconscious, or at most,
conscious only of the ego," The assertion of "self-reliance" still per-
sists and it must he given scope. But the unfortunate consequences of
its being given too much scope, are of course obvious. And further,
the danger of yielding entirely to the alter-ego is apparent. It is, as
Jung points out, the aim of religious education to encourage this, but
as Hnerson says, "nothing is at last sound but the integrity of your own
mind.
"
The way out of this dilemma lies in the adoption of what mi^t
be termed a "practical idealism." We must, according to Jung, "limit our4
selves to the attainable.
. .
Whatever is given to us by the past is adaptq^
to the possibilities and demands of the future.. . . One man loses a valu-
able piece of his past, another a valuable piece of the future." In
short, instinct and intellect, proper and alien, must act as mental chedcs
on each other. And to effect this adjustment is to realize Snerson’s
ideal of "hitching your wagon to a star" - the wagon r^resenting a prag-
matic experienced philost)phy and the star a guide to things hi^er but at
the same time potentially existfint in the individual. If this adjustment
a_ A.
is not made in. middle life Gif=£t=»#i=8on a culture chaos results. Old
age either becomes a futile and pathetic continuance of youthful rainbow^-
chasing or an equally futile and intolerant religious fanaticism arising
from a too earaest devotion to a duty to others. In general this problem
confronts us today in the form of a battle between two types of neurotics:
the melancholy romanticists and the melancholy religionists, whom we may
call ofur nanrocrata; eanh
j
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Ithat ideals nnist he constantly altered, that personality coniposed of a
solid intellect of old beliefs must he constantly sacrificed so that the
individnal ke^s constantly in the stream of life. It is better to go
forward with the stream of life than haclcward against it. A Hahhi Ben
Ezra is an ideal Promethean. We must put ourselves in harmony with the
symbols of an organic integrity - symbols presented by our e:q)erience,
both that which is immediate and that which is stored 1:5) in the unconsciouii
and given meaning by an act of intuition - an insist that relates one
experience to another experience in terras of their value to life.
To harmonize our living in this way is to realize the possibili-
ties of the Promethean Soul, which I pose as an answer to those confronted
by the modern problem and for whom religion gives no answer. That art
achieves this I shall attempt to demonstrate further than I have already,
by reference to the novel; that the individual can achieve it (since the
one I have in mind is somewhat of an artist by virtue of his failing to
find satisfaction in religion which has become unresponsive to ®Sthetic
demands) through an identification of himself with the novel as an art
form or with all art is also conceivable.
But it is my immediate purpose to show how the artistsmind
functions in relation to his art - in relation to the materials with ^ich
he works - and to show wherein these materials as faidoned by him r^re-
sent an expression of the Promethean Soul.
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Promethean art, as it may he understood today, is the result of
a cumulative process tlirough the centuries. To understand it in its
present form it is necessary to he familiar with its development, which
I have attempted to trace in a previous chapter, so that our minds are
prepared for and attuned to its latest possibilities. It has become
more and more necessary to develop an esthetic to ezplain our acts or to
interpret our life, since it has become increasingly complex in the course
of its evolution. Por example, it is more difficult to understand the
art or life of the Romantic period of the West than that of the Elizabethan
for althou^ Shakespeare in writing his plays was somewhat indifferent to
the Greek unities, still his art is more static, his characters are more
statuesque, and ideally noble and therefore more understandable than are
the art or characters of Ibsen in Peer Gynt . written as Wilson points out*
when the poet was being suckled on romanticism or in Ghosts , written after
the lure of naturalistic objectivism had subsided and the "vaporous” and
"confused" world of romanticism had returned. When we consider that each
generation of artists, after studying their inherited traditions, have
discarded the husks and have shaped their material after their own and theilif*
age’s fashion (or better, in anticipation of their age’s fashion) and that
this process has continued for a thousand years, spurred on hy a restless
Faustian urge to probe further and further the infinite, and that moreover
each generation's contribution has appeared to be individualistic and
different from another’s - it is no wonder that the tender-hearted despair
of understanding the "constantly becomingrilttW^ and cry - thou^ futil^lly -
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But as soon as we "begin to -understand our milieu - the life forces,
j
the flux, rapidly coursing through it - in short, when we begin to -under- j
I
stand our own, the Promethean soul - then it can he said that we have I
I
I
mastered the art of living. Moreover, there is a much more common -unify-
j
!




point is, optical observation is an unsatisfactory guide. What we need
more is feeling - or not so much feeling as the ability to interpret feel- '
ing. Experience, as Dewey has pointed out,* is our common lot and is the
material of the artist. The diffic-ulty is that most of us have not the
ability to distinguish between merely experiencing and "having an experienc(=
If we are cognizant of the significance of the latter, it may truly be said
that we have a standard, a point of reference with vdiich to evaluate life.
The Greeks refrained from experience. They feared it because it
was fleeting, and fluctuating. To the extent that the element of time or
change was represented in their art, the art was a falling off of form.
As I have shown before, the Greek measure of life, the ideal of form, was
an immovable ideal fixed in the pure spatial present. The ideal sts.tue
did not represent action in process** but rather frozen action or action
,
extracted from a sequence of -various actions, to represent an ideal type
|
I
of action. Design was traced out of action accomplished rather than out
of action in process. Greek art bears the same relation to Western art
that architect-ure bears to music - the latter term of the analogy being
aptly summed up in Madame de Stael's famous epigram "Architecture is frozen
music.
"
The Greek attit-ude to life as conpared with ours is admirably
epitomized by Bergson as follows:*** there is more in transition
* (6 )
• Mie statue, their hipest art, is limited in its capacity to express actiot,
anyway since it is a single unit with no other -units standing in relation to''
it to represent motion. The Discobolus is a typica.1 example of the static, n
esthetic limitations inherent in the single statue representing motion. Thxi
figure is posed at that point of rest just
^Cstrliiis
diiOTS, and the circle formed by the projecting points of tWfigare s ialM
action and prevents any nggestlon of the discos being horled Into Inderinimm
',e
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than a series of states, that is to say, the possible cut s^ more in move-
ment than a series of positions, that is to say, the possible stops.
Only the first way ^inemalographic^ of looking at things is conformable
to the processes of the human mind; the second Qntuitiv^ , on the con-
trary, requires that we reverse the bent of our intellectual habits. ^o
wonder then if philosophy at first recoiled before such an effort. The
Greeks trusted to nature, trusted the natural propensity of the mind,
trusted language above all, in so far as it naturally externalizes thou^t,
Rather than lay blame on the attitude of thou^t and language toward the
course of things, they preferred to pronoxmce the course of things itself
wrong. . . In spatial movement and in change in general they saw only
pure illusion.” Sensible reality is ’’becoming”; intelligible reality
is still. The Greeks atteii5)ted to find form, essence^ or^ end beneath
"becoming".
The Humanists would have us adopt this Greek attitude. The
inefficacy of our adopting an attitude is admirably illustrated in the
futile atteii:5)t of archaic religionists to induce us to adopt 18th century
Christianity, which is overt more a part of us even today, than Greek
philosophy^ since it is our own heritage. A more homely exair5)le of the
inefficacy of a plan of forcing one’s own philosophy on another is found
in a father's attosqjt to make a Democrat^ or a Republican or a Confucionist
of his son. "That close inward relation," says Spengler,* "inwhich we
conceive ourselves to stand towards the classical, and which leads us to
think that we are its pupils and successors (whereas in reality we are
its adorers) is a venerable prejudice which we ought at last to put aside.’'
Tha difference between an adopter and an adorer is very great.
1
»(I2 ) Vol. I p. 2
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The question is, what evidence is there tha,t experience can he re-
garded as our measure of life? Assuming that it is our tendency to
plunge into it rather than to refrain from it, how are we to know that
we have wrested form from it? Form is a unity represented hy a single
pervading quality. Dewey points out * that there is esthetic quality oh-
servahle in some of our simplest activities such as "a game played throu^,
or ”a piece of work finished in a way thw is satisfactory.” Such con-
stitute an experience as distinguished from merely experiencing, which
has no design, unity^or order since it has no beginning, development, or
end; or is merely a reflex: reaction to a stimulus such as a sneeze or
engaging in a brawl. An. experience involves the interaction of the in-
dividual and his environment. Order must be restored out of chaos -
integration must be made out of disintegration- meaning made out of neutra
impassive matter. Even such a humble activity as putting a room in
order in lieu of becoming hysterical when angered, has in it the seeds of
art since energy is diverted fbom a purposeless discharge to a purposeful
experience which includes a sequence of related acts.
It is important to note that in ^ experience time is included -
in fact it is the essence of it. Something is done or created or ordered
and the process takes time. One unit of work in the series suggests and
leads to another. Thoioght follows thought and act follows act. There
are no gaps. Energy is conserved and distributed to meet the needs of
anticipated acts. There is no waste - and no pause exrcept to ”punctuate
and define quality”, as Dewey puts it', and quality - the pervading emotion-
f I
'*
itself - is in time. By quality is meant the mood which relates, selects
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experience. Dewey refers* to an experience of two men meeting, one an
applicant for a position, while the other has the disposition of the
matter in his hands. ”?he experience is of material fraiigjit with sus-
pense and moving towards its own consnmnation throu^ a connected series
of varied incidents. The primary emotion on the part of the applicant
may he at the beginning hope or despair and elation or disappointment a,t
the close. These emotions qualify the experience as a unity. But as
the interview proceeds secondary emotions are evoked as variations of the
primary underlying one. It is even possible for each attitude and ges-
ture, each sentence, almost every word, to produce more than a fluctuation
in the intensity of the basic emotion.
. .
The enroloyer sees by means of
his own emotional reactions the character of the one applying. He pro-
jects him imaginatively into the work to be done and judges his fitness
by the way in which the elements of the scene assemble and either clash
or fit together
. . . Such factors as these, inherently esthetic in quality,
are the forces that carry the varied elements of the interview to a de-
cisive issue."
The inherent artistic possibilities in such a situation would
not appear to the G-reek mind, for to appreciate it asthetically requires
a sense of the significance of time - life in process of becoming. The
reality of such a situation the Greeks abhorred because they could not
understand it with its swift give and take, constantly changing perspective
,
with an intangible mood as a unifying force. The nearest that Greek art
cotild have come to representing this situation would have been to carve
a statue of an ideal employer and an ideal employee with the sina of typical
attributes portrayed in the physical form. A sense of relation implies
a sense of time. Relations emerge as experience develops or grows; and
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This sense of relationship is implicit in all activity -
whether it he primarily esthetic, intellectual, or practical, so that the
difference between all activities is ultimately only in degree - not in
kind. But the degree of the {^esthetic or intuitive element determines
the degree of human value in a given activity. I mean hy intuitive
elanent - the element of disinterested instinct that controls selection
in a work of art. Value increases as a conscious disinterestedness in-
creases.
Mr. S. Alexander^ in his Art and Instinct* after shov/ing that
art, morality and science all arise from the same instinct - the construc-
tive instinct - differentiates clearly between the manifestations of in-
stinct in the various forms of life and activity. Constructiveness,
I though present in the animal, is directed to unconscious, practical ends.
The beaver instinctively constructs a dam, but consciousness of purpose i
is not present. His artistry consists of an ’’imitated chain of steps”,
derived from trial and error. In the case of the craftsman, however, '
j
constructiveness is directed to conscious, practical ends. The product
is fashioned to answer a specific need. This specific need must be dis- !
tinguished from other specific needs and the form developed accordingly.
The instinct here is interested, but there is an esthetic elenent in the
conscious sense of relationships required in planning and working the
material. Thus between animal and human constructiveness there is a
technological synthesis. On a hi^er human level than that of the crafts- '
man ^the pure scientist, impelled by curiosity about the meaning of nature,
constructs a formula to ejcplain discovered truth. His curiosity is
]
^j^exander, like Bergson and Dewey, is convinced that poetic experience re-,
^des in this world and not in a different world of perfect, universal models





irous^ beauty t?Xepd subl^ityC?) resuectively, as Burke
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humanized, may he non-practical, and his attitude toward nature - his
subject - may even be personal in as far as his synthesis is concerned.
In general,however, his artistry is practical and in^jersonal. On the
highest human level rests the poet, whose stage, the conten^ilative, is
reached when constructiveness ceases to be practical.
Alexander elucidates contemplation by an analogy to ordinary ex-
perience. Experience, he says, begins with practise and passes over into
theory and knowledge. For example a red patch acts on the retina^and we
turn our eyes so that the response comes before the seeing. After seeing
we conclude that what we have seen is a red patch. Or if we see head-
li^ts on an oncoming car we instinctively move out of the way, but the
motion of fli^t is previous to a knowledge of escaping danger. Thus
knowledge is a revelation coming from practise.
But in the speculative realm of knowledge a normal response is
diverted to another path. For instance, we may, on second thought, speak
Instead of act in response to a stimulus of unnecessary anger.* Here
act begins. Construction then in the contemplative realm becomes a diver-
sion of practise - practise being merely a response to a stimulus. Con-
templation calls for detachment from construction, which is effected by
excitement rather than by practical purpose. But a work of art inspired
by excitement alone is thin stuff. Art presupposes the existence of the
material and the technological elements. Something must be worked. As
Dewey says, there must be an interaction of the artist and the environment.
I He must undergo and also do. Through contemplation an artist becomes blende<
jwith his material.
This excitement arises from a delight in making - in perceiving
j
relationships and making the art form reveal the perception, and the percep
Dewey's reference to diverting energy from a purposeless to a purposeful
action, like putting a room in order, to which I alluded on p. *"o




tion of relationship untarnished hy a practical predisposition is disin-
terested instinct - or what Bergson calls intuition.*
This artistic faculty in its totality is not confused to him
whom we designate as an artist. The moralist and scientist must synthesize
the elements of their experience. Art and science differ principally in
aim. In the former, order is an end in itself; in the latter it is simply
a stepping-stone to further order. Science tends in the direction of in-
tellect and art in the direction of intuition, hut it is inconceivable that
either the scientist or artist could exclTide either factor from his activi-
ties. Certainly, as l^engler points out,** a scientist, especially a
mathematician who creates form with symbols, can be a visionary, can ex-
perience a burst of insight which enables him to see relations between
objects and conc^ts that he expresses with symbols. And these symbols
differ from the artist’s colors, tones^and images only in ’’their signifying
nothing in sense perc^tion. Furthermore, symbolism in words or signs
is common both to mathematics and literature.
In fact, as Dewey points out,**** "The enemies of the esthetic
are neither the practical nor the intellectual. They are the humdrum:
Rigid abstinence, coerced submission, tightness on one side and dissipation^
incoherence^and aimless indulgence on the other, are deviations from the
unity of experience," These are the neurocrats: those who would in^jose
on the world, by words, if it wotild stop to listen, anarchy, if they be
romantic infantilists, or theocracy, if they be messianic moralists. As
Dewey suggests, ***» drawing a mean between these extremes harks back to
the Aristotelean "mean proportional." But Aristotle was only formally
correct. Certainly he had no conception of the application of this idea
to the developing forms of experience as they emerged from the interaction
* See ij. 42
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of the individual and his environment. The notion of the romantic "doing" i
too m\ich hy introspective preoccxQjation and the moralist "undergoing" too
much by submitting to fate, was foreign to Aristotle. The Humanist
"inner check" is in no way related to Dewey's experiential check. The
Humanist# check arises from a "hi^er will" to refrain from experience,
whereas Dewey’s arises from the nature of experience itself. "Having an
i
experience" implies a sense of relation ^ich selects only those elements
which are associated to form an experience as experience emerges - the re-
j
suiting form being a precipitation of experience. As new facts emerge
they must be disposed in relation to what has gone before and what is to
come. Past e:q>erience stored up in the intellect, where it has already '
I
achieved form, is brought to bear on the emerging experience as a selective
!
agent. The tendency of the emerging experience to continue on a "fluid
rush to a straightway mark" is checked by intelligence - the force of in-
tellect energized by instinct - and the check creates a tension. The intel- i
'
!
lect in this case does not exert a restraining force so much as a directing
one. Hestraint would stop the flow, and a vacuum would result (or at best,
in the case of sculpture, a G-reek god of God knows what - certainly not
Bacchus or Demeter.) Direction turns the flow into channels already es-
tablished for previously disposed units of experience. Thus it can be said ^
that experience checks itself • Discipline is within the form itself rather '
than in an inner check of "higher will" or an outer check in the nature of




That the capacity to direct life in this way - make an art of !
life - is rare^is indeed true. But we all have the potentiality of the
!
artist in us even thou^ our experience is directed toward only practical '
-
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ends such as business and money-making. To induce the discovery of a
pattern in, or better, the making of a pattern of, experience (that is, a
disinterested pattern) is the challenge education must meet. The develop-
ment of our intuitive faculty, which is necessary for modern living, is
beyond the capacity of most ed\icators themselves, who have been stewed
in the tradition of an external authority in the form of an omniscient
and loving divinity or a super-rational intellect tovhich all the woes of
life may be conveniently referred, but, as we are discovering, not effect-
ively. They therefore cannot be expected to give to their charges what
they themselves lack. But it is a pity that instead of taking even an
occasional peek at life to see what it is all about, they should continue
braying the same old platitudinous piffle from Father Adam's text book.
And I insist that the possibility of making an art of living is
not too remote. That we all have some of the poet in us is manifested
in our constant propensity to use symbols charged with emotion^^to clarify
our mystic itj^dentification with the article scheme of things. In a well -
I
known passage in The Poet Emerson says, "The schools of poets and philoso-
I
phers are not more intoxicated with their symbols than the populace with
theirs. In our political parties we compute the power of badges and
emblems. See the great ball which they roll from Baltimore to Bunker Hill.'
I
In political processions Lowell goes in a loom, and Lynn in a shoe and
Salem in a ship. Witness the cider-barrel, the log-cabin, the hickory
stick, the palmetto and all the cognizances of party. See the power of
national emblOTiB. Some stars, lilies, leopards, a crescent, a lion, an
eagle, or other figure that came into credit, God knows how, on an old rag
of bunting, blowing in the wind on a fort at the end of the earth, shall
make the blood tingle under the rudest or most conventional exterior.
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The people fa,ncy they hate poets and they are all poets and mystics."*
That these emhlems become staled by use and in most cases represent
an abstraction growing out of group loyalty or grot^) convulsion rather than
created out of real experience, is not so much a reflection on the inade-
quacy of plain men as on the inadequacy of education to stimulate an ex-
periential symbolism that smacks of more reality. The important point is
that they do represent a desire on the part of man to express himself in a
way that the group can understand and with a feeling that the group can
share.
An investigation of the nature of the workings of the truly artistic
mind, with reference to its materials, should reveal further potential es-
thetic elements that exist in the ordinary mind and throw into sharper
relief an ideal to which all may aspire.
Graham^! WallaS ** assigns to the act of artistic creation four
stages: preparation, illumination, incubation^and verification. It is my
intention to justify and elucidate these categories in terms of their cor-
respondence with life and to use them as a framework for an explanation of
the creative process in the light of the esthetic criticism of Dewey, Jung,
and Ellen Glasgow. The latter is especially significant in that she has
attempted to analyze the process of creation by self-examination *** and
j by the coincidence that all artists (using the term in the broad sense)
I
think in the same general way, her analysis is exactly analogous to Wallas',
I
Thus she gives a personal, practical^and specific enphasis to Wallas' im-
personal theory.
That Wallas' four stages are conpatible with the idea of individual
and social growth as represented by Frazer, Spengler, Bergson, Jung - in
fact with the interpretation of any modern thinker - is obvious. Preparatic :
;
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corre^onds to the instinctive level of human development when life is try-
ing to catch meaning from the whirligig; when Jung’s "islands of memory"
and his "ego" and Frazer’s magic, based on a loose sense of causality, are
beginning to evolve. Illumination is analogous to the adolescent stage,
when meaning induced by a conflict of the ego and alter-ego, of proper and
alien, of instinct and intellect take on more substance and the pubescent
individual seeks comfort in the shadows of the church. Incubation coin-
cides with the period of a successful middle age when the dualistic
elements of life become integrated; ideas having lain fellow, begin to grow
together, coalesce, and man expresses himself throu^ the agent of a maturec.
consciousness checked by the demands of an instinctive life force residing
in the unconscious. And finally through verification there is a checking
of results - a revision of the whole process in terms of past experience
and future anticii>ation. It is a period characterized by Browing through
Eabbi Ben Ezra when you should
" take and use thi^y work:
Amend what flaws may lurk.
What strain o’ the stuff.
What warpings past the aim.’
"
Art is growth - the growth of an idea - an idea in process of
becoming. It might be said then that the whole life process is packed
into the mind of a poet and that his various instances of experience in
substantial form represent precipitations of his ever-unfolding experiences
throu^ his imagina,tion, which holds the pictiire - the essence - the picture
having been formed from really living, which consists of meeting obstacles,
undergoing them, and "converting them", as Dewey says "into favoring agencie|$.
Preparation, as it applies to the individual artist, means, in
a general way, background - in a specific way, impulsion. Background, as
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Ellen Glasgow says, gives form which is "value ... mellowed hy long satura
I
tion with experience" and "hy that essence of reality which one distils
I
from life after it has heen lived." Thus an integrated personality is
the selector - a personality which can distinguish between experience in
general and "having an experience. " The aigent of this personality is
I
intuitive imagination,* which is capable of sensing relations between im-
j
mediate and past e:[5)erience; and herein lies the seed of creation,
j
Backgroimdalso presupposes study to aid in giving perspective to art.
I
Ellen Glasgow, for exait^le, saturated herself with Oriental philosophies
!
before she wrote The Wheel of Life . Browning steeped himself in the
Renaissance before he began to use it as the symbol of his reflections on
the life around him. Childhood memories and dreams, called up from the
unconscious by an immediate experience throng the intuitive faculty, are
perhaps the most significant and yet most subtle elements in the artist^s'^
background - significant because they indicate that there is no limit (as
distinguished from the Humanist notion) to the materials that can be used
for art. Shelley has said, "A great statue or picture grows under the
power of the artist as a child in the mother's wcmb; and the very mind
which directs the hands in formation is incapable of accounting to itself
for the origin, the gradations or the media of the process." **
This is something qxiite different from the Greek or modern Hxaaanistic
imagination, which is architectonic. Imagination of this latter sort sirapl
requires a recombining of elements to fit an already established whole -
the whole being the perfect model - the Hermes statue. It is such an ele-
ment that T, S. Eliot has. in. mind when in his essay on Tradition and Indi-
vidual Talent (iThromf^ii Vti
-
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thehe speaks of depersonalized emotions which may form a new pattern,
emotions being depersonalized by identification with a universal scheme.
Dewey makes apt comment on this sort of conception ( ((*) f "The theoirljf’
of reality that defines the terms of fixed kinds is bound to regard all
elements of novelty as accidental and esthetically irrelevant, even thou^
they are practically unavoidable. Moreover, philosophies that have been
marked by bias In favor of universal natures and 'characters' have~slwayB^
regarded only the eternal and unchanging as truly real. Yet no genuine
work of art has ever been axepetition of anything that previously existed.
There are indeed works that tend to be mere recombinations of elements
^elected
.
fil*^!^ .P-rior works ^or from a universal ideal But they are
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^Ellen Glasgow f-omishes a vivid illustration of the use of such unconscioui
i
material in literature: ” in one of the tragic hours of my youth I
looked out of a window in a moment of heartbreak and saw two sparrows
quarreling in the rain on a roof. Twenty years or more afterwards, a
character in one of my novels looks out of a window in a moment of heart
-
lo break an^ sees two sparrows quarreling in the rain. And immediately
li^t streamed back, as if it were cast by rays of a lantern, into the
unlit scenes of memory, and I felt the old grief in my heart and saw the
rain fall on the roof and the two sparrows quarreling.
”
According to this same author, technique as well as material,
must become an unconscious factor in art, for she says that one must learn
il
technique- then forget it and it will act as a check as one writes, like
o c'
conscience. This is certainly far from the practice of new-classists
A
like Washington, Franklin^ and Irving, who diligently aped Addison.
This unconscious element in art, which must be understood if we
are to understand fully the Promethean soul, is called by Jung the vision-
ary element.*** Jung takes exception to Freud's stand that the vague
symbols, characters^and myths found in such a work as Faust, part I, are
j
intentional concealments of or "cover figures" for neurotic disease - that
j
they are substitutes for unacceptable experience - by maintaining that the i
vision is a true symbolic expression in its own right, but imperfectly knowij
The subordination to it of the obvious love theme in part I, he says, shows
j
that the poet is trying to express something. It does wot seem reasonable
that the artist would not make paramount that which he is attempting to
conceal, and that, if what Freiid says **** is true, the order would be re-
versed - the repressed element coming first instead of last, which is the
gcadwiic-that is to say, mechanical-rather than esthetic **'(jhe italics are
only critlca but historlanfl:_edfTftntJaavgLbe«n misled
l^tious prestige of the concept of the fixed and \mchanging. They have tended!
to find the explanation of works of artof each period as m^re recombination^
of those predecessors, recognizing novelty only when a new ^style* appeared f
and even then acknowledging it only in a grudging way. " Architectonic imag-ination in its lowest form is what a person is referring to when he exclaims
a melodramatic detective stoiY, "What an imagination the writer has.'"
rcetiry . ** This ® subsequent references to J\ing-(<0
.Cd
•jrjior.aoort:- ilora lo '5£xr on'! Jo rrc/l‘',T;teirIXi LIviv a e^rfaii'D';! v/c:;.^ nsIIsfP
" Iijs/ox -o a'JLCxoxi oxf.s'ij '^r'i Jo orro ni ” : ^rx
3WC7*'.r.cra c^;i Trx'.a Vx^td'X’i.'iarf '^•o ^iroacu r rr' ’.'rcf^rxv a 'io JjfO JLprXocX
,aX:ipv,-j;G^l/= 0 TO 2: 'xo a^rasy, ytovT? .1.octc e no rrian griX ni 'v'llis'rxox'p
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ad^ oini .nns^rtel a 'to aysn yd Jeco enev.' S* i ' ,rXoa -2 Bsiocsn-s ^x^:ia
adX w«a Lxr..r. J-irad yc ni xsi-i-s ^Xo &r:,t ifol I x>na .v^a.srr' Jo eenf>02 XUax^
"
.
C'w-j’ od^ ^xta Joc': 9d.t no nlj’.n
, XpjI'io V-C 5I! sa XXo” SB sx'pXrrffoow ,’jodun‘^ onyia aidi' oX ’?inxf)*cooo>^
9X10 8^03 9113 not. , ^'xa B-t ioXob'^ rinc Xo?.noo;W no ftffiOOOCf J'>£.-n’.
GTlxI fOi'Xi'ix/ oxto GB doodo B SB Job XI XI' bb-b XX X9;^/:o':: noriX -sL'plmioej
sxVxaaBlo-^ n ‘io ooxXoanq sdX rscn'l lal yrnXnXTOO af alrlT . _^c.r;>io£:noo
A
S:eqo ^;X^n9X;XXiX' odv; ^^rriviX Jr^rB ^niXsIrtB'rM ,nodjniIrdB'<? a:;.IX
or 'tx l-oofs'xeLrjJ od ^sit? .doixdr .X-n? cTi Xnertola sxrc iosnoon." alr^
-ffOlBlv odX \c ai .Ixroa n *.oI.Ioxron«5 odX yXl£d: LnBXaneX.'.'n.^ oX s*;.--’.
djj^r exit XBdX haBJs e ' xr'-:^-;''*; oi 39?IeX , jiterr-?Xo
.1 J-'i.nq 90 r'-xor B dcxr :! Xni.ol siBli'BTiufo ,?X'-.dc-^:e
I-nd - oa -esl;' oX^O'bo.: x.'t '*aoT- ,1: n ain.MiBsnttoo
I-ncIrro^::^
odi Ij'-w .liri rlr^niBCi yd - -^orv'' i 'z^ipce o-rdi'IyoooBr.v net so~jjsyiitdif 2 o> . ..
v
Inornr y ^ X nclaeonoxe oXXodiiiye onnl
' si noxeiv
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more important esthetic position. Feeling points to the knovrn; intuition
points to the imknown; and to go from known to unknown is the only possi-
ble procedure for the audience's or reader's initial understanding.
After seeing or reading a given work of art, the appreciator can reflect-
ively reverse the process and get in step with the original esthetic pro-
cess.
It is natural that Frexid should fall into this error since he
does not, as Waldo Frank points out* "admit the premise of the mystic
method, which is of course, that the cosmic lives within the individual
Tinconscious. " Being essentially a rationalist, Freud goes from reason
to unconscious in his analysis instead of the other way around - that is,
he assumes the second part of Faust rationalizes the first, which, accord-
ing to this reasoning, would he a representation of unsuccessful love life,
But as Bergson shows, this is not the way of nature and is therefore
invalid. Nature begins in instinct and intellect arises through an accu-
mulation of facts drawn from sensible reality. And since art proceeds
in the same fashion, it is no wonder that Freud, a rational scientist,
misinterprets the intuitive process, or better, in his scientific zeal,
is indifferent to it. The critic, in other words, should install himself
in the artist's unknown and work up to the known and then fall into the
incipient mental order of the artist who e^qieriences an impulse first,
which by intuition is clarified so that the whole motif of the work becomefi
known and is spread out in his mind. It is not until a given unit in a
sequence of experiences has been associated, by intuition, with past units,
stored in the memory, and given meaning thereby that it can be said that
the experience is esthetic. The esthetic inqjulse then, is posterior to
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of course^goes back - starting with assimilated facts that are self-
explanatory and gradually works back again to the original impulse,
building up the motif on the way. This may be made clearer if it is
pointed out that this is what any intelligent reader does after he reads
a novel. Having discovered the perspective at the end and thereby at-
tuned himself to the original intuitive act of the author, he goes back
to the beginning to reflect upon how the motif has been developed. The
challenge of a real piece of literature is at the end, not the beginning.
Creative activity as well as creative appreciation originate in synthesis.
The second st^ is analysis, but it serves only to clarify the already-*
felt ^synthesis. Freud, therefore, should have started with synthesis
I and worked back by analysis, to get at the real, incipient process of his
"patient ".
But to return to the matter of the stages of the esthetic pro-
I
cess, Ellen Glasgow's experience of the sparrows is a good example of what
an esthetically-ri^t frame of mind can do in the way of hei^tening,
deepening and illuminating a felt relationship - the relationship being
i
sensed between her early tragic mood and the mood of her character. The
j
character's mood cadled up her mood,
I
Boring this stage of illumination consciousness holds back
unconscious flow which must not be so fast that the elements of the imme-
j
diate conscious experience cannot be related to the fleeting elements of
the stored up past experience. There is a tension and the unconscious
elements are not a substitute for reality (as Freud's reaspp would have itj
j
but an expression of it through the medium of the conscious. Dewey charac
!
terizes this stage as one of ferment - excitement about something. (As
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Alexander woiild say,* excitement about the constructive activ^ity), which
is followed by a discovery of purpose and meaning. If art and purpose
are split the result is an insincere artfulness. ”The fawning smile and
conventional smirk of greeting are artifices. But the genuinely gracious
act of welcome contains also a change of attitude that was once a blind
and 'natural' junconsciou^ manifestation of impulsion into an act of art,
^the unconscious being clarified by the conscious]] something performed in
view of its place or relation in the process of intimate human intercourse
It is obvious that this act of er5)ression takes time . It
happens in time and time is part of it. The interaction of self with
objective conditions constitutes a flowing and a checking or directing.
But, as Dewey says, the moulding of inner and outer materials is a single
operation governed by emotion.*** In the instance of Ellen Glasgow given
above, form in process of becoming was controlled by a mood of tragic
heartbreak. Where intellect controls form exclusively, the time element
is kept out and the art is stiff, cold, scientific and objective.
Time, as a factor in the esthetic process, gains in importance
as the process develops. During incubation - the third stage - there is
a relaxation instead of plunging on. The thought must be allowed to grow
and find itself, and the associations must be allowed to strike their level]!
Plunging on induces a state of intellectual muscle-boundness. Anyone who
has assiduously planned a public address so well and with such conscious
assurance that no allowance is made for irregularities, only to find that
emergencies have arisen and cannot be met, is familiar with this condition.
I mean by emergency, the possibility of embaras sing questions being asked
from the floor, which have not been anticipated or the possibility of new
associations arising as the speaker progresses
,
which tend to contradict
See p, 53.(6) p. 63
***See p. ^0 ,
dotdw evlSosrx^oscco oiW ij/odfl I'lsjcyf itj.&nfis:;? fA
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what has been so deliberately tho-ught out - possibilities which tend to
crack the mouLd of the speech, leaving the speaker intellectually muscle-
bound. This overconfidence can be prevented by allowing the thought to
incubate.
It is during this stage that form actually comes into existence.
! Ellen G-lasgow says, ".... ideas would not come to me if I went out to hunt
for them. They would fly when I pursued, but if I stopped and sank down
into a kind of watchful reverie, they would flock back again like kindly
pigeons. All I had to do before the novel had formed was to leave the
creative faculty free to work its own way without urging and without effor;,
If I were to walk out into the country and pick a scene for a book
it would remain as flat and lifeless as cardboard; but the places I loved
or hated between the ages of three and thirteen con^ose an inexhaustible
landscape of memory. ... Usually the underlying idea models the plastic
material to its own structure ... the angle of vision creates the form,”
Applying this idea to writing of The Sheltered Life
,
she says
there are two points of view in this novel; an old man seeing life as it
is and a young girl seeing it as she would wish it to be. Reality is
j




she was "careful to allow no other aspects to impinge on the contrasting
visions which create between them the organic whole of the book."
i
I Discipline, then, is iu the esthetic form, which grows with the
esthetic experience, and is not in any inner or outer check represented by
! conscious will or by an abstract concept based on an ideal mean, as it was
with the Greeks, or is with the traditional Edith Wharton, who deliberately
plans her plot according to the ancient requirements of story-tellirg,
with due regard given to a series of well-timed climaxes, compatible with
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the rules of the Greek draiaatists etnd the modern detective-story crafts- !
j
man - the characters "being disposed according to the demands of the in-
tellectually-conceived plot.
!
During this process of incubation, materials (or words standing
for materials), colored by conscious usage, clarify unconscious feelings.
But the basic reality is the unconscious. Jung shows the importance, in
the esthetic process, of race-dreams expressed symbolically, which are
translated by invented conscious symbols, so that a mythological theme
may in the final product ”be clothed in modern dress”. Art is thus con-
scious in its use of symbols to clarify meaning and in its dependence on
immediately emerging experience, but it is unconscious in its reliance
on what Jung calls ”the collective unconscious” *- the receptacle of all
our primordial instincts and habits * which are compensatory to our too
conscious conventionalism and rationalism. Herein are the sym-
bols of our common lot. Thus art, derived from instinct, is not the
expression of individual eccentricity, but the expression of the de^
feelings of mankind. Herein lies its basic universality.***** What doeii
i
j
give art individuality is the particular immediate exjjerience of the artist
i
I
with which unconscious or remembered experience is associated to form a
* (S) P.190
*** Like Freud’
** Like Freud’s ”id”.
” super -e.to”. **** Like Freud’s ”ego"
***** Dewey draws important distinctions between universality in art as
it "is conceived by the modern mind and as it was conceived by the Greek
mind - . Modem art is in the current of life, and being so,
there is a fidelity to the character Q.n the case of literatur^ whose
career is exhibited. Universality lies in what is the common experience
of a number of persons, and the deeper the experience is, the more common
it is. Meaning is therefore within and subjective, but in its being com-
municated by language it is objective. This tendency has grown out of a
background of a democratic theory of government and of physical and biolo-
gical science; interest lies, therefore, in how things, people, function.
Universality to the Greek and modem Humanist minds, on the other hand,
±s oot»ide ttie eorrent of life. Character, in being universal, in this
sense, means fidelity to a class - a type- and is already in existence in
the constitution of ideal nature - so that the more superficially it is
dealt with, the more universal it becomes. Meaning is without and entirely
ocracy^^ Interest lies
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pattern. Farthermore, thoia^ language, in that it is a common means of
communication and is therefore inqjersonal, still, is^ersonal in the sense]
that it has "been colored, given particular connotation, by the personal,
immediate experience. This subject of technique I shall pursue further
later. For the present, let it be understood that the poet, in using
the unconscious as an esthetic source, is not eccentric but superbly humanji
The poet, as Jung says, is a seer, a foreteller of the conscious outlook
of his time and is of especial significance when the times are out of joint
because of a too assiduous preoccupation with purely intellectual activity
The last stage of the esthetic process, that of verification,
being in this final position, concludes an order that is the reverse of
the traditional esthetic order, for it is here, with the modern artist,
that the product is viewed objectively instead of antecedently to its
making, as is the case with the "well-made” novel of the Wharton type.
It is in this critical revision that unconscious meanings are discovered,
as exemplified in Ellen Glasgow’s discovery of how the "sparrow” symbol
got into her novel.*
Verification implies a conscious harmonization of artistic re-
sults with conscious values of technical excellence. The author revises
his work in terms of its coherence and forcefulness as a communicating
agent. Where communication has been too consciously considared in the
process of creation, elements of poplar market appeal creep in which
becloud insight and split form and purpose, with the result that the produit
is insincere in its expression.
What it is that gives an author sincerity, as represented in
his writing, is his own experience, clarified by or precipitated throu^
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at least, potentially so. "To "believe your own. thou^t", says Emerson,*
"to believe -what is true for you in your own private heart is true for all
men - that is genius. Speak your la.tent conviction, and it shall be
universal sense; for the inmost in due time becomes outmost. A man should
learn to detect and watch the gleam of li^t which flashes across his mind
from within, more than the lustre of the bards and sages."
But most of us are incapable of this sort of experience. The
genius then must act as a catyl^tic agent - a clarifier of what is within
the ordinary mortal, but only in latent form. For, as Emerson says, "In
every work of genius we recognize our own rejected thougjits. . . Great
works of art have no more affecting lesson for us than this. They teach
us to abide by our spontaneous impression." Thus art is not didactic, in
the sense that it conveys to the mind moral knowledge which is to become
the vicarious moral code of the observer, listener, or reader, but is
inspirational in its capacity to induce an attitude to the significance
of the individual’s own experience.
But there is a moral advantage, of a secondary nature, in an
appreciation of art. We may learn to live by installing ourselves,
throu^ our common lot, in the stream of artistic creation. This is what
Carlyle had in mind when he said|"It is comfortable to know our fellow
creature - to see into him - to understand his goings forth and decipher
the whole heart of his isystery - and to see out of him so that we can al-
most personate him."
In these words Carlyle, along with Emerson, anticipates the
flowering of the Promethean soul, for he is expressing an interest in the
individual and his unconsciously felt relation to society - a relation
*
"Self-Reliance" - and subsequent allusions to Emerson from same source.
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clarified by an act of intuition. This idea has in it the possibilities
of a Weltanschauune: - a realization of which is the only hope for Western i
man.
Carlyle, moreover, anticipates the peculiarly American practical
idealism, in his pointing, further, to the necessity of keeping body and
soul together - a problem that is unique in that it confronts every indi-
vidual, who is unlike every other. (Yet he is also like every other and
in this fact there is universality - the common feeling of the significance
of individual e^qperience; so that the universal is expanded to include the
common feeling of the significance of uniaueness). This problem of the
conflict of body and soul consists of the ideal struggle of free will
against material necessity, which calls for ”a syupathy of human hearts. ”
1
1
Each man is a symbol of life; each individual a mirror of himself; so that i
»
j
each is a symbol of all and each can see himself in the other.
i
Carlyle, of course, is discussing the value of reading biography,
but what he says is pertinent to our question because it enphasizes the
necessity of putting ourselves in the position of the other - which is what
we have to do if our lives are to be clarified by our sharing in the crea-
tive activity of genius.
"The essence of genius," according to Emerson, "is Spontaneity
or Instinct. We denote this primary wisdom by Intuition,* whilst all
later teachings are tuitions. In that deep force, the last fact behind
which analysis cannot go, all things find their common origin." Ultimately
it is up to us to discover the significance of this power if we are to achie
what Emerson calls the "integrity of our own minds." But through study of
the works of genius we discover, it must be remembered, not a pattern for












* See p. 4^.
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"There is a time," Emerson says, "in every man's education when he
arrives at the conviction that envy is ignorance; that imitation is sxiicidef
that he must take himself for better for worse for his portion; that thou^
|i
the wide universe is full of good, no kernel of nourishing com can come t^
him but tlirou^ his toil bestowed on tha-t plot of ground which is given to
him to till. The power which resides in him is new in nature, and none
but he knows t^at that is which he can do, nor does he know till he has
I
tried. [[This is the essence of pragmatism, which is an indigenous American
philosophy that will receive careful attention later^ Not for nothing
one face, one character, one fact, makes much impression on him and another
one. This sculpture of the memory is not without prefistablished harmony.*
... A man is relieved and gay when he has put his heart in his work and
done his best; but what he has said or done otherwise shall give him no peacip.”
finerson implies by this "self-reliance" "self-creation". But,
thou^ the works of genius may set an example in self-creation, they cannot
of themselves create; for this would be to assume that two individ\ials couldj'
have the same set of experiences involving the same responses. This was
the Greek ideal and accounts for the marked imitative tendency in Greek art-j
from the painted vases of the Archaic period, which mi^t strike the beholdep
as having been fashioned by one man (were it not for their great number)
,
to the Gaul statues of the Hellenistic period, wherein the sli^t divergence)^
from the original models mark all the more, in a naive way, this imitative
tendency, since they represent the artist of the late decadent period, when
the following of models was beginning to pall, champing at the bit to give
his work some individoial quirk, which would stamp it, and yet would not be
too visible. This is the ideal of an aristocracy, a system which assumes
•This statement is of interest in the light of its indicating Emerson's
recognition of the importance of the unconscious as a controlling factor ifel !
the shaping of personality. Putting oneself in touch with the creations of
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that value is derived not from living your own life, as Emerson would
have it, hut from merely as existing as hollow form for the rec^tion of
traditional, external stuffing. Even the privileged classes, under such
a system, who are looked up to as models of a benignant negativism, must
find it rather boring trying to maintain a status which is incompatible
with their submerged sense of reality.
But even if we tried to establish such an ideal, we should find
that it is not in us. In our civilization, which is democratic in temper,
althou^ not always in fact, the force of individual character is paramount,
And "the force of character", as Emerson says, "is cumulative" - not imita-'
tive. Hero-worship, which implies a surrender of individuality, we lau^
at, except when it appears in the young, who have achieved no real individ-
uality,* not so much because the ideal is in5)0ssible of accomplishment,
althou^ in a real sense it is, but simply because it is not in the modem
nature of things.
In order to realize our manifest destiny - the democratic ideal -
we have to study the other person, feel with him, discover his pattern of
life, see wherein his character has been achieved in cumulative way. But
we must not ape him, like an aristocrat, but understand him, like a democrat,
Art, especially the modern novel with its enQ)hasis on character, can show
us that character is cumulative and that, in being so, calls forth the
development of our own intuitive power. To be a Promethean is a great
challenge.
• James Mark Baldwin has suggested (The Individual and Society Cs) )
that even as imitation manifests itself in the young, it is an attempt to
put oneself in another's position to understand him rather than a thea^ical
dirolay or an effort to conform. This woujd locate the origin
tendency "to know our fellow creature" of which Carlyle speaks, ^see p. t / )
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CHAPTER V ,
Creative Symbolism
Literature is at once the most difficult ejid
abstruse expression form. And because it is the most
difficult, it is the most characteristic. It represents
in a way that no other art does, the most complex expression
of the infinite; for it is the most fluid, and it is there-
fore comparable with music, yet it is more complex than
music because in its indigenous nature it is charged with
meanings. Music has meaning only in a secondary way:
absolute music developed before representative (programme)
music; but with literature it was the other way round.
Language, as Spengler, Frazer, Ogden and Richards, and other
students of anthropology and philosophy have pointed out,
originates as a means of communication to supplement gesture.
The name (numina)
,
which is the first manifestation of
language, identifies objects — limits them and distinguishes
them from other objects. In this purely descriptive capacity
it is scientific: the sign describes and stands for the
object and includes no attitude toward it, as when HgO stands
for water. Gradually as the verb, which is fluid and in
time — instead of cut out of it like the substantive — is
added to the substantive and is used to relate substantives
in time, the sentence* is formed and subtle relations between
words arise. Language thus becomes an expressive medium.
* The original meahlhg of "^sentence"^"^— to feel — and its^
etymological relation to "sentience'*— indicate! its'^^fS^fQre
as distinguished from a communicati^ purpose. ^

Syntax, which is strictly concerned with the sentence as its
meanings, signified by words, are inter-related, overshadows
grajumar, which is concerned only with the mechanical parts
themselves. But syntax, like everything else, eventually
becomes rigid through rules which arise from the desire to
make the sentence communicative; so that it is the problem of
the author to express meaningp derived from the suggested
power existing in the relations of words, by a rigid scientific
framework which has its roots in communication. In its ideal
form, then, literature is the most difficult, and from the
Promethean point of view, highest art, since it syritkesizcS
emotion, represented by evocation and intellect, represented
by communication.
*
’•There is”, as Dewey says, "not the gap between
raw material as medium in letters that there is in the other
arts.” And this is so because the raw material has been
organized first as a vocal medium, and as such the communicat-
ive and expressive elements have already been synthesized.^
Continuity of meaning and value is the essence of language.
''For it sustains a continuing culture," Dewey states; and what
makes the continuity possible is that literature is a
synthesis. Pure fact has no survival value and pure time
has no meaning; but their integpration through the intuitive
faculty has meaning and value.
But because there is such a perfect coalescence
of substance and form in literature, it is difficult to
*(6) P.240
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ana,lyze or interpret it. An analysis and interpretation of
ok
a painting or^any other form of plastic art is compara-
tively easy because their elements are more tangible — the
meanings of their elements are not so fleeting; their context-
ual objects are solid, and, though they may suggest time,
they are not in time as a sentence is, not only from the ooint
of view of the metamorphosis of the words and their relations
in it, but also from that of the presence of the verb, which,
as Spengler says, "describes types of change which are not
seen but are extracted from the unendingly protean light
world." ‘•^rthermore
,
in reading, there is the element of
instantaneous comprehension for, "Reading consists in
scanning a script-image with a feeling of the significance
of corresponding word-sounds; what script contains is not
signs for things (as in painting) but signs for other signs."
Since literature is therefore difficult to analyze
and interpret, much confusion has arisen as to its purpose.
Because language originated for a communicative (scientific)
purpose there are those who insist that this is its only
purpose. Such persons, when they encounter poetry, are
baffled, and ask why the poet does not "speak straight from
the shoulder instead of beating round the bush," This is
the die-hard factualist who suspects the poet of deception
because he possesses a power that presumably cannot be com-
prehended and who thinks that art is supposed to convey
knowledge rather than cell attention to the constructive
^(12) Vul-. II p,
*1*
*One of the many distinctions between Western and Classical
j
civilizations lies in the fact that Classical prose derived
!
its form from an oral tradition, whereas the Western form
comes from a written tradition. "One (Classical person)
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activity and induce thereby, an attitude to experience. Then
there is the extreme esthete who, as Ogden and Richards point
out, would ''exclude poetry from the arte on the ground tha,t
its appeal is indirect only, through ideas
.
and not sensory in
character." Both persons are neurotic, and when they take
j
the stump, become "neurocratic . " Both fail to realize that
I literature synthesizes the seemingly contradictory elements
which divide them. Literature is sensory in its appeal through
its use of words, which have a sound; factual and communica.-
tive in its use of materials that in their origin were factual
and communicative but which have taken on emotive, exoressive
meanings (which makes literature intellectual in spite of
itself)
;
and finally intuitive in its form, which is derived
from a pattern of relations between words, sounds, sentences,
characters, situations, and ideas. In its highest sense, then,
literature represents the artistic arrangement of meanings —
* (II) b. 379
read it as if one were speaking, whereas, we by comparison,
speak everything as if we were reading it." (Speng.Vol.il,
p.150). As a consequence the classical orator put his
verbs at the end of a sentence to be heard for dramatic
effect; the resulting product being a comparatively stp-tic
entity. Whereas we place them where temperament seems to
dictate— in a "natural" position to be felt as a part of the
process of becoming. Oratory^ as a matter of fact, is not es-
sentially expressive but communicative and is therefore not
an art. Croce has stated the distinction admirably; "Oratory
follows a path directly opposite to that of art; art proceeds
from life to imagery, oratory from imagery to life. When the
images produced by art are used as instruments, i.e., of
moral suasion, we pass from art to oratory and disputes arise
as to educative and corruptive art. Such distinctions may
indeed justifiably be drawn, though it is not justifiable to
continue using the term art for something that has ceased to
be such and is now oratory." ( The Conduct of Life—"On
Telling the Truth"—Trans, by Arthur Livingston, 19B4
—
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through the use of the above elements — to form a complex;
whereas music is the artistic arrangement of meanings through
the use of sounds exclusively — but a pattern of life is more
significant, from our point of view, than a pattern of sounds,
which only very remotely may represent a pattern of life.
A distinction between words as agencies of communi-
cation and as agencies of expression must, of course, be made.
An intentional confusion of the two purposes is justified,
as when literal language is used, only ostensibly to tell
literal truth, but actually to express a feeling,* The
converse, where a writer with a practical purpose unintentional!
j
uses metaphorical language to communicate nothing but fact, is
unjustified since form and purpose are split without conscious
esthetic intention. But the fact of this being often the case
lends credence to the theory that even the most practical man
is incontrovertibly a poet — that the attempt to view life
entirely objectively is futile, A good instance of this
scientific na'ivtee is given by Edmund Wilson in a quotation
'• Ogden and Richards (i'iip .375) quote a Professor Mackenzie
to illustrate this effect; ’’Professor Mackenzie has urged
that when Shelley wrote
•Hail to thee blithe spirit.
Bird thou never wert,’
he did not really mean to deny that the lark belongs to the
claisB of aves.” What he meant to express, of course, was the
transcendent significance of the lark to the poet, S.tatement
here (as distinguished from metamorphical contrast^ an
effect which is exclusively esthetic or evocative.^ A
communicative device is transla.ted by the reader, by his
installing himself in the poet *8 mood, into an expressive
effect.
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from the United States Courts Martial Manual "in which,”
as Wilson says, "the utmost effort has been exerted to keep
us far away from poetry and to make sense as plainly as
I
1
possible; *The army is an emergent arm of the public service
which the nation holds ready for a time of peril',- - - -
^ The army is not an emergent arm of anything; it is a col-
1
lection of human beings,” Wilson points furthermore, to
examples in the rest of this paragraph of more metaphors,
cumulative rythras, and words given emphasis by position,
"The author,” Wilson concludes, "is trying - - - - to suggest
a state of mind in which we shall be conscious of ourselves
only in our relation to society,” In other words, the author
of this passage to which Wilson refers is trying to some
degree to induce "an attitude to experience;” furthermore
he is establishing a relationship between two social units,
the public and the army, and in so far as he accomplishes his
purpose he is e.n artist — not a scientific or practical write
although we know that his basic purpose is practical. This
is therefore more an example of bad science rather than good
art. Or should we say that it demonstrates the inadequacy
7
of science to be a sole guide in our lives,*-* If the
situation is reversed and an axtist unintentionally confuses
communication and expression, as is true in the case of
writing that is intentionally too didactic, we condemn him
^coherence and of having a "split personality".
[*—
’^* The fact must not be overlooked that science is fundamen-
tally intuitive in its process, even though not esthetic
In its ttumoae. for to name a thine—to give it a symbol—is
to establish a relation between the thing and something else;
even though the something else be only a letter, the letter
has a history and has evolved through a complex of association
It is intuition that senses the relation here just as it is
intuition that senses the relation between the materials going
into a painting.
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It is the problem of criticism to make a distinction
between what Ogden and Richards call evocative words on the
one hand and symbolic ones (in the sense of the scientific
sign, not of the literary symbol) on the other; but there are
^
few critics who are aware of the existence of the oroblem.
¥s
A distinction that Dewey makes is clear. He gives as an
example of a. practical symbol a sign noting the direction of
a city. This he says has nothing to do with the experiences
that one may enjoy in the city. Words in the form of an
exhortation, on the other hand, to participate in some festi-
vities in the city would be symbolic in an esthetic sense,
for they would be inducing "an attitude to experience."
Dewey aptly sums up the contrasting types of symbols thus;
"The work of art certainly does not have that which is had
by flags when used to signal another ship. But it does have
that possessed by flags when they are used to decorate the
deck of a ship for a dance."
The sort of symbol with which we are concerned is,
in a general way, the decorative (not the signal-flag kind. I
say in general because evocative symbols fall into many
categories— the flag type representing only one.) Baldwin
traces the development of symbolism which should throw some
light on the nature of symbolism itself. He divides this
development into three stages, but I should like to present
a stage first which seems to precede his three. If an arrow
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first, to the primitive mind, be of an almost entirely
practical nature; that is, its use as a hunting instrument
would at first impress the primitive, and we can regard it
at this stage in the development of civilization, as an
improvement on the hurled missile for offensive purposes;
also its significance as a sign at this stage would lie in
its indirect power of contributing to individual self-
preservation. Then as it became apparent that it could be
used as an offensive and defensive weapon against human beings
it would take on a more human significance, although as
Baldwin points out in connection with this his first stage,
this significance would fundamentally take the form of an a-
dualistic animism; that is, before a distinction between
mind and body arose. Its meaning would arise from its having
hit and wounded or killed some man but its importance as a
group sign would be, for the most part, unconscious. As a
sign it would not have the constancy or regularity of an
established law.
Baldwin* s second stage is that of e,ffective or
emotional animism, and there would be a common social inter-
pretation of its significance with respect to its establishing
a relationship between the individual and society. It would
be a sign or emblem of established power - social organiza-
tion - law enforcement - a sign or omen of what is to come,
if what it represents is not paid prooer respect. This
feeling would become part of the unconscious store of the
individual and the arrow would become a totem - a represen-
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Finally in the last stage of development the idea
of the arrow would become subject to a '’reflective animism"
representing a dualism of mind and body — the mind having
achieved a freedom through the assurance of bodily
protection by the emergence of established law: and to the
mind — the literary mind — the arrow would become a
s^Tubol of swiftness rather than a sign or emblem of power.
What it meant to the poet would be of more significance
than what it meant to the group — the poet hs.ving
discovered its true emotive meaning, devoid of all practical
use.
But to say that mind is free is not the same as to
say mind and body are senarate entities, as strict dualism
would have it. VlThereas originally body was dominant, now
mind is dominant; but mind must have something on which to
c
work; namely, body. Without body, material, obstat^le,
art its thin. Science, as Dewey suggests, can continually
be offering newly discovered truths with which the creative
mind can work. The esthetic sirmbol gives meaning to or is
the meaning of scientific truth. The symbol is an estab-
lished relationship between two facts uncovered by science.
In the case of the arrow, the fact of there being an arrow
—
an Implement designed for propulsion — and the fact of
its propulsion are related by a quality: swiftness.
Shelley, for example, epitomizes the swiftness of the moon-
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beams which are so keen (because of their swiftness) that
they can only be felt, by using the arrow as a symbol.
"Keen as are the arrows
Of that silver sphere
Whose intense lamp narrows
In the white dawn clear,
Until we hardly see, we feel that
it is there."
Again, in Longfellow’s familiar The Arrow and the
Song
,
the swiftness of the arrow is used as a symbol of the
swift flight of a song, almost into infinity, which, like
the arrow finally reaches its goal - in the one case in an
oak; in the other, in the heart of a friend. But there is
ein added meaning, for the idea of the arrow always hitting
its mark is implied. Thus it is case of a symbol that has
become conventional, being given a new meaning.
The history of the arrow might be summed up thus;
practical science having taken the materials for the arrow
out of flux and shaped them to produce an instrument
,
the
poet takes its emotional qualities and shapes them into a
human symbol, thereby putting the arrow (as an idea) back
into flux. Humanity is fluid; fact, material - inhuman and
static. The fact is finite; the possibilities of the symbol,
infinite, since each person who encounters the arrow as
a symbol will clothe it with some of his own meaning drawn
from his own experience; so that the infinite possibilities
of the symbol lie in the infinite possibilities of human
individuality.
I have considered only one symbol. In the whole
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/ poem, or novel, or in^any literary form^ symbols are laid out
as points of reference along the curve of emergent experience.*
They are agents of the controlling mood of the whole piece,
and they speak from the heart, not the head - coming from that
abundant store of rich human experience that the author
possesses. Symbols that come too much from the head are
brittle and obviously factitious. The totem is of this sort.
It comes from without in the form of a baffling fate that
thwarts man and it is an intellectual concept. Its importance
lies in what it does to the individual rather than in what
the individual does with it . It is therefore negative rather
than positive in character. The Greek fates and furies are
instances of it. It is something to be avoided if possible;
allegiance to it is only periodic. When the times have been
out of joint, its presence has been felt — but only then.
The emblem, such as a national flag, is of a more
positive character than the totem since it represents an
ideal rather than a dread, and allegiance to it is more
constant than in the case of the totem. But since it is an
arbitrarily selected sign embodying only supposed or wished-
for qualities that are impossible of accomplishment or that
have staled with age, never having been realized, it is too
abstract, too remote from life, a too intellectualized concent
to be of real artistic value or to bring any value to life.
Courage, for example, as represented by the red of the
American flag, is not the sort of courage that is paramount
* An instance of this on a small scale. I have already given
in the quotation from Wordsworth’s Prelude
.
(See page 2.8" )
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in the minds of Americans today, except for the D.A.R, and
similar neurotic organizations; formerly the emphasis was on
the physical; today it is on the moral and mental. The
courage implied in Erskine's well known phrase, ’’the moral
obligation to be intelligent” is different in quality — rep-
I
resents a different temper — from the courage implied in ”My
country right or wrong.” The increasing insistence by
chauvinists on the vague ideals represented by the flag reveals
its inadequacj'^ as an esthetic symbol. The stronger the clamor
the lees significance in that for which the clamor is being
raised. That which is truly felt needs no advertising. And
that which is not truly felt cannot be instilled at the gun
point, as the American Legion would have it. The emblem, then,
j
like the totem is extrinsic in origin and therefore an in-
adequate expression of human feeling. In fact according to
Dewey’s definition of ’’expression” such artifices would not be
expressive at all, for ”to express” is to press something out
from within.
More human in its appeal than the emblem, but still
' too objective in its origin and too restricted in its reference
to possess an intense human quality, is the literary type.
The characters in Addison's and Steele's essays represent this
device, where a collection of traits, ideali^i^ or otherwise,
observed in a whole class of people is used to form a composite
character, who, being at least artificially human, whereas
the totem and emblems are not, is of more importance as a
*(6) p.64
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clarifier of human values than they are — but they are
general human values deriving from an aristocratic tradition
—
the upper class setting an example in a. mechanical way, which
j
is summed up in the type that has no actual existence and is !
not instinct in the human being. Sir Roger de Coverley, for
example, with all the ’•hximor" attributed to him in an effort
to make him real, is essentially a marionette with the strings
i
attached to hooks of Addison* s stolid aristocratic intellect.
|
Even this Quality of humor is a typical representation of !
j




good joke when one hears it — to unbend — to condescend to
|
the frivolous. And insofar as the word implies an unconscious
clownishness in Sir Roger, it relates to the aristocratic
reader’s demand for a ’’boob” who tickles his intellectual
vanity through a recognition of "boobishness*’ in others and
implies a lack of interpretation on the part of the reader,
which would enable him to see that he too has his "boobish"
moments. If the reaction were introspective, there would be
nothing to laugh at and consequently little reason for writing
the essays.
This Homeric laughter has rung down through the ages,
rising to a guffaw in pseudo-classical periods and being
extinguished to a snicker during creative periods. But always,
when it has been heard in the academic cloisters of Western
civilization, as it always has, it has been merely an affecta-
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The tendency of the type chajacter is always in the
A
direction of the mystical. It forever tries to achieve the
dignity of the perfect, external model established by the
Greeks rather than to reveal a reality discovered within. The
ultimate futility of such an objective is manifested in the
increasing tendency of the Greeks, as represented by their
!




revert to the mysteries of an Aphrodisiac cult like that at '
Eleusis. Perfection failing of achievement in bodily art,
interest is shifted to bodily indulgence rationalized in the
name of religion. The failure of intellect to clarify the
values of life is shown in the inadequacy of the type as a
symbolic esthetic device. At its best it is merely a means
|
I
of communicating knowledge — a class knowledge at that — to 1
a group of aristocratic listeners. (The obvious, sometimes
too weighty didacticism in the periodical essay is an instance
of art overloaded with intellectual baggage.) But the com-
raunication of knowledge, as Dewey points out, is not the
purpose of art. " in both production and enjoyed per-
ceptions of works of art, knowledge is transformed because it
is merged with non-intellectual elements to form an experience
worth while as an experience.” At its worst the periodical
essay is merely a light form of entertainment, as it goes
over into the familiar essay, like that of Lamb, and finally
deteriorates in form to such a degree that it becomes a frothy
Manhattan gossip sheet, such as Alexander Wollcott and
*(6) p. 2S0
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Christopher Morley write.
The type, in its contribution to the novel, simply
influences the novel in the direction of aristocratic
traditionalism, a point I shall consider under another heading
Literary expression, as distinguished from communi-
cation, begins with the representative or common character.
The character is conceived as an individual first, rather
than as a type, and as he develops, he shares the common
experiences of mankind, thus taking on general, human oualitie
instead of intellectually conceived, unreal, and typical
qualities, (As a matter of fact, the type does not develop
at all.) He becomes a sort of median human being, acting
neither like a Creek god nor a pseudo-Bohemian. He lives
,
and he achieves integrity through the interaction of himself
with his environment. Such a character is Tom Jones,
Obviously this sort of symbol of auctorial perspective is
of recent development, for it is only since the rise of
democracy that the individual has had a chance to achieve any
integrity. Will Wimble might have been such a character had
he not been a victim of the aristocratic tradition of primo-
geniture, Even in the case of Tom Jones, it is unfortunate
that he had to achieve the integrity of being honest with
himself through the experience of roistering escapades,
Tom, of course, represents a rebellion against the hero of
the old aristocratic romance, whose perfection was exceeded
only by‘ his hypocrisy,’*'
*The type character of Aaaison, too, wa's^Th rebellion against
this medieval fellow in the sense that he represented a wider^ ^ u w'j. VVJ.U.CX
compass of traits than those confined to the ideal knight andin the sense that he did have ii4. ^
the way Of foibles. in him» in
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But this representative cha.racter has nothing in
common with the Homeric character often called representative.
The Humanists, to illustrate what they mean by the universal
element in character, point to the situation in The Iliad
wherein Hector, before he leaves for the war, expresses a
desire to see his infant son. Andromache presents the child,
who draws back, startled at the plume in his father *s helmet.
Whereupon, Hector and his wife laugh, end he takes off the
plume, bounces the child up and down, and prays that this son
will be a better man than he. This is called by the Humanist
a typical human scene wherein parents behave as parents
naturally would. It is, it is true, a typical human scene in
the same sense that many scenes in the Coverlev Papers are
typical; but it is not a representative scene in the sense
that individual character is shown as learning anything from
the situation to which he reacts. Furthermore, Hector,
previous to this scene, has not been shown to have achieved
character in a cumulative way that would have caused him
inevitably to respond to this situation in the way he does.
This scene is a framed moment in a sequence of episodes that
are real only in a superficial respect— there is visual realit]'
but psychological reality, there is none, because there has
been no previous emphasis on the development of Hector's
character to give him a psychological realness that would
color the scene. The modern cinema represents just such ex-
ternals^ only, because it is limited, just like the drama
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(only more so), to a representation of action end gesture.
It is because Greek literature derived from an oral tradition
that it had to limit itself to a primary concern with action;
it is only through reading that complexities of character
I
development can be understood and absorbed. So that it is
I
ironical, indeed, that the traditional fiction writer, like
I
Edith Wharton, should limit her scope to that which could be
||
Ij
presented by the motion picture and at the same time regard
!
the cinema as a sign of decay in art. And it is also ironical
that the instrument regarded as one of the most typically
i
!
modern should be esthetically so closely related to the Greek
I
tradition.
The sign* that is most truly modern and most
subtle and therefore should be clarified by criticism more
than any other element in literature (but has not been)
,
is
the symbol. The sort of symbolism which is least recognizable
I
as such is the contextual**. This sort of device I have
I already illustrated in the quotation from Wordsworth, wherein
' ordinary images and experiences, signified by words, symbolize
in their inter-related curaulativeness a mood that has arisen
from an intuitive act of a felt relationship between two
* To avoid confusion, it should be explained that I have used
’’sign" as a generic terra, and ’•emblem*’, the ’’type”, the
’’representative character”, and ’’symbol” as specific terms
—
each having its distinctive quality and the ’’symbol” being
comparatively complex and psychological
si.
•* It has been called to ray attention that^s^Richards^ uses the
term contextual symbolism” in the sense of ideas^ being
woven together instead in the sense of words being used in
context. It strikes me that both meanings are valid, but a
dietinccion between thea
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things and that is symbolized by the title of the work. The
I
significant fact is that any one of these words taken out of
I
context would have no meaning symbolically.
Sometimes the contextual symbolism is related to
a controlling idea rather than to a mood, A good instance of
this is Emerson's Merlin , This poem is of two-fold significanc i
with respect to the matter of symbolism; for not only is it
in itself an example of contextual symbolism, but it represents
ideationally a ringing challenge to poets to drop their staled
conventions of expression and express their inner feelings by
created symbols — contextual symbolism, being, of course one
kind of creative technique,
"The trivial harp will never please
Or fill my craving ear;
Its chords should ring ^ blows the breeze .
Free, peremptory, clear.
No jingling serenader's art.
Nor tinkle of piano strings
Can make the wild wood start
In its mystic springs.
The kingly bard
Must smite the chords rudely and hard .
As with hammer or with mace;
That they may render back
Artful thunder, which conveys
Secrets of the solar track.
Sparks of the super solar blaze,”
The italics are mine and call attention to
contextual symbols which as words in themselves are only de-
notative, but as words in an inter-relation are connotative,
being pertinent to the main thought of the poem. The "secrets
of the solar track” are experiences in the poet's mind, drawn
from a close contact with nature, which, called forth by
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intuition, are represented in symbolic form, free from the
trammels of insincere conventionalism. But it is not a scien-
tific naturalism nor a purely superficial preoccupation with
nature, as is manifested in Bryant's descriptive nature poems,
that are wanted; for the sparks of "a super solar blaze" are to
fly. And the wielder of the hammer "must smite rudely a.nd hard"
to make sure tha,t he is having an experience and not merely
dwelling in fancy. But though the activity be vital, the
resulting product must flow as serenely as life flows ("ring
as blows the breeze") — with no static brittleness or
stodginess.
It is obvious that the words I have italicized hav<!
a superficial, descriptive beauty. But their real poetic
significance lies in their cumulatively contributing to the ideii
of the whole poem: the need of a freshness in poetry that only
a real spiritual experience can give it. And the experience
can be expressed only by laying down symbols on its constantly
rising, transcendental curve;
"But leaving rule and pale forethought.
He (the poet) shall aye climb for his rhyme.
'pass in, pass in,' the angels say,
'Into the upper doors
Nor count compartments of the floors ''
But mount to paradise
By the stairway of surprise.'"
The "stairway of surprise", or an ascending curve
of what may be called transcendendal symbols (because they
express what words in merely denotative association cannot
exoress) ,rauBt not rise so high that it becomes supernatural;
erit aio'i'l ooi'i , rrot o.tIod’n;y8 nl ba Jrrocasi ©'i si;
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the ’'surprises** must ultima.tely claj:ify rather than startle
the reader’s mind. The immediate experience, which may be an
observation of natural surroundings — which the reader can
understand — gives the symbols, or feelings for which they
stand, a solidity of this world and prevents their becoming
too ethereal and esoteric. Yet the poet's intuitive imagin-
ation gives the natural objects viewed a human quality whose
depth is measured only by the infinite possibilities of the
soul
.
How the qualities of earthliness and etherealness
can be integrated by a transcendental symbol whose meaning can
be felt by the reader, is elucidated by Hawthorne in his "Arner
ican Notebooks.*** "At sunset last evening," he writes, "I
ascended the hill top ooposite our house; and looking downward
at the long extent of the river, it struck me that I had done
it some injustice. Perhaps like other gentle and quiet
characters, it will be better appreciated the longer I am
acquainted with it. Certainly as I beheld it then it was one
i
of the loveliest features in a scene of great rural beauty.
It was visible through a course of two or three miles,
sweeping in a semicircle round a hill on which I stood, and
being the central line of a broad vale on either side. At a
distance it looked like a strip of sky set into the earth
which it so ether ealized and idealized that it seemed akin to
the upper regions. Nearer the base of the hill, I could
discern the shadows of every tree and rock, imaged with a
"Concord, Sunday, August 7th, 184S."
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distinctness that made them even more charming than reality
that is, mere physical reality; because knowing them to be
unsubs 1 8.n t i al
,
they assumed ideality which the soul always
craves in the conteraolation of earthly beauty. All the sky,
too, and the rich clouds of sunset, were reflected in the
peaceful bosom of the river; and surely, if its bosom can
give back such an adequate reflection, of heaven, it cannot
be so gross and impure as I described it yesterday. Or if
so, it shell be a symbol to me that even a human breast,
which may appear least spiritual in some aspects, may still
have the caoability of reflecting an infinite heaven in its
depths; and therefore of enjoying it. It is a comfortable
thought, that the smallest and most turbid mud puddle can
contain its own picture of heaven. Let us remember this, when
we feel inclined to deny all spiritual life to some people,
in whom, nevertheless, our Father may perhaps see the image
of his face. This dull river has a deep religion of its own;
so let us trust has the dullest human soul, though perhaps
unconsciously,”
The transcendental character of Hawthorne’s
experience of witnessing this scene symbolized especially by
the words I have italicized, is symbolized by the river,
just as for instance Shelley's reaction to the poetic activity
is transcendentally symbolized by the skylark in his famous
poem. Objects and appearances in the scene, through their
integration made possible by Hawthiorne * s intuitive faculty.
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take on an ideal, ethereal character; and the river, being
the main unifying point of reference, becomes the symbol
of all. Superficial, material reality is translated by the
poetic imagination into a spiritual reality. Then, through
further intuitive experience inarticulate humanity is
integrated with already integrated elements, and the river
symbolically expands so that by its generic relation to the
mud puddle it stands for the possibility of the ‘’dullest
human eoul^*having a “deep religion of its ov/n”
,
which is as
potentially significant as the soul of Hawthorne who has
experienced the ethereal.
This integration of man and nature, which gives i
I
rise to the transcendental symbol, is not a theory impossible
\
\
of realization, as the dualistic Humanists think. (Dualism
i
i
always over-emphasizes one of the two life factors it has !
discovered. The danger of the Humanistic over-emphasis on
,
i
intellect, which exists in spite of Paul Elmer More’s
scurrilously pointing to the “demon of the absolute” is sym-
bolized in Hawthorne’s allegory, Ethan Brand
,
by the charactei
Ethan Brand, who, conscious of his error, describes it by
saying, “’It is the sin that grew within my own breast.
As in that grew nowwhere elsel The sin of an intellect that
triumphed over the sense of brotherhood with man and rever-
ence for God, and sacrificed everything tc its own mighty
claims I’”) Whitehead has admirably stated the case for
integration;* Those who make fun of the Romantics are mistaker
in aunnoaing that there is no intimate connection between
This passage is taken froffi(Hjp.5. Wilson is indirectly
quoting from Whitehead’s Science and the Modern World .
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the landscape and the poetic emotions. There is no real
dualism between external laices and hills, on the one
hand, and personal feelings, on the other: human feelings
and inanimate objects are interdependent and developing to-
gether in some faahion of which our traditional laws of
t
cause and effect, of dualities of mind and matter or of body
and soul, can give us no idea. The Romantic poet, then, with
his turbid or opalescent language, his sympathies and
passions which cause him to seem to merge with his surround-
ings, is the prophet of a new insight into nature: he is
describing things as they really are; and a revolution in
the imagery of poetry is in reality a revolution in meta-
physics • ”
But, as I have already said, if literature becom6|p
too metaphysical and supernatural in its use of symbols, it
has no part in us. It becomes a private preoccupation of
neurotic minds, and, if too general, spellshuma ity* *s
disintegration and doom. To guard against this too intro-
spective tendency, there must be a close study of nature
periodically, which gi-ves art a solid and intelligible
foundation. The writings of Gertrude Stein, James Joyce,
and others reveal the pathetic inadequacy of a morbid pre-
occupation with the self to be of any human significance. It
is no wonder that a critic has recently remarked* with
reference to these writers, '’\Vhy, we must ask ourselves, hav^
individuals of unquestionably great powers chosen to play
with their minds like captive monkeys with their genitalia?”
*
"The Deadly Arts” — Hans Zensser — '^"Atlantic'”'—Nov. 1934
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They are too much in the flux to be coherent even to them-
i
selves To express exclusively the feeling of being in the
flux by the only device available to them—words, which in
I their origin and nature have intellectual stuff clinging to
j
them— is a monstrous impossibility.
j
But if literature goes back to nature and stays
there, it becomes rigidly naturalistic—a descriptive cata-
'
loging, such as in the na.ture poems of Bryant, characterized
I
I
by Kreymbourg** as a “devotion to nature (that) had for its
principal motive the reduction of plastic values to a detached
]
obj activity.“ Furthermore, too great a preoccupation with
the objects of nature without the ever refreshing clarificatior
of the intuitive faculty to give human meaning to the objects
j
results, if not in a tiresome photography ,* at least in a
conventional symbolism—a use of symbols that have lost their
evocative power and because of their frequent repetition are
simply taken for granted. Newspaper doggerel is an extreme
instance of this. But if the conventional symbol is used in
a new association which gives it a spontaneity and individu-
* I realize that this statement falls short of accuracy if
the observation of certain psychologists is true that it is
possible to think in the abstract without using words.
** A History of American Poetry — Tudor Pub. Co.
** Such poems as The Yellow Violet and The Frinaed Centian.
although admirable in their representing a tendency to break
away from English tradition by a concern with distinctively
American flora, are nothing but detailed descriptions with a
herd moral tacked on the end.
good example of how boring a detailed description of a
landscape can be without any human meaning being given to it
by th'e aBSOclatlve imagination le-avldencact irr-the^ descrlrpliv^
letters one often receives from a prosaic acquaintance who is
vacationing in the country, and who feels that he must show hiE
“appreciation” of the terrain, since it is the thing to do, but
oust as bored in writing his account of it as oneiis^eading it.
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ality that makes the reader feel that the poet is speaking
from the bottom of his heart and not from his head, the
I
symbol loses its hackneyed quality. A case in point is a
j
contrast between Emerson's use of Merlin (See as the
refresher of poetry—the summoner of new symbols from nature
—
' but with his feet set firmly enough on the ground to be a true
advocate of Emersonian integrity, on the one hand, and
Tennyson's use of him as the conventional symbol of medieval
magic ( The IdvllAs Of the King , especially "Merlin and Vivien)
or, at best, the symbol of the magic and too ethereal vision
of poetic art, as distinguished from a pragmatic, humanized
vision, on the other. This sort of symbolism, wherein the
old symbol is given new meaning, might as William James
suggests, be called indirect; whereas the contextual and
transcendental kinds of symbolism might be called direct.
But wherever the sign is not truly felt out by
the writer—wherever it bears a "one-to-one" relation to its
reference and is therefore extrinsic, as is true in the case
of the emblem, type, or conventionalized symbol— in short,
wherever it is too objective and does not represent the
language of intuition, it is of no importance to us as a litei^
ary device. And when a whole literature is characterized by
this tendency, it is in need of being refreshed.*
The tendency of Western literature to become more
and more subjective as it developed I have called attention
to already. If the popularity of Stein and Joyce, though it
The Romantic Movement is a good example of an attempt to
refresh a literature become dead through neo-classical
conventional i sm
.
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be a limited one, is any criterion, it is certain that liter-
ature is in need of being refreshed right now—although in
the direction of its getting back to nature rather than in
the direction which I have just been discussing. True Prome-
thean art, so well symbolized by the union of Prometheus (man)
and Asia (nature) in Shelley's Prometheus Unbound . it must be
remembered integrates the subjective and the objective. The
true promethean believes, as did Emerson,* that "Nothing is
fair or good alone;" that art has significance only in so far
as it expresses a relation between at least two things**.
How the novel satrlsfies, more than any other art form, this
promethean requirement, I am about to discuss in a preliminary
way.
* Each and All .
** A homely example of the truth of this statement is mani-
dested in the ugliness of a house — no matter how beautiful
in itself it may be — which stands alone on a landscape with
no background or surrounding objects.
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In the previous chapters I have used poetry, to
illustrate symbolism, because, on account of its conciseness,
I
it is more convenient to quote and because it is a form most
jk
highly charged with intuited symbols. As Dewey says, it
I
I
differs from prose in that it is more intensive v/hereas prose
is extensive. It relies for its effect on its condensed,
,
explosive form, v/hereas prose "is an affair of description
I
and narration, of details accumulated and relations elaborated.
' It spreads as it goes like a legal document or catalogue".
1 But it is in this very expansiveness that the significance of
the novel lies.
Expansiveness permits readier understanding than
I
intensiveness. For this reason the novel is more widely read
I
tha.n any other literary form. And being more widely read it
I furnishes a more important means of setting an example for
the art of living — the Promethean way of life. Furthermore,
it is not rule-bound as poetry is in length and by meter,
rhyme, etc. It has had a fairly independent development under
the guidance of such free minds as those of Fielding, Sraollet^
Sterne, Eliot, the Bront^es, Hawthorne, May Sinclair, Lawrence,
Aldous Huxley, Virginia Woolf, Gale, Canfield, Gather, and
Herrick. Sterne's popularity as a novelist in spite (or
perhaps because of) his refusal to abide by what rules there
were,, is an example of the flexibility permissable in the
«(6) p. aM-i

novel. Yet it is reasonably restrained so that one recognizes li
good novel when one reads it because it has seemed to adhere
to certain unwritten laws as to what a good novel should be.
The unwritten laws are the felt laws of humanity from which
the novel, in its exhaustive treatment of humanity, springs.
A sonnet with thirteen or fifteen lines would be called
worthless, but who would think of condemning a novel if in
length it departed from any arbitrary standard? The length
is determined by the material which constitutes to the author
an experience. And the capacity of the reader to determine
what “having an experience” is, makes possible a close identi-
fication of author and reader and establishes the form for
mankind.
Above all, the novel is the best vehicle for the
expression of character, which is, as Dorothy Canfield says,
modern destiny. It is only through building our character by
keeping our eyes open and our minds sensitive to what is
going on around us that we can achieve an integrity— the art
of living— the “self-reliance” that Emerson has preached from
,
the depth of his soul. Without individual integrity,
democracy, our social destiny^ will fail. Protestant religion,
the seed of modern individual integrity has failed as a
guide through its petty, seatarian squabbles and its tendency
to become as objectively, extrinsically
,
authoritative as
the very authority it originally attacked. And the recent
orio
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tendency of youth, dissatisfied with the inefficacy of
dogmatic Protestantism and science to show the meaning of
life^to flock hack to the folds of the older authority, as
manifested in the Anglo-Catholic anolnew Oxford movements,
is a pathetic sight, philosophical Humanism, as I have
already pointed out, would have us revert to the authority of
our intellects as if ’’qualities'* as Dewey says, "are univer-
sale intuited through the intellect," The inadequacies of this
philosophy I have already discussed.
The novel, more than any other art form, can lead
us out of the modern dilemma by pointing, through its ex-
haustive treatment of life, to the fact of there being a
pattern, a meaning in life — a meaning discovered in the
promethean integration of man and his surroundings. The
novel does not give us knowledge, which we can use* but life,
which we can feel. It calls attention to the possibility
of a pattern. After realizing this, we shall, if we are
intelligent, work out our own individual patterns,
I have already in the second chapter traned the
development of the use of character in the novel as a device
with which the author represents his perspective. But
with the naturalists character became mechanistic through
the influence of Darwinian biology so that it lost its
importance as a human symbol and became a. scientific sign
of the futility of man along with "the other beasts" to
create a free-willed pattern of life in the face of biological
* The futility of aping the mode of existence of the
characters in the novel is obvious.
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destiny. Although modern psychology, as I shall show
later, has, to some degree, freed literature from this
I
snare by revealing new issues and by clarifying its sym-
I
holism so that the Promethean soul will have a chance to
express itself and be felt, the tendency of Humanists to
I squelch the modernist, especially his psychology, is a force
jl
i
to be reckoned with.
The Humanists are obstructionists in more ways
I
I
than one. Not only is their attitude negative; not only do
! they rebel against the^ creative spirit; but they also
becloud issues through their ignorance of the nature of
history, an ignorance that is sometimes deliberate and
sometimes takes the form of a pathetic indifference to any-
I
thing that does not fit their dessicated creed. But this
ignorance is something to be reckoned with when it swells
its chest, rebels against an intelligent interpretation of
history, lumps all its scapegoats together regardless of their
differences, mnd indiscriminately lashes them on the head
with its swastika. But the "cream of the jest" lies in the
fact that in one instance of their indiscriminateness they
have bitten the hand ^
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Naturalism to the naturalist was a different thing from what is is
I
to the Humanist, and it seems reasonable to assume that the naturalists '
should have had a better idea of what they themselves were trying to do
! than do the Humanists now in looking back at them without really'' study-
ing them.
Flaubert, Zola, Daudet, and Maupassant stood for four literary
principles: 1) Objectivity, which meant an emphasis on action to the
exclusion of character 2) Photographic Idealism with no selection
3) Saturation of material with consequent detail, which gave veri-
similitude 4) st^ Severe Discipline of style summed up in the expression
coined by Flaubert, ”le mot juste” - a method that was supposed to pro-
duce extreme conciseness.
Because of the nature of the human mind, which differs from the
camera in its ineluctable tendency to be subjective, a perfect naturalism
is impossible. The failure of conplete objectivity even in science I have !
I
already discussed,* As a consequence none of the men mentioned above
achieved his aim entirely. However, anyone familiar with their writings
can appreciate the aim in so far as it was realized, Maijpassant ’ s ^ort
stories are all incident. They are lucid and logical. The plot twists
depend on a trick of fate. They are supposed to startle the reader rather
than provoke thought, Zola' s does not act but is acted upon. The
same is true of Hardy’s "poor” Tess and Moore's Esther Waters - just as
the characters of &reek tragedy, so inspiring to the Humanist, are acted I
upon,
!
The Humanists, however, going on the false assunption that natxjralism, ^
historically speaking, was related to the natural man of the earlier
* See Pages 3 7 - /
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roxcantics, romanticism and naturalism as part and parcel of the same
process and condemned them both,* They have failed to see that G-issing,
j
I
Hardy at times (especially when he implores the reader to regard Tess as
”poor” Tess), and especially Dreiser, failing without realizing it, to live
-ccp to the naturalist creed, went romantic in certain unfortunate respects -
that is, they adopted an attitude of decadent romantic melancholy. And it
is this that the Humanists call naturalism, and it is this that they attack,*
A "better known ironical instance of Humanistic indiscrirainateness lies
in the tendency to pin all our modem social ills on Rousseau. Rousseauism
to Irving Bahhitt** is the root of all modern evil, and he points the
withering finger of scorn at it. Just as the American chauvinist does at
Russia without considering any real contributions it has made to society.
It is said that Babbitt refused to read a modem novel, maintaining that
any modem novel would smack of Rousseau, there having been, according to
him, no worthwhile literature produced since the 18th century; but when
finally he reluctantly read one he chose Dreiser’s ^ American Tragedy - '
and of course found what he expected to find, what anyone else would
expect to find in such a novel: an unrestrained, sentimental slobbering,
couched in the most crude and bungling English. One is inclined to believe'
either that Babbitt purposely avoided a better novelist for fear of finding
his theory controverted or else that he was so ignorant of what has been
going on in the field of literature for the past century that he read the






Babbitt in his colorful yet too convenient way ejcplains the seeming para^ J
dox by the cryptic epigram, ’’ITothing resembles a swelling so much as a I,
hollow” - meaning to indicate thereby that romanticism, starting as a h
movement to free man from the shackles of civilization ended in naturalism i
with man tied hand and foot by behavioristic psychology. Actually, however, '
- natura-lifiTn wq.a ft rebellion against r^tmautioism. as I shall show presently.
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Htunanism and true nat-uxalism in their objectiTism are, ironically
eno^3gh, sisters under the skin, a fact which an analysis of their origins
and aims will show. The Humanists, of course, although they feel that the
18th century neo - classicists over-engshasized rationalism, still,
are attempting to carry on the pagan tradition from which neo-classicism
derives. I have already discussed the relation of neo-classical literature
|
I
to its scientific background of astronomy and physics and the relation of !
the 19th century naturalistic literature to its scientific background of
!
i
Darwinian biology,* so that the naturalists may be regarded as bearers of '
the standard of the rationalist classical tradition in the 19th century.
j
Thus humanism and naturalism have a coirmon origin.
In literary material, as well as in origin, these two schools agree I




I that the Humanists are preocc\:5)ied with an adjtistment to past environment
|
and the naturalists with an adjustment to present environment (the machine),
,
,
ind from this dependence on environment it follows that character, which
is subject to it, is controlled by fate, and any conscious attempt to over-
come this fate is futile. Thus there is no attempt on the author's part to
enter the character’s consciousness. Character is looked at, not felt.
A comparison of Edith barton and a rational ^t like Hardy or Dreiser
j
is a case in point, Wharton’s Ethan Frome had wanted to be an engineer,
I
but a traditional sense of duty to his invalid mother prevented his realiz-
ing his ambition. Then came the death of his mother; his marriage to Zena, '
(who had been called to tend his mother in her last illness), which was a
blank failure; his futile and tragic affair with Mattie whom he really lovedjt
and their unsuccessful siaicide pact. And Ethan Erome's problem - an
effort to find value in life - Wharton offers no solution. Thus does fate




in the form of tradition which taboos extra-maxital relations and dictates
a duty to others, an environmental decree imposed from without, thwart the
individual’s attempt to establish his own integrity, just as the fates of
ancient Oreek tragedy, representing the power of the gods or unconsciously
established mores, thwarted the tragic hero. Bat in thecase of Ethan Erome
”kartharsis”, a purging of the emotions through pity, is not so strong a
note as in Gredc tragedy, since the principal character has not the heroic
proportions of the Gre^ hero.
Usually in Wharton’s novels the chief character not only lacks the
traditionally heroic traits, but also lacks the potentialities which would
make uossible the achievement of individual integrity. In ^Mother’s
Reconroense. however, it seems at first as if inne csteuhane had a stren,2:th
of character individually achieved through battling the tradition of family
respectability upheld by her grandmother. Dame Clliephane; but in the end she
is married off to Chris Fenno, a derelict, so that the real problem of the
1 novel is evaded. The real problem posed by Wharton is that of the "sins of
1
i
the fathers", Anne being the victim of her parents’ failure to meet the
by 4 voidi^ ^
rigid demands of family respectability aafid-avoM a divorce. Family integri-j
ty, then, artificially upheld in the face of a farcical reality is the
traditional measuring rod of virtue, and he or she who fails to live up to
the demands of this bus’-bear e:oes down to defeat. But in Twilight Sleeu
1
even Nona, who, although in love with Stanley Huston, refuses to countenance
his divorce from his wife, Aggie, and thereby represents a "noble" stand
I
against the modern whirligig - even she is the innocent victim of a shootingj
this tends to weaken whatever true perspective Wharton might have with
regard to the value of tradition. The only excuse for this happening is
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protlem that has hecome too coirplex. It is plot, story-telling, fiction-
writing rather than psychological reality and individ-ual integrity that
Wharton is concerned with.
What perspective there is is negative and indirect, being borne in the
j
I
traditional vehicle of satire and allegory. The new, the democratic, the
j
I
individual^are ridic-uled as represented by futile types such as Lita Cliffe,
the platinum blonde of Twilight Sleep and Anne Chephane the loved one of a
sad romantic in Mother » s Recompense * the old, the aristocratic or pluto-




Superficially the naturalists in attacking this Victorian family respec-|
tability appear to be at an opposite pole from a traditional novelist like
Wharton. Actually, however, there is no fundamental difference. Hardy, for
exaiwle, simply substitutes for the past, traditional environment, the
modern biological environment and shows, like Wharton, that "yo‘'i can’t win”*
Fate drops the guise of tradition and assumes the guise of biological
i
I
chance, that is all. And it must be added that emotionally Hardy’s interest
I
was in the past - a fact trhich is borne out by his study of the archeology i
and folk-lore of Wessex and his use of these materials as background for hi^
novels. For example in Tess of the D’Urbevilles the may-pole dance and
Stonehenge and in The Mayor of Casterbridge the force of class distinction
represent siperstition and tradition from which the character cannot escape.
Intellectually, however. Hardy, through his reading of Damrln, was interest-'
ed in the impersonal and relentlessly baffling laws of biological science,
Tess is caught in the snare of passion which makes love a matter of
physical necessity and the consequences, in spite of her real purity of soxi].,
I
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The fact of the existence of a purity of soul, of conrse, contradicts a
con^letely scientific interpretation of life, and this contradiction reveals
the ultimate fallacy of pure naturalism, Hardy’s subjective human synroathy
always got the better of his objective analysis, a fact which was and is
true of all the naturalists. Hardy weeps over ’’poor" Tess; Moore sentiment-
alizes over the fate of the stupid Esther Waters; G-issing admires the unsung
heroics of Harold Biffen and Reardon who courageously face death in
The Hew G-rub Street: and Dreiser in An American Tragedy sheds tears on the
1
reader’s shoulder over the bio-chemical fate of Clyde Griffiths. Obviously
if man is a machine to be observed from without, as pure naturalism
believes, charity, (if it exists, and logically it cannot) is wasted.
Really, if these naturalists feel that life is as entirely futile as they
philosophically state, writing a novel about it would hardly be worthwhile.
The e:!^lanation of this contradition lies in the natTU’alist’s' preoccu?- i
pation with nature, which, in spite of themselves, includes a free-will
|
i
human nature; and this unconscious secondary consideration goes over into
the romantic melancholy, Wharton, true classicist that ^e is, steers more i
or less clear of this* and gains at least the potential approval** of the
f/\j—
Humanists; whereas Hardy and .his brethren vociferously condemned, in spite
s
of their similar aim, because they fail to achieve their aim: scientific
1
objectivity.
What the Humanists think they are quarrelling with is naturalism; what '1
1;
they are actually quarrelling with is 19th century science, on the one |J
1










* Actually her aristocratic pity (which presupposes no change of conditionlij
for the underdog as exenplified in her phrase "those poor devils out there"
-j
which she auplies to the common soldier in A Son at the Eront is an affect-
ed sentimentality, " J
** The Humanist condemnation of the novel in general I have hitherto
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(althoTjgh as I have already shown, all science shares the coamon wishful-
thinking tendency of rationalism) and naturalism gone unintentionally
romantic, on the other,
j
A con^fia^tion of the comparative techniQ.ues of the rationalists and
classicists will further hear out the kinship of these two schools of
literature. Saturation of material gives the naturalist a verisimilitude
I
which is a superficial, factual realism, just as a selection of surface I
facts, controlled hy objective reason gives the classicist a surface reali-j
ty. The only difference lies in the fact of the former being primarily
[
concerned with the external individual and of the latter being primarily
concerned with the external type - althou^ where externals only are dealt
|
with it is often difficult to draw a line between the two kinds of charac- !
ter. For example Reardon and Biffen of G-issing's The Hew Grub Street are
j
just as typical Bohemians as Ulysses is a typical Greek warrior and sage,
I
Yet what gives Biffen individuality, strangely enough, is not his attenpt
!
to write the perfect naturalistic novel in Mr, Bailey ,Grocer , but the
|
contradition, his preoccupation with Greek poetry which he loves to roll ouj
his tongue (another instance incidentally, of the kinship of naturalism
jj




individual, not the naturalist and to the extent to which this is true of
j
the latter he is romantic. The naturalist’s character represents the
underdog or the lower class; the classicist’s character on the other liand
t
represents the idealized upper class. But the technique of handling the
character is the same, liThen barton speaks of statistics crowding out
psychology* and thereby attempts to discard the naturalistic realism,**
she is si^Tply substituting mental photography for physical photography and 1
I
* Tendencies in Mod,Flc,'’ - Article in ^ Anthology Designed for Reading .
Sat, Rev, of Lit, - Edited by H. S, Canby 1933,
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fact for portrait. In short, she is siir5)ly ioaintaining that the natioral-
istic technique, which she presumes to condenm, can he stretched so as to
apply to consciousness. But it is a consciousness observed from without,
as a camera observes, not a consciousness felt from within, which is the
concern of psychologists like Bergson and Jung.
Since the naturalist is opposed to selection yet, being human, cannot
very well escape it, he limits his selection according to the dictates of
the physically visible and to dramatic necessity - the latter being justi-
fied by its concern with physical action as distinguished from mental
growth. Maupassant's compactly plotted short stories with their surprise
I endings already discussed; Hardy's selection of a few characters posed in
conflict 5^such as Tess vs. Alec; Teas vs. Angel Clare; Tess vs. Alec as
a reformed m^n and Tess vs, Angel^ again, each segment of conflict con^jris-
ing a book in his novel, and the conflicts building 1:5) to a tragic climax
subsequent to action which the author has tried to view objectively; and
Wharton's similar use of a sequence of melodramatic episodes arising from
family squabbles consummated but not solved by divorce, or her use of
condensed form suggestive of Greek tragedy as in Ethan Erome - all these
effects relate back to 18th century science which has for its pseudo-model''
Aristotelian logic, which in turn symbolized the rationalistic tendency in I
* The distinction between Greek and Western man has been discussed on
pages 7-/0* He who has any doubt of the distinction between classical and
neo-classical literature should consider such distinctions as the
following: 1) The heroic coij^jlet, though called classical, actually was
not, in that the classical poetry en^jloyed no rhyme 2) The Greeks and i
Romans en^jloyed a greater variety of feet 3) The heroic form went way I
beyond the bounds of common sense as evidenced, for instance, in Bryden '
s^ 1
egregious lines:
"Two walking baths, two weeping motions.
Portable and compendious oceans - "
I
to describe the eyes of St.Mary Magdalene. What cau.sed the confusion was
j|
tha- failura of crit lcfl to distinfflilah bp.t.wAen rules 3fliisli__cflme from the
I
ancients and rules that the French, under Boileau and others, made for
I
themselves. And the double confusion in England is aptly summed uq) by Longi:
j
"18th century critics wanted to apply "classical rules", which the ancient!|
^
never observed, to English which they did not suit,"
I
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the technique of Sophocles, Menander, and Theophrastus. Vdien Wharton calls
herself a psychologist, she singly refers to the Henry James tradition of
contrasted types or portraits - the contrast of particular interest being
between imericans abroad and the continentals with whom they come in
contact. In writing of this kind the real emphasis is on what the charac-
ters do, what happens, rather than i:pon what they are. It is the sort of
|
i
psychology that fascinates the child or the practical joker. The situa^ I
tions to which it often gives rise provoke the neo-classical belly-laugh.
I
In verbal style the naturalists, like the traditionalists, adhere to |i
a severe discipline aptly summed up in the naturalistic Flaubert’s "le mot
|
juste” - a discipline which is admirable if it is not carried to the extent
of an Mdisonian stiltedness or a mere playing with words, as is often the
case. It seems as if Christopher Morley, for exanple, whose writing is the
j
epitome of neo-classica,l. Gargantuan wit, thought up alliterative phrases
|
and hung his story on them. Such a tendency is a reversion to the belles
lettres tradition, wherein the author, subject to the control of no
I
perspective felt within because of the lack of any intuitive e^erience, *
lets go with a volley of nicely polished phrases for the amusement or
edification of the ladies.
The primary moral implication of naturalism is a severe undergoing
of an unremitting environmental and biological fusilade, which quickly
kills off the weak and debilitates the strong. A secondary implication is '
a cynical resignation to the buffetings of fate or at best a stoical,
stiff-tpper-lip acceptance of them. This latter attitude is characteristic
of the hard-boiled soldiers, boxers, and pseudo-Bohemians of Hemingway’s
novels. This sort of rough-and-ready stoicism is, of course, a far cry
-a'". Osj'.'l no 0- .il';. Ir.o’’:: halzl s':.' Zc tr'ioc
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from the rational, methodical stoicism of the Greeks; hut the Humanists,
blinded hy the post-war emhroglio, accepted Hemingway as one of their
spokesmen and thereby demonstrated their fundamental kinship to the natvir-
alists. Naturalism, superficially purged of romanticism, is satisfactory
to them; - at least, when an urbane, gentlemanly stoicism is wanting, this
sort suffices, I say "superficially” purged because actually Hemingway is
picaresque and sentimental - picaresque in his use of episodic structure
j
exen5)lified especially in The Sun Also Rises , wherein a groi'^ of disillu-
sioned post-war derelicts wander aimlessly about Europe, finally winding tq)
at a bull-fight; and sentimental in his making the bull-fi^t out to be an
art ranking with great tragedy. Thus the Humanists were fooled by
Nietscheian sentimentality.
Naturalism was the answer to a demand for fact by an age satiated with
the romantic excesses of the Romantic movement in its decadent stage, just
as neo-classicism was an answer to the demand for rationalism by an age
saturated with the abstr^iseness of the metaphysical poets and Euphuistic
romances. Naturalism is in its nature analytic and not synthetic; it
inclines toward science - in fact is born of science; it therefore in itsel:
cannot produce art, Bixt it may serve the useful purpose, with its parent,
science, of exploring new regions in which art may function and of checking
I
art when art becomes too extravagantly romantic, and too far away from the
,
1
here and now. It can give to prose literature a verisimilitude in dress,
j
manners, and dialect which it needs to keep it close to the current of
normal human life. Humanism, too, born of rationalistic philosophy, a
i
derivative of science, may check the excesses of individual introspection
i
and idiosyncracy but as a way of life it is nothing.
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Ideal literatiore to the H'umanist Is really naturalized romanticism -
romanticism with its core of subjective individualism removed so that the
I
fictional characters are objectified, typed heroes representing the aris- ij
tocracy. This is what we have in Homer, Virgil, Dryden, Pope and even Byron
^
I
and all admired by the Humanists, with the possible exception of the last
named, who has been erroneously put in the same boat with Wordsworth,
Shelley, and Keats, as if Bon Juan did not put him with the heroic
romancers of the grand scale. Thus it is not naturalism which the Humanists
really attack, but creative realism which is concerned with the inner
reality of the individual •caiiversalised only through the intuitive percep-
tion of the creative artist and which is appreciated only by those properly
attuned to it. Maudlin romantic melancholy is creative realism out of
control,
.The psychology of the unconscious has done a great deal to clarify
this Promethean literature by discovering the origins and meanings of its
symbols. The origins I have already to'tjched on in another chapter by using
I
Jung as a sort of translator of the form stages of creative activity with
I
special reference to the lucid, critical introspectiveness of Ellen G-lasgoWi
But Humanism, unwilling to heed these fruitful efforts of psychology to
reveal the true significance of modern creative art, lunps it with all its
other scapegoats and dubs it Rousseauistic and thereby puts it beyon<i the
pale. The classical mind is never penetrating. Witness Johnson’s
unfavorable attitude to Milton and his easy solution of the perplexing
I problem of free will and determinism by pointing to the fact that, since he
can move his finger or not, as he wishes, he thereby proves the existence
of free will. Such "coratnon sense” is often smart and will butter much
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tread, tut it will never contritute to the possitility of making an art of
living. These apostles of common sense - these homespim philosophers -
are responsible for the shallow platitudes and sh^oleths which represent
no deep and lived reality tut simply lip-service paid to the stodgy mass of
mankind which would rather exist and make money than live and think.
Ic .T3 ^0 odd- o^ adx/dixd.xoo 'JO'To/i XIIt/ di: dxrd!' .j&jso'icf
- a'lodqoacXixiq ntrgag^.Tod oaodd - ocaeo ito:mco >o ecXdaor^ oaadT ,*^jciXvil
di*€33'zq^‘i siohiTT SL^^iIoc^Icn Jbftn aoiw;fid^Xq wcXXada Ofid 'xol aXtfXartoqoot soa
*0 aj^xn sj^iioda odd od I)l^c aoXv'-Xt'a—qiX rXqala dxrcf tjdXX.oax ie-^^XX (rsafi oa





The Purpose of the Novel.
The novel, as an art form, can kindle live issues and elucidate
them thro\2^ created symbols. Live issues are those felt by the creative
artist long before they come to the surface of social consciousness as
political, economic, religious^ and moral issues. They represent the
^
emergent, intuited experience of the artist, and being new, shock the con-
servative, who is used to taking his philosophical pabulum in tablet form
j
II
after it has been put on the market and widely advertised - in short,
i
after its period of usefulness as true human nourishment has passed.
i!
Numerous examples of the revelation of live issues by American
novelists are found in the history of the American novel of this century.
i;
In 1900, for example, when conventional novelists were using the South as
a background for maudlin romance given impetus by the Civil War and the
Reconstruction period, Ellen Glasgow, a Southerner, was writing The Voice
of the People
,
which represented the failure of the romanticized, traditionj]-
al Episcopalian aristocracy in its position of social, religious^ and politic
cal leadership to make necessary concessions to a non-Conformist
,
Scotch-
Irish upper-middle class, which was capable of true leadership - a leader-
ship achieved through an integrity of character rather than through in-
heritance. Virginia, published in 1913, is a sympathetic treatment of the
Southern woman held down, without knowing it, by the traditional, female
j
sense of duty to sttpid, worthless males. The main theme treats of the i'
unconscious urge of Virginia to express herself and make something of her
life, but of her inability to do it because of a stronger conscious urge
to follow the pattern of this duty, set by her ancestors, to Oliver Tread-
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responsible person had the South had anything nourishing for his character
to feed on; or had Virginia been given the background necessary to an undeiH-
standing of the artistic mind of her husband, which as it was, baffled her.
Between the stem sense of duty to others, on the one hand, and the extremef
sense of duty to self, on the other, as symbolized by these characters,
there is no solution; and the novel ends in tragedy. And beneath it all
runs an undercurrent of the race probloa, which culminates in, but is not
solved by, Virginia's father being shot in an attecopt to save a negro from
a lynching. Glasgow shows clearly that to the Southern white the negro
represents not a problem but either a nuisance or an object of pity - but
never a sociological challenge to be met. Cyrus Treadwell, for exan^jle,
a plutocrat who believes that money talks not only the language of power
but also of Justice, satisfies his conscience with respect to the obliga-
tion he feels to Mandy, who has born the lynchee by Cyrus, and who pleads
with Cyrus for aid, by handing her fifty dollars.
Here is a book, then, teeming with live issues that are beneath
the hard crust of Southern tradition; yet, ironically enou^, on an adver-
tising fly-leaf in the back the following nonsense appears:
"John March. Southerner by George W. Cable
A story of the pretty women and spirited men of the South.
As fragrant in sentiment as a sprig of magnolia, and as
full of mystery and racial troubles as any romance of
'after the war* days. "
If the word of were substituted for and after mystery , the contrast
between Cable's conventional attitude to the South and Glasgow's realistic
attitude would be given a further ironical implication.
Finally, when the general spread of realism swept the country
^
after the World War and the grim irony of the Southern tradition became a
\\
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matter of common knowledge and one of the favorite themes of the dehunkers,
Glasgow, sensing the hli^ting influence of a too-easy post-war sk^ticism
and flippancy on the honeysuckle and magnolia and the possibility of a
purging influence of an honest realism on the soiled lilies of southern
chivalry, wrote The Romantic Comedians and They Stooped to Folly. The
first showed the pathetic comedy of a southern judge who is a victim of
romantic infantilism, lured into a fatuous marriage by the wiles of a modem
flapper, who believed in the ”new freedom" but in none of the sense of in-
dividual responsibility which should be its concomitant. The second treatej^
the incapacity of a Southern lawyer, with just a dash of the new liberalism,
to meet the problem of an unlimited profligacy, bom of the "new freedom",
in the person of his stenographer, on the one hand, and the relentless
exercise of the femak propensity to reform, represented by his dan^fcer's
futile marriage to a neurotic pseudo-artist who had wronged the stenographer
on the other.
The fact tliat Ellen Glasgow is constantly in touch with the flux
of life beneath a surface of shallow optimism, stamps her a modern creative
artist. Not only does her perspective shift with the changing scene to
meet new problems as they arise, but so also does her manner. A problem^
once regarded in a tragic light^is kept out^the limbo of lost causes, where
I
it might well go if the tragic manner were continued in the face of post-war
cynicism, ^is now treated in a comic manner, so that what was once material
for stark tragedy becomes material for comedy. But this does not mean a
loss of sincerity, for the perspective remains: the essential need of an
individual integrity as against social tradition. But, at the same time,
the perspective is broad and flexible enou^ to judge the constantly emerg-
Ing new and assign value to that which has value from an empirical point of
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view (or from the point of view of the perspective, which is itself
In contrast with this, Wharton’s perspective remains static, for with her
the emphasis is always on the need of tradition as a negative check rather
than on the possibilities of the new to make a contribution to positive
growth. Wharton satirizes individual initiative; Glasgow, tradition
which thwarts it. Yet criticism has conveniently bracketed these two
ladies as sister novelists - a fact which reveals the inability of esthetic
critics in this cormtry to distinguish between a writer who kindles live
iss-uss and one who is satisfied with the routine of constantly reshaping
the ashes of dead ones. Criticism, furthermore, acclaimed T. S. Stribling
as the first Southern realist, when he published a few years ago The Store ,
which is a poor exanrole of the same thing that Glasgow does well. In
reality, Glasgow, in 1897, became the first Southern realist when she pub-
lished The Descendant .
This ctitical incapacity to be alive to what is actually going on
in the development of the American novel is again exemplified in the in-
difference to and misinterpretation of Dorothy Canfield. In 1915 Van Wyck
Brooks wrote*(a8 he still continues to write): ”To get civilization out of
the Yankee stock - ex forte dulcitudo- is the more arduous and the more
inspiriting enterprise. Is it possible? Is it in process? The signs are
anything but obvious For there is nothing so shy and so puzzled as
the fine Puritan temperament face to face with a free world.
“To leave behind the old Yankee self-assertion and self-suffi-
ciency, to work together, to think together, feel together, bo believe so
fervently in the quality of s tandards that we delight in prostrating our
work and our thou^ts before them - all that is certainly in the right direc
tion. . . When the women of America have gathered together all the culture
).
"The Sargasso Sea" - America’s Coming of Age . (Revised version in Three
Essays on America- 1934, used here as it appears in Carl Van Doren’s Modern
American Prose - Harcourt, Brace - 1934 - pp. ‘I, ^”7.
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in the world, and the men have collected all the money - who loiows? -
perhaps the dry old Yankee stock will begin to stir and send forth shoots
and burst into a storm of blossoms. Strange things happen.
"
j
! Yes, and one of those strange things already had happened three
i
years previously when Dorothy Canfield published The Souirrel Cage: again
!
in 1914 when she published Mothers and Children, and still again in 1915,
when she published The Bent Twig , And practically every subsequent year ,
|i
up to 1930 she wrote a novel, and in each one ”the dry old Yankee stock”
was actually “sending forth shoots and bursting into blossoms.”
Brook’s oversight is due to a failure to recognize two types of
Puritan: the materially and morally hidebound and the liberated. To
]
I




only is this fact borne out by the above quotation but also by numerous
j
other of his critical essays,* Arnold’s fusion of the two attitudes was
j
justified since he was criticizing English Puritanism which was essentially
materialistic; but Yankee Puritanism, which was closer to the soil, and
i
which as Professor Post has pointed out,** blended with Qoalrerism with its
immediacy of revelation, is a neo-Puritanism combining American pragmatism
j
i
and intuitional idealism. i
I
James Truslow Adams points out *** that the Puritan came over
here with no preconceived democratic ideal and that the Mayflower Compact
was a practical necessity. The truth is, the democratic ideal evolved
from the indigenous necessity of circumstances anticipated in America.
And the ideal was not clarified so that we had what might compare favorably
with the Miltonic tjrpe of Puritan until the incipient necessity of focusing i




* Especially in "Why We Don’t Have Great Literature".
* "Dorothy Canfield's Neo-Puritanism” Christian Register Aug. 1933.
Tne Epic of A:.'.erlca Little Brown 1^31 P.39 I
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effectively with the Indians, had been overcome and there was time to sit
back and view the social scene. But the ideal was in the Mayflower in-
strument of government, as evidenced in the necessity, taken for granted
by the Mayflower group, that a democratic, rather than a monarchic form of
government, should be established.
This neo-Puritanism is a practical, experiential idealism as op-
posed to a mere patterned oT teleological idealism that never functions.
It is symbolized by Hnerson’s charge to "hitch your wagon to a star" - in
other words, to let your ideals emerge from your experience but not to
!
indulge in wishful-thinking. Let the star guide the wagon, but be sure it!
is a wagon and not a winged chariot. And it is intuition that establishes
the relation between the past and the emergent ejqjerience. This is a
Promethean philosophy.
This characteristically American philosophy - empiric idealism -
and its inrplications are what go to make up the undercurrent issues with
which Dorothy Canfield deals and which have escaped the notice of critics
like Brooks - in fact, of jbnerican critics in general. The issue in each
!
of her novels is the capacity of character to gswo through an intelligent
use of experience. As experience unfolds certain characters in the novel
make something of it in a positive way. In The Bent Twig , for example,
a sequence of incidents is presented to which Sylvia Marshall, aged seven,
and
reacts^ in reacting lee>rns, and broadens her perspective. Professor Marshal^l,
her fe-ther, had written a story about the encyclical destiny of a drop of
water that originated in a brook nearby and returned there after running
its course up to the clouds. "Her imagination, " says the author, "was
stirred almost painfully, her mind expanding with an effort to take in the
new conception of size, of great numbers, of the small place of her own brodk.
//?
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her own field in the hugeness of the world. — She tried to tell Mother
of what was in her mind, hut though Mother listened in a S3n35)athetic si-
lence, it was evident that she could make nothing out of the incoherent
account. Sylvia thou^t that she would try to tell Father, the next
chance she had . . . ^e would understand some things that her mother didn'll
althou^ Mother was always, always ri^t, and Father wasn't.”
Sylvia is thus represented as learning throu^ experiencing intuitdti
relations between persons and things. Character grows from an intelligent
reaction toexper ence.* * Later Sylvia asks her mother, '"TOiy, the last
time kunt Victoria was here - that long time ago - when they were all out
playing hall - she looked around and around at everytting - at your dress
and mine and the furniture - you know- the - the- uncomfortable way she
does sometimes - and she said "Well, Sylvia, - nobody can say that your
parents aren't leading you a very idyllic life."'"
The inuendo the child had cau^t. And when her father enters,
it we* he who realize* that she had, and Sylvia knew that he realized it
and that her mother did not. Such situations in sequence represent a
curve of emerging experience which is given significance - in fact, made
a curve - by Sylvia's imagination, which enables her to see beneath the
surfaces of things. And this imagination ev|^olves from an atmosphere of
healthy, democratic freedom, which prevails in the Marshall home.
Professor Marahall and his wife are of hardy New England stock
so that between the two of them a background is created which takes hard
work and self-service for granted, along with an independence of spirit
which implies a sense of moral responsibility to others. The "old Yankee
self-assertion and self-sufficiency" so offensive to Brooks because they
//Y
Althou^ Canfield is no Freudian, at least not in method, her novels bear
out the findings of Jung with reference to child psychology. (See p p.
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prevent us from '•working together and thinking together" gets Professor
Marshall, his family and his university out of, rather than into, trouble.
Por speaking his mind in his classes he is "investigated" by a committee
of the sta.te legislature. But it happens that he becomes an unintentional
leader in a rebellion for academic freedom, which in the highest sense,
the n^-Puritan sense, means a social concession to individtial integrity -
a recognition of the need of individual freedom to make the socia.l machine
run smoothly. This is ideal democracy, and if the focus is on "working
together" and "thinking together" to this end, there is no need of fear
for the future of danocratic government. This was the pattern, the examplj^s
i
Marshall was setting for his students in assuming the position he did.
It is not a pattern of rugged individualism, which leads to fascism, nor
one of maudlin humanitarianism, which leads to dead-average socialism; but
a pattern of intelligent individualism which implies a social obligation
to let the other person alone so long as he does not impair the existence
of one's own achieved integrity. And it was in working on behalf of such
a program that Professor Marshall gained the allegiance and codperation of
the newspapers and the tacit allegiance, at least, of his colleagues on
the faculty, together with the respect of his family.
Purthermore, in this conflict, are represented the two types of
Puritanism; English, philistine; and American, liberated. Por Marshall
had been attacking big business and he won. Thus Canfield throws neo-
Puritanism against the older Puritanism, Tirfiich is the only kind of which
Brooks is aware.
At about the time that The Bent Twig was published the "Rebecca"
books of Kate Douglas Wiggin and other "pollyanna" books were having their
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in a patch of austere Puritan weeds in the form of aunts and other ob-
noxious relatives; make her suffer under their rigorous regimen; and
then with a snap of the finger have them suddenly "become sweet, appre-
ciative old things on the strength of their finally seeing the shining
virtue of the lass when she is under duress of some horri'ble catastrophe.
In the case of the heroine, integrity is superimposed, not achieved
throng an intelligent reaction to experience, nor is the reformation of
the guardians the result of any ejperiiijential learning. It was omdou'bt-
edly this sort of Puritanism and this sort of stupid answer to its stuh-
"bom challenge that aroused the ire of such anti-Puritans as Brooks and
Mencken - and all the more, because these books were being la^uded by the
school marms and the exponents of the Howells system of criticism, which
postulated a Sunday-parlor morality as the criterion of a book's acc^ta-
bility.
But during all this anti-Puritan uprising Dorothy Canfield was
writing Understood Betsy , another realistic treatment of the psychological
growth of the child, under the guidance of a neo-Puritan discipline, up
throu^ adolescence and maturity; and The Brimming Cup and Rough Hewn , in
which the author, a writer of "history" in process of becoming and there-
fore, like Glasgow, aware of the constantly emerging problem of the pres-
sure of big industry and^the mad modern pace on the individual, shows the
restlessness brought on Neale Crittenden by this modem stir. Education,
it was shown, in his case was not able to cope with the problem because
of its antiquated attitude and technique. Still, throu^ it all, there
wa-s ever in the background the healthy family atmosphere which had given
Neale an unconscious sense of value. Finally, after the experience of
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seeing one of his business sxjperiors under the strain of an approaching
nervous collapse, he bids good-bye to big business; goes to Europe to think
it all over; discovers Marise Allen, who is failing to live np to the illu-i
sion of ’’getting culture” from a protracted stay in Paris; marries her and
brings her back to his Uncle's vacant Vermont farm, near where she herself
had originally sunk her roots, and determines to find contentment with her
as a coii5>anion of the soil, close to which, by nature, they belonged.
Thus rural life, hard work, Yankee persistence and independence, and mutual
sharing of chara.cter and cultural values are posed as the neo-Puritan an-
i
swer to the problem of the bourgeois Puritan confusion.
The Brimming Cup , a sequel to Roush Hewn , treats of Neale and
Islarise after marriage. Here again neo-Puritan forthrightness achieved
through an intelligent way of life is held "up as practica-1 ideal. Marise
has for a nei^bor a foreign musician, with whom, lured by his flattery of
her musical talent, she half falls in love. But in the end she honestly
discusses the problem with her husband, who tells her it is her problem, i
that decisions made from within are the only ones that count; and she de-
jj
cides against a violation of domestic loyalty. Thus again the Puritan
|
” self-assertion and self-sufficiency” so decried by Brooks, makes for ralheij.
than militates against a true codperativeness. i
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But the novel most akin to the "Rebecca" stories in subject, yet most
unlike them in treatment, is Her Son^s Wife . Herein an austere Puritan,
Mrs. Bascom, finding that she cannot inqpose her system of rationalized, but
not lived, morality on her son, Ralph, and his hastily~chosen and inferior
wife, Lottie, gives up her house to them and moves out, only to return undei
the oressing necessity of a turn of mind to make concessions to Lottie in
order to be in a position to give her child the parental guidance of which
the mother is incapable. But the turn of mind is gradually motivated by a
pattern of experience that begins to take on meaning to Mrs. Bascom as her
instinctive fondness for her grandchild begins to penetrate the hard crust
of Puritan respectability. The steps in the process might be outlined thus:
(1) The child looks like Mrs. Eascom^s dead husband whose picture she^
carries in her locket, given her by her husband, on the back of which is the
motto: "Character is destiny." (She had not understood this, although it has
challenged her; but now through its association with the identity in appear-
ance of the child and Mr. Bascom, its significance begins to be felt.)
(2) Mrs. Bascom, on seeing another woman dominate Ralph, realizes that
mere affection is not a reliable means of control.
I
(3) In her affection for the child she loses her self-pity. Thus with
the breakdown of selfishness, idealism dawns.
j
(4) Lottie *s flirtatious propensities bring a traveling salesman to the
I
house. Mrs. Bascom, on finding them together, realizes that the stale maxim'
which she has been trying to inflict on Lottie, "Where there ^s a will, there*;!
a way," does not always work,
j
(5) Ralph resents his mother's attitude toward Lottie, and Mrs. Bascom i
sees that it is futile to try to dominate her son.
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(6) But a complete adjustment to the circumstances is at this time im-
possihle, so the mother moves out of the house. After moving, however, she
sees her grandchild on the street, and taking her for a walk realizes that
she has "been cheated of a real childhood.
( 7 ) Overcome hy this, she returns to her old home, realizing that she musf;
make allowances for Lottie’s negligence.
(S) Lottie’s story of her past, Which: included hirth in the slums, no
mothering, and a helpless father, and which is climaxed hy the statement
that she was never a had girl until she met Ralph, makes Mrs.Bascom realize
for the first time that her son’s sensuality is due to her exaggerated af-
fection; that she is responsible for Lottie’s craving for cheap adventtine,
which is a compensation for a sexual maladjustment to her husband,
(9) Prom here on Mrs. Bascom assumes the real lesponsihilities of a motheij’
to the child, a right which Lottie, realizing her incompetence, is only too
willing to yield.
Thus is an integrity of character huilt up through the interplay of mind
and constantly emerging eaqjerience, so that an English, seaboard Puritan
is metamorphosed into a neo-Puritan. And in this way Dorothy Canfield
breaks down the romantic tradition of Puritan fiction, represented hy the
I
’’Rebecca” stories and allies herself with the realistic tradition initi-
j
ated by Hawthorne in The Scarlet Letter; just as Ellen Glasgow breaks down
,
i




Cable. The principal difference between these two realists lies in the dif-|
I
ference between a positive and negative treatment of a real problem. Can-
|
field, the product of an environment in which character has actually been
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how it is achieved; whereas Glasgow, the product of an Environment in which,
ccnparatively speaking, character is yet to he achieved, tradition holding
the upper hand, attacks the tradition with a whip-lashing satire. Bot^i re-
present life in process of becoming and are therefore modern; hut whereas in
the case of Canfield the process is in the direction of a practical idealism
in the case of Glasgow it is in that of a pathetic degradation. The former
|
!
then*" mi'^t he identified with the philosophy of Emerson, William James, and
Dewey; the latter with that of Spengler - except that it must he said that
her satire, springing as it does from a positive idealism, precludes the ejf
treme pessimism found in Spengler,
I
Another iii5)ortant novelist whom the critics have misinterpreted, or
j
better, have failed to interpret at all, because, again, being modern, her
perspective represents undercurrent issues rather than dead, traditional
ones, is Zona^ Gale, William Lyon Phelps, for example, in an introduction t«
her novel. Birth, identified her with Lewis, because she happens to deal, in
all her novels, with the same subject as Lewis, the provincial ’’boob." The
fallacy of confusing artists, (if LIr. Lewis may be precariously dignified by
such a title) on the basis of subject is so common with critics that Dewey
has elucidated'Hhe distinction between subject, subject matter, substance or
matter of the work, and topic, theme, or title. He says ;* "The" subject"
of The Ancient ierlner is the killing of an adbatross by a sailor and what
happens in consequence thereof. Its matter is the poem itself. The subject.-
matter is all the experiences a reader brings with him of cruelty and pity
in connection with a living creature. The artist himself can hardly begin
with the subject alone. If he did his work would almost surely suffer from
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1the woric; finally the determination of topic or theme.
I
j
"Antecedent suhject-matter is not instantaneously changed into the mat tel:*
of a work of art in the mind of the artist. It is a developing process "•'*
|
I
the artist finds where he is going from what he han previoulsy done; that is(,
the original excitation and stir of some contact with the world undergo suc*^
cessive transforraationo The state of matter he ha.s arrived at sets up de-
mands to he fulfilled and it institutes a framework that limits further
operations. As the ejiperience of transforming subject matter into the very
substance of the work of art proceeds, incidents and scenes that figured at
first may drop out and others take their place, being drawn "by the suction
of qualitative material that aroused the original excitement,
"The theme or subject, on theother hand, may be of no significance at all
save for purposes of practical identification."
Dewey then goes on to cite examples of persons who are satisfied that
they have achieved the epitome of esthetic satisfaction ^en they have i-
dentified a work of art by its subject and have dragged into their dilet-
tant appreciation of it such extraneous material as the biography of the
artist, the occasions which produced the work, and the "sentimental associ-
ations they a.rouse." All this sort of senseless activity (senseless from
an esthetic point of view, it ri^tly being of interest only to the biogra-
pher, historian, or psychologist) comes, it seems to me from the academic
habit of shying away from esthetics because of a difficulty of comprehensio::
of the subject and of the rigorous intellectual exercise that a pursuit of
it entails, and substituting for such exercise a "busied" preoccupation wit!;,
an easy but dubious and irrelevant classifying.
I
With respect to the general subj ect of their novels, Lewis and Gale
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are it is true, similar. But with respect to subject matter they a^e decided-
ly different because as personalities they are different. Lewis is concerned
only with superficial effects such as colloquial diction, and rhythm and
flickering speed, which giveSi his novels a certain degree of vitality, or at
least sensationalism. The perspective of a serious and intelligent ’’debun-
ker" has been erroneously attributed to him. Actually he is not the satiris1[
bringing his perspective to bear on the stupidity of man, but the buffoon,
preoccupied with whatever the public happens to be taking seriously at any
particular time. He prowls around with a fly-swatter looking for instances
of self-conscious Americans end when he finds his prey he wields his weapon
with dexterity, it must be conceded, of a seasoned bartender. And on a
wave of popularity, explained by the common human fS-lling (or is it a bles-
sing?) to feel that it is always the fellow next door who is the victim of tl.
swat, the money rolls in. There is a lack of perspective as between his
novels, as evidenced in the fact, for instance, that Myron Weagle, the chief
character in Work of Art , is a Babbitt treated with sympathy; whereas the
original Babbitt was presumably satirized,- although at the end of the novel
in which he figures, we are given to understand that he was not such a bad
fellow after all. This fact would give substance to the idea that there is
no consistent perspective within a given novel, as well between them all.
This point is better illustrated in Main Street , wherein Lewis makes more fun
of Carol Kennicott at the end of this novel than he does of Gouher Prairie at
the beginning; yet at the beginning, Carol appears to be his mouthpiece for
satirical jibes directed at the town.
jj
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I say "pseudo" , for his journalistic way of arranging his material so as to
give it a sensational emphasis and his tendency to give unrelated "chunks" of^i
life by chaotically sectionalized chapters, "chunks"
,
which in being Wchunks" li
do not represent the itay of life — all this, 1 say, Is not consistent with ij
the logical ordering of material that is found in Zola and Flaubert.
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at anyone who takes himself seriously - a fact which is home out hy an arti-
cle of Lewis’s entitled "Self-Conscious America," **in which he maintains the
unimportance of argi:.ing anything and says that it is fatuous to assume the
existence of a sincere writer with an esthetic purpose.
In contraftt with all this literary eshihitionism of Lewis's there is the
steadily developing perspective of Zona Gale, who, with penetrating, subtle
satire, exposes, on the one hand the folly of provincial Mid<ile-Westerners
who see only the surfaces of reality, and with deep syinpathy reveals on the
other hand, an inner fineness that exists beneath the superficial encrusta-
tion of herd habit.*** It is "Main Street" Americanism, for exanple, as re-
6 on.
presented by the Byrl, I. pi'P family in Miss Lulu Lett, that frustrates the
expression of an inner refinement of a pathetic spinster who lets herself bei
used as a menial by her relatives in the f household. It is this
,
same opporessive tendency in the form of Rotarianism which degrades the





he gradually falls a victim of pathological insanity, so that up to the age
of fifty-two his ephemeral existence has been a. mere preface to a life that
j
otherwise might have been abundant. Marfa Manchester in Borgia^is another |'
victim of a neurotic disturbance, which takes the form of a feeling of re-
j
sponsibility for the deaths of various people, who, Marfa thinks, would n
not have died had hhe not been in some far-fetched way responsible for the
situations that caused the deaths. Ironically enough, it is thou^t by her
family that a sojourn with her pathetically superficial cousins will put
her mind at rest; but their shallowness, of course, augments rather than
allays the psychosis.
** American Mercury fP-
***This latter purpose, half appreciated by sentimental and also hard-boiledi
critics, is responsible fdT her being praised and censured respectively as si
mairieiriir aentimentaHgty^ sto that between her being identified with Lewie’s •;
pseudo-satire on the one hand andhwith the Howells "finishing School" of
writers, on the other, there is little room left for an honest ctiticism
of her work.
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If the issue, provincial stupidity, stopped here with Gale, she aaight
il
he likened to Lewis, assuming that in just one instance he showed signs of
it
a clear-cut satirical perspective; or better, she might he likened to Ring
'!
Ij lardner, who delighted in using pathetic fools as Vi-ctims of his unremitting
ii microscopic irony. But in Gale there are always at least two characters who
i!
i
are not fools; one whose herd crust conceals an inner vitality and fineness
of spirit;* the other with a fineness of spirit already apparent, who acts
as an analytic and catalytic agent in bringing the former out of his spirit-
ual myouia; and it is this vitali^er who represents the author's perspective
which consists of the possibility of a birth of integrity through a spiritual
I
!
attunement with another person - a reception of mental vibrations from
another. Thus Cornish, a piano salesman establishes a spiritual contact
with Miss Lulu Bett when he expresses a sincere appreciation of her piano
playing, which had never before been appreciated by anyone. She had tried
to communicate her inner fineness to others by her music, lacking as she
did the power of articulation, but these others, living too much in a shell
,
of shams and conceits, had never responded. But with the entrance of
|
Cornish into her life her problem is solved. Music becomes the language of
spiritual harmony.
In Preface to a Life Alla Locksley succeeds in drawing out Bernard Mead:
so that he at least has lucid moments before he goes insane, moments in
j which he sees the folly of keeping promises made to his father before the
ii
I'
latter's death - just as if, as Alla points opt, the dead had any ri^t to
ij
I
ji control the living - and the folly of keeping promises made to Laura, his
i
ijwife, in the interests of loyalty to a marriage bond which required that he
Ii
I
spend the rest of his life in his native town and carry on his father's busi-r
^ ness, \thich waa distasteful to him, so that Laura could take care of her
i
*"This dull river,” as Hawthorne says (Seefp,<il ), "has a deep religion of its'
own; 80 let us t ruSt has the dullest human soul, though perhaps unconsciously!.
I
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half-Mvit mother,
I In Bo r<g:ia^Lawrence Brand, possessing a natural intellectual honesty,
' clarifies life for Marfa, so that the novel is "brought to a close with a
1
j
solution of another problem that had assumed pathological proportions:
tiv,— ileri
f Ici;^o&II&-'j'i.':x Itrjxj'ffl st ^niBCseeo<? e&rca'iE -. !:h'icZ al
£i jUiVf eBoIo B #ri^c*20 si Xt)vcn ‘=-d^ os ':c‘i 9 ‘i:il fidi'ixxulc
: Rficio^acqc'rq Xxox;goIoniBq &9Au/flS£! i^u* moX^c'xq 'ifexl^one ^'ic aoiixrXcs
"’My "body is Borgia - but I am not she. I am I. I have only to act
instead of her . . She ^oke of her body as a tool, a clay.
"He stood before her and exclaimed: ’Well, let's not talk about that
^
any more. I love you.
'
"Norr abrx^jtly she was aware of herself, that bri^t core, that I
of her discovery, motionless there beside that I which was Lawrence. No
more than that. She stared at him against a flashing sky and they standing
in the field throio^ which life many times ha.d surged and withdrawn. Two
cores of being, alone in the long procession of bodies. Being, trying to
be manifest.
"Now the isolation of her evil fell from her and she felt herself
with all the people, and they in the same case, free but bound; and with
that identical I, stirring to deal in life and not in death. i
"•Right, Marfa?' he asked. !'
"'Right, Lawrence,' she said only. They began to talk as lovers
;
talk and moved across lit fields."
It is in this way that the birth of what Zona Gale calls the h
allotropic self, is effected - that is, inner spiritual reality is to its
1|
allotropic outer physical reality as the diamond is to its aliotrope ^ carbon.
|
And lest, in spite of the almost self-obvious definiteness of the quoted
passage, the reader mi^t confuse this "spirituality in process" with ^
Oliver Lodge's "spiritualism", it may be well to point out that this process.'
I
worked out by Gale as an exercise in creative art, has its cormterpart in
j
Alfred North Whitehead’s "organism" - a theory whereby philosophy and sciencti
are reconciled throu^ a representation of currents of physical and intel-
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with currents of a ^iritual process.* Furthermore, the identity of
this theory of integration with Bergson's intuitionism and Spengler's life
in process of becoming is obvious. Gale represents the possibilities of
the Promethean soul to realize itself, not through experience as Canfield
would have it, but throu^ the emergence of a psychic adjustment that has
the potentiality of a democratic idealism in its theoretical assumption
that social station or education have nothing to do with the efficacy of
the process -• except perhaps that education mi^t make some of those in-
articulate, frustrated, yet inwardly fine people articulate and thus hasten
the process to its fulfillment.
Positively, (Jale then may be related to Wliitehead and other moden
thinkers who ha.ve perceived life as it flows beneath the hood-winking suir-
face which the ancient Greeks and modern pseudo-Greeks have naively odebrate^
in a physical (pseudo-psychological) cultism and in the English gentleman
respectively. Negatively, in her tendency to satirize those who worship
i
at the altar of superficiality. Gale may be related to Bnerson and his ideal
i!
democracy. (And this is not to say that Emerson was not modern in a positive
way as he actually was in his belief in life** as being in a constant pro-
cess of change. Hiitehead and others are more significant in this respect
only in their more exclusive preoccupation with their theory of life which !
itself, being part of the process which it affirms, has come more to be the
I
point in recent years, and thus has been given more s^nalytical attention
than Bnerson gave it.) When Emerson says: "If reason be stimulated to
more earnest vision, outlines and surfaces become transparent, and are longei'
I
seen; causes and spirits are seen through them," *** he is simply explain-
ing the process that takes place in Marfa Manchester which made it possible
* Process and Real i ty-Mat erial from lecture of Professor Post's. |
**
'Who looks \:5)on a river in a meditative hour and is not reminded of the j
flux of all things? Throw a stone into the stream, and the circus that
propogate themselves are the beautiful type of all influence. •fe' .1
*** (JW-
I
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for her to feel ’’two cores of ‘being, alone in the long procession of ‘bodies
.
Being trying to ‘be manifest.” Marfa had achieved thro-ugh her association
with and love for Lawrence the self-reliance that rebels at the pretense
j
of conformity - the integrity of the individual, which Emerson cele‘brates
i
in his essay Self-Reliance
.
I
Gale, in her satire directed at surfaces and in her positive
^
philosophically and psychologically * grounded solution of her pro'blem,
has done two significant things: she has ‘broken down the romantic provincial
tradition, which was based on a sentimentalization of the physical as op-
posed to the spiritual
,
(and more effectively than other more popular satir-
ists have done it) throng a consistently developed perspective; and she
has shown that it is possible to construct on the ruins of devastated per-
sonality a real, integrated personality that finds its origin in the stream
i
of inner life. Moreover, if there is any inroortance in being the first in
anything, as Lewis thinks there is, as manifested in his literary opportun- '
i
ism,** then Gale should go down as the first novelist to reveal Rota.rianism
!
as an authentic mental disease. But if Lewis had made this discovery, it
I
I
is certain that he would have treated the problem only negatively and as a
I
contribution to his fundamental belief that any self-conscious effort to do
anything, to cure anything, is folly. Ann«^ Vickers and Dr. Arrowsmith,
I
for example, both fail to find even the semblance of a realization of any-
j
thing of value that works in social service and medicine respectively.
{
i
This disparity between Lewis and Gale is due to a difference in point of
j
I
view. Lewis looks at life from the point of view of the mass and sees only'
stupidity and folly. And his types or composite characters represent this
,
I
folly. Gale, on the other hand, looks at life from the point of view of the
*Thi8 positive method of the treatment of warped personality has its counter-r
part in Jung’s four-step method of psycholanalytical treatment of neurotic !
patients: viz: confessional, explanation, education^and transformation. nJ
pp 15
^
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Just as Glasgow has "blasted the Southern aristocratic tradition,




provincial tradition of the middle west, Eo"bert Herrick has demolished the
frontier sentimentalism and put in its place a vital neo-Puritanism, which,
like Canfield’s, in5)lies a prime value in living close to the soil, "but,
unlike hers, asserts the supersession of a loyalty to the vital principle
of an ideal love of middle age over the more tangi"ble, less soaring
laj'^alty to the home and family. He does not, however, overlook - in fact,
he emphasizes - the irnportance of motherhood as a tempering force which
prepares women, upon reaching middle-age when their children are grown up,
for a vital career dedicated to the community. In fact the unfortunate
hardening of professional women with its tragic consequences (woirien who
have not experienced the prerequisite of a vital motherhood) is the theme
of One Woman's Life, The Healer, Cliimes, and The End of Desire, In Chimes,
I
for example, Jessica Stowe's ambition to be a teacher and scholar, although
I
a token of the liberated woman^is also the sponsor of an over-intellectu-
j
ality, which, tempered only by the vicarious motherhood that the governess-
care of children permits, causes her to be unresponsive to the advances of
male colleagues sincerely and deeply affected. In the same way The End of
Desire treats of the problem of the hardened professional woman. To i
demonstrate explicitly the implications of this psychological problem as ^
viewed by a psychologist and to show more clearly wherein this novel is a




"We might conroare masculinity and femininity with their psychic
j
components to a particular store of substances of which, in the first half .
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of life, •unequal use is made. A ma-n cons-umes his large supply of mascu-
line substance, and has left over only the smaller amount of feminine subs-
tance, which he must now put to ’use. It is the other way round with a
woman; she allows her unused supply of masculinity to become active*
"This transformation weighs more heavily still in the psychic realm
ij than in the physical. How often it hapuens that a man of forty or fifty
i
i
i| years winds uo his business, and that his wife then dons the trousers and
j|
j;
opens a little shop where he sometimes performs the duties of handyman.




consciousness after their fortieth year. In modem business life—especiallj^
I
in the United States—nervous breakdown in the forties or after is a very
I
common occurrence. If one studies the victims a little closely one sees
' that the thing which has broken down is the masculine style of life which
ii
held the field up to now; what is left over is an effeminate man. Contrari-
j! wise, one can observe women in these self-same business spheres who have
I,
developed in the second half of life an uncommon masculinity and an
i|
incisiveness which push the feelings and the heart aside. Very often the
ij
!|
reversal is accompanied by all sorts of catastrophes in marriage; for it is
not hard to imagine what may happen when the husband discovers his tender
feelings, and the wife her sharpness of mind.” ^ a ' •>
In the novel under discussion Ur.Redfield is a middle-aged man who has
"discovered her sharpness of mind", Hedfield is ready to give T:)p his med-
ical practice in New York and settle down to a quiet meditative life on his
Connecticut coimtry home in communion with the out-of-doors and Serena,
But Serena, a research medico, over-intellectualized and lacking the warmth
of affection that an earlier, less chaotic married life than she had

||
experienced would have given her, is indifferent to Eedfield’s wishes -fails
j|
to see in her association with him much more than a companionship that
i
affords an outlet for the ineluctable demands of uhysical desire and a
I
I
laboratory for an observation of the workings thereof.
I
The end of desire comes with the failure of an integration of emotion
{




compensated by the ever-constant demands of unconscious feelings. Serena
i|
[i Massey had not, and the reader anticipates the tragic consequences of her
i|
[j
hollow life, all the more tragic because she was unconscious of their
(XS
inevitableness. As Jung wo^old put it,* where Redfield was using intuition
1
as an instrument of perception for unconscious contents and connections,
I
such as is evidenced in his tendency to sink his roots in the Connecticut
I
!
soil or to breathe the free air of the ocean on a houseboat he built,
j
I Serena was using sensation as an instrument of perception for conscious
i
sensory processes as is manifested in her calculating attitude to sex, in
her scientific indifference to the fate of her children, and in her cold,
critical studies of pseudo-religious exhibitionism in half-civilized
. natives of the Caribbean.
I
It might almost appear that Herrick were unduly preocci:g3ied with sex*
|.
From the point of view of artistic decency possibly he is; but from the








ji monstrousness must be exposed by detailed analysis. But tliat he at least
j)








characters who represent his perspective of an integrated personality, but
j
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also in his direct statement of his perspective made 4®- one of his 'profajeco :*'
’’For life is, after all, nothing hut the capacity to assert a condition of
inner equilihrium within the transition of external circumstances, “ This is
not the statement of a pornographic writer, hut rather that of a Promethean,
a neo-Puritan, who like Jung** in his theory of conroensation and like Gale
in her theory of spiritual harmony perceives the necessity of inner balance
for the attainment of the good life.
Yet this is not the Humanist "good life" implying a vacuous stoicism,
hut the good life of the integrated doer and thinker who, as a live creature
permits the interaction of himself and his environment. Redfield's getting
out-of-doors as a way of meeting the prohlon of the tiresome earnestness of
philistine life in Hew York, the sojourn of Jessica Stowe and Professor
Claversine at a ranch*** - a sojourn that is as different in its authentic,
intellectual Americanism from red-hlooded, spurious Americanism of the
frontiers romantic tradition as Herrick's philosophy is different from
Winston Churchill's sentimentalism; and the active life of farming, hiking,
fishing, and discoursing^ which the ^Master of the inn" (of the hook of the
same title) prescribes as a successful cure for sick city souls - all this
is not the restless activity of romantic reverters to nature who seek
escape, hut the purposeful, positive activity of real persons who find that
they can wrest values from nature, not just lie hack and futilely wait for
nature to give them something as do those "charming people" who "go primi-
tive".
This is euroiric ism of the sort that Whitman and Emerson advocated and
which Dewey, their modem disciple, has proclaimed in all his writings and
has succinctly stated in his Art As Experience when he says?*** "In the
f living, attainment of a period of equilibrium is at the same
**
'(The psyche is a self-regulating system that maintains itself in equilib-
rium as the body does. Every process that goes too far immediately and
inevitably calls forth a compensatory activity."
***Chimes
****p.l7
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time the initiation of a new relation to the environment, one that "brings
with it potency of new adjustments to he made throng struggle,”
And the sick soul is cured not only hy the Puritan doctrine of work
hut also hy the modem psychiatric doctrine of the confessional, the prim-
ary stage in Jung’s treatment of neurotic patients,* which accon^lishes the
same result as Gale’s allotropic self-revelation and hy a similar method.
The Master of the inn, a doctor who gave medicine as a remedial agent,
clarifies the inner goodness of his patients in the same way th^t Alla
Locksley** and Lawrence Brand*** do in Gale’s novels. The following
sentence may serve as an illustration of Herrick’s relation to modem think--
ing also exenqplified in Jung and Gale:
” kt such times when the man came to remember it afterward,
the doctor asked few questions, said little, hut listened. He had the
confessing eari And as if hy chance his hand would rest on the man’s arm
or shoulder, Por he said, - * Touch speaks: soul flows throu^ flesh into
soul I
’’Thus he sat and confessed his patients one after another, and his
dark eyes seemed familiar with all man's woes, as if he had listened always
Men said to him what they had never before let pass their lips to man or
woman, wliat they themselves scarce looked at in the gloom of their souls.
Unawares it slipped from them, the reason within the reason for their ills,
the ultimate cause of sorrow. Prom the moment they had revealed to him
this hidden thing - had slipped the leash on their tongues - it seemed no
longer to he feared, ’Trouble evaporates, being properly aired', said the
doctor. And already in the troubled one's mind the sense of the confused
snarl of life began to lessen and veils began to descend between him and it
• pp, 35 - 42
** See p, 12.*?
*** See p45.|3o-*2i
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’Tor you inust learn to forget’, cormselled the doctor, ’forget day
hy day -until the recording soul "beneath yo-ur mind is clean, Tlherefore -
ifk*
work, forget, he new! ’ ”
And just as in Canfield’s Rp-ugh Hewn* Ueale Crittenden recovered from
the incipient threats of a nervous breakdown and finally ’’fo-und himself” in
a healthy interaction with the Vermont soil, so in Herrick’s novel. Dr.
Norton a s-urgeon, finds that after the Master’s siitple (yet difficult to
observe because it is so single) treatment he can perform operations again
with the precision and confidence that he had temporarily lost through the
fervid teuper of a city practice.
I have attempted to show in this chapter that certain American novelists
are dealing with live, -undercurrent issues; that these issues are of
emergent, individ-ual experience in American life that tend to fashion by a
selective process, determined by the intuited integration of stored-up past
experience and an immediate experience, a consistent perspective or
philosophy which is translated into a novel, used as an art form, with
character used as the symbol of the perspective. Every true artist in everj
field of art has something to say and disposes his objects, if he be a
painter, his notes, if he be a composer in such a way as to say it. But the
fact that the novelist disposes character through evocative words and synw
bols in such a way as to say something that is within him and say it
consistently is, for the most part, overlooked by critics.
Critics £t the present time, for example, preoccupied with a merciless
condemnation of the too psychotic novels of Eaulloier and Caldwell and the
pseudo-epic novels of collectivists**like TTolfe and Halper, overlook the
existence of the novelists of an older generation whom I have disc-ussed,
—
* Collectivism is the representation in a novel of a tronendous gro-i:p
(collective) force which thwarts the individual. In Wolfe it is the
meaningless madi^ modem pace represented by a pile of nat-uralistic
items; in Halper it is the machine.
See p.
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who q-jalify as stsjidard hearers of a healthy American Promethean tradition.
Mr* Canhy, for instance, apparently unaware of their ii]:5)ortance and assuiiH
:
ing that there was no development in otir literatiire concomitant with the
1
'
naturalism of Breiser, Lewis, and Hemingway speaks the following nonsense
j
i in a recent essay:* ’’But should it not he said that our balanced literature'
i
j
(especially in fiction), our literature where sanity, proportion, measure,
prevail, is too superficial for either great comedy or great tragedy? The
7ors?/te Saga of John G-alsworthy represents about the best we could do in '
j




and proportion in our literature, where could a better example of it be :
I
I found than in Ellen Glasgow? The characters being allegorical, form a
I ;
pattern of the author’s perspective, with the first generation representing





American, and the third generation the new, untamed freedom. And the
j
!• design is controlled and given point by one character such as Louisa in i
II










this is an Addisonian polish, liiiiihorto callsd aLtuiftluu lnj |W ' which gives
i
I
the effect of verbally stylistic balance. The matter of her depth, a
!i
jj







If we consider, on the other hand, Galsworthy’s Ifein of Property , the
jj
first book of the Porsyte Saga , we find the same Addisonian polish, althou^
|i
;
in a less marked degree, and the same balance in character, as evidenced iii
l! the chapter form - each chapter representing a panel or portrait of a
'i
i| particular character - so that the whole novel is brittle, dramatic, and
I
*
"Fiction "Tells 1^11” Harper August 1935 - p. 314
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lacking in the quality of life in process that the larger divisions in
Glasgow's novels represent. This framed quality of the chapters is
further accounted for hy a vagueness of perspective, which means that
Galsworthy had no controlling point of reference to give his chapters a
1
fluid continuity. The title represents singly a portrait of Soames Forsyte
i
i
’ who is a man of property, hut is just as bewildered at the end of the novel
as he was at the beginning. He, and all the other characters, are conqpara-
tively static, just as the idea behind the novel is. A problem is posed
and there is no solution - except Soames's wife's reluctant acceptance of
him after her lover, Bossiney, has been conveniently killed off; whereas in
the case of Glasgow the grim tragedy or satirical comedy in her conclusions
gives evidence of a deeply-felt and consistent perspective. Galsworthy
being an Englishman could never quite make his mind as to whether the
old or the new was ri^t, so he compromised. In contrast, Glasgow
evaluates both and instead of compromising shows that their wealcness is due
to a failure to discover the value of living one's own life - of learning
by experience and working out one's own pattern. A compromise can never be
lived.
Thus assuming that balance and proportion are what we want, here it is
in -America in the person of Glasgow;* but what she more importantly repre-
sents, the novel as an art form, should be considered too; for it could,
but unfort^imiately does not, serve as an exaji5)le, to which Canby might call
attention, for the "lost” younger writers to follow. If Canby and others ,
could thus see the li^t their criticism would take on a more positive,
constructive character,
j










* Eleanor %lie represents the same qualities with the same additional
modern qualities; but her importance is limited by the fact that she
wrote only four novels, and, furthermore, she is now dead.
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of the presvimahly "better journals who comes anywhere near measuring up to
the requirements of the ideal critic whose dimensions are thus set forth "by
Edmund Wilson:*
"Such a reviewer (the perfect one) should "be more or less familiar
1
1
with the past works of every important writer he deals with and "be a'ble to
!
write about an author’s new "book in the light of his general development
and intention. He should also "be a'ble to see the author in relation to the
national literature as a whole and the national literature in relation to
other literatures,"
Certainly a critic of such stature would never have made the fatuous
"blunder of Phelps** when he likened Zona G-ale to Sinclair Lewis and there"by
advertised a confusion never to "be eradicated from the minds of many
American readers to whom the good doctor is a god. Cleanliness may he next
to godliness, and no one (unless he he a quack psychologist, who looks for
evidence of over-conpensation in the most spotless exen^jlifications of
virtue) could call the spinsterish literary antics of this good man the
least hit immoral. But wisdom godliness. And wisdom in literary criti-
cism is lacking because of the presence of many disturbing factors in the
field of esthetics. Chief among them is^general inability to understand the
perspective of an author, first, throu^ an unawareness of there being such
a thing, second, assuming there is a half-conscious knowledge of its
existence, an inability to understand the symbolic method with which perspeci
ive is developed in the novel. It is, perhaps, not surprising that the
present generation of critics, inculcated with the tradition that the novel
is "fiction" and written to "entertain", should not look within it for a
symbolic representation of those undercurrent issues which I have attempted
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A history of symbolism in the novel might be written in terms of the
titles of novels. Snch a history, following the path of the ever-increas-
ing introspective tendency in our Western development, would represent a
trend from the concrete to the abstract. For example: Fielding used simply
the names of his principal characters,- Tom Jones, Joseph Andrews, for his
titles; Sterne, a little later, used his character’s name, Tristram Shandy,
with an ironical implication arising from the situation itself of his being
given a name; Dickens and Eliot continued, for the most part, the tradition
of using the mere name; but Thackeray in Vanity Fair, borrowing a symbol
from Bunyan gave it a new meaning,* for, whereas Bunyan had used it as an
allegorical reference to a world in which people acted as if they were at
an axjtufl.l fair, Thackeray used it as a more abstract reference to a world
in which people played their ordinary life roles but by implication acted
like BTonyan’s characters. Then when the novel passed through the prosaic
naturalistic phase of the later 19th century, there was a general reversion
to the mere name as a title; viz, Evelyn Innes. Esther Waters, Isttbel^*-
Clarendon, Madame Bovary, Nana, Sister Carrie, Jennie Gerhardt, etc.
Hardy’s titles s\ich as Tess of the D’Urb^villes, Jude the Obscure, and some
A
of the titles of authors who wrote the above books were, of course, symbo-
lic; but to the extent that the symbolic title was used, to the same extent
the writer was non-naturalistic.**
In America Emerson* s transcendentalism, which revealed the possibili-




**The reader will recall my discussion of the impossibility of a pure
naturalism (See page 1 0 0
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psychology of James Mark Baldwin* supplemented by that of Freud and Jung,
studies which gave specific information on the workings of the unconscious
in which symbols might originate - bolh gave rise to a symbolism which re-*
presented a creative answer to the challenge of an outworn naturalism. A
study of the symbolic titles of Willa Gather reveals the epitome of the
power of the created symbol. Her title accumulates meaning as the novel de-
velops, and so facile is her story-telling technique that this meaning e-
ludes the unwary reader. In the case of Death Comes for the Archbishop.
I
for example, the attempt of Father Latour to achieve his ideal, the restoraj^
tion of the Navajos to their own country, seems, -at the end of the novel, at
the point of conqslete and final realization. Actually, however, the reader
in 1927, ^en the book was published, knows that since 1875* which was the
date of the return of the Navajo exiles to their own country, the Indian
has lost all his native land. Thus death comes for the archbishop as a re-
lease from a life of certain disillusionment. There is no clue to the
author *s perspective except in the- symbolism of this little word, which, if
replaced by '’to,” would make the novel nothing much more than it superfici-
ally appears to be, an historical romance. Out of a life experience given
meaning with reference to death being that death is a release from the
shattered ideals of life that can exist ultimately only as memories rather
than as realities - out of this experience. Gather has created a symbol
that expresses a feeling which the body of prose narrative itself is in-
capable of conveying.
In the case of Gather ^s My Antonia the ”my*' is vague for about fifty
pages. Finally, the reader realizes that Jim telling the story
and that his Antonia is not his wife, nor his paramour (for he is married)
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but a symbol for the bleakness of his life, in spite of his financial suc-
cess - a yearning for a wife, who, unlike his own, wants to bear children.
I
\
Antonia is the symbol of the ideal woman with an inborn motherliness. Again,!
the symbolic title clarifies a vagueness inherent in the body of the novel, i
Even such a traditionalist as Edith Wharton, in spite of her antipathy
for modernism, has in at least one instance succumbed to its influence; for
her title Twilight Sleep is a symbol created to represent the tendency of
the modern age to seek the easy, although less effeptive, solution to its
problems and its state of being constantly half-anaesthetized. (This symbol
is derived s^iecifically from a character in the novel, who, flapperishly
modern, resorted to the “twili^t sleep" method of child-delivery.) In the
case of The Age of Innocence, however, Wharton siii5)ly takes the title of
Reynolds *5 academic painting and uses it as a conventional symbol that is
given no new meaning.
In contrast with the conventionalism, which is the product of
head rather than of the heart and appeals to the head in the way of its
i
calling forth a rational, one-to-one response to an established, outworn i
concept, consider the new meaning given to Ooldsraith*s poem, Woman , in
Ellen Glasgow’s title They Stooped to Folly . Goldsmith, ce^ressing the
neo-classical point of view with regard to the tarnished woman betrayed by
I
her lover, mawkishly says that "the only art her guilt to cover is to
i
die," Glasgow e^cpressing the modern point of view with regard to the same
problem implies by her symbolic title with an ironical turn given the sym-
bol by the circumstances in the novel, that though Aunt Agatha, a victim
of betrayal chooses to "die" by succumbing to the Victorian tradition of
burying herself in her room year after year, Milly Burden, on the other
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hand, a victim of the seme circumstances, yet a modern realist, chooses to
face the scornf\jl world with a vengeance, and irony directed at the southern
tradition "by the symbol is converted into sympathy for the victims of the
tradition which Goldsmith tqpheld.
In some cases the abstract significance of a novel is so transcendental
that no symbol can be found to express it, and the novelist reverts to the
original method of giving a title: using the name of the principal character
This is true of Gale'^s Miss Lulu Bett. Altho\:i^ the name itself might imply
that its owner was a sort of pathetic old-maid, still, even so, it would not
symbolize the author*s perspective. Since this was her first novel, it is
probable that her perspective was not sufficiently clear to her to call fort):|,
a symbolic title - a fact which appears to be borne out by there being less
emphasis on and detail given to Cornish*s part as a clarifier. Whereas, for
instance, Cornishes merely falling in love with Miss Lulu Bett is sufficientj
to reveal to her her inner goodness, in the case of Alla Locksley in
j
i
Preface to a Life and of Lawrence Brand in Borgia a detailed and almost de- j
liberate psychol^^Jfical study is made of the inhibited unfortunates with
whom the above characters are in love. And the increased depth and scope
of perspective implied by this development in technique was translated into
a symbolic title which defined the mental disease of the major character.
Bernard Mead*s pathological difficulty assumes such proportions that at the
age of fifty- two he lias enjoyed merely a preface to a real life that might
have been possible, in which his inner fineness would have expressed itself.
And Marfa Manchester’s psychosis is of the nature of a cortplex which mani-
fests itself in a morbid feeling of responsibility for the deaths and suf-
fering of others; hence the title Borgia, to defiaie the cocplex throu^ •
a symbolic reference to the infamous L-ucrezia - mistress of the art of




It is interesting to note that five* of Sinclair Lewis thirteen novels
have name titles - a fact which hears out a point already made** that a
loose naturalism w®i:th no definitely focussed perspective does not employ
the created symbol since there is little or no perspective from which a
symbol ooxiiHi he created.
/
In the same way that a consideration of titles gives a clue to the na-
ture of Western esthetic development and to the nature of a given author’s
esthetic development, (in each case titles could be represented as laid
fin the constantly emerging curve of human e^erience,) so the symbols
within the modern novel represent a more specific development of experi-
ence as a more immediate esthetic activity. ToTcatch the significance of the
symbolism in a novel is to be a creative reader. It is the failure of
critics to read creatively that is responsible for the shallow, muddled
reviewing that we have in this country. An explanation of creative read-
ing and of its implications is so well set forth by Dorothy Canfield***
that I quote her directly at some length:
” a body of creative-minded readers would lift the art of fiction
up to levels we have none of us conceived. With such a public of trained,
practised observers, fiction could cast off the encumbering paraphernalia
of explanations and photographs which now wei^ it down. There need be no
fear for the future of fiction if every one takes to being his own novelist
For then readers will not look in novels for what is never there, reality
itself. They will look for what is the only thing that ought to be there,
the impression which reality has made on the writer, and they will have an
impression of their own with which to compare that of the writer. Tliis
*This does not include Our Mr. Wrenn which, because of the presence of the
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will free the author forever from attempting the impossihle, hricks-without-
fitraw undertaking of trying to get life itself between the covers of a hook,
II 1 qiiite syn^jathize with them[preative readers^when they are imr
patient with the verbose literal-minded garrulity with which most writers
of fiction spread out clumsily over two pages that which takes but a flash i
to think or to feel. They think, and quite rightly, that what is slowly
written out in the inaccurate, halting system we call language, bears littlej





II There are for the creative mind no waste motions, no paragraphs
j
1
to skip, no compressions too bare, no descriptions too wordy, none of those
j
sore, never-solved problems of the writer who addressestnknown readers, 'How
much can I leave out? How far can I suggest and not state? How far can I
trust thereader^s attention hot to flag, his intelligence to understand at
a hint, rather than at a statement. What experience of life can I presup-
pose him to have had?*” ^talics mine.^
Creative reading or creative criticism, then, calls for the Promethean,
intuitive integration of the arrow-swift movements of the thinking mind and
the feeling heart." It is, as Canfield says, "that which takes but a
^Promethean^ flash to think or to feel." In short, the intuitive faculty
of the reader or critic must get the full implication of the succinct symbol
and fill in the gaps between the symbols.*
* This latter activity is what John Erskine in one of his recent lectures in
Boston called a discovery of the "free image." And he illustrated the prinr-
ciple by reference to a passage in his Adam and Eve wherein Adam's love for
Lilith is in process of rising to a level of consciousness. In the backgrouni
a cow is chewing her cud, Adam, after clumsy naive approaches, yet finding
himself falling more and more under the spell of Lilith's charm, finally, in
default of articulateness, lets action in the forrc of caresses and kisses,
which become increasingly ardent, speak for him. And with this, "the cow,"
Erskine says, "looking at them over the fence, stopped chawing her cud."
Between the two instances of the cow's mentioned langvuage, to be sureis used to e :!q)ress mental activity symbolized by word and gesture. But what *
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/Wn.en Dorothy Canfield poses the question, ”Kow much can I leave out?”
^
she suggests something that goes a long way to explain why critics have
failed to discover for readers what she is trying to say in her novels; for
4^ac.r
she does “leave out a great deal - so much in peas* that if the reader is not
aware of her subtle use of interspersed, condensed statements as symbols in
her novels, he will fall into the same error into which R.R.Blackmur has
fallen in referring to "The Brimming Cuu as "an able but vac\ious novel, "and
which causes him to agree with a Mr. Clark, a Humanist he qxiotes, that in
this novel there is "the higher will, the will to refrain from experience
with a vengeance,"** Probably what Mr. Clark has in mind is Marise Crit-
tenden’s refraining from having an affair with her neighbor, a foreign ar-
tist: but what he fails to see is that in Rough Hewn, the novel to which
The Brimming Cup is a sequel, and in the latter novel itself, a hardy ex-
periential pattern has shaped the character, a pattern bom of an intelli-
gent reaction to and use of experience while abroad (the experience here
being unfortunate and being of a negative value) and while working out her
destiny on the Vermont farm with Neale (the experience here being of a
positive value,) And it is this strong background of experience, not some
vague sense of "the higher will," which causes her to refrain from the futiL
pseudo-romantic experience of an affair with the foreigner. Thus the novel
Mr. Clark feels so satisfied with because of its Humanistic inplications is
really in its inport the antithesis of Humanism, or what might be termed
ejperiential realism*** or pragmatism, which is anathema to the Humanist.
The error in criticism here is due to a failure to catch the signlficanci
of situation and condensed statement or symbols of the author’s perspective.




*(cont.) mechanism of words, is created, which gives a meaning to the situa-
tion which the reader, by seeing a connection, a relation, based on his own
life experience, between the symbol and thesituation, discovers.
**y-y "The Discipline of Humanism^* p, 2.‘f(see next page)
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a perusal of the outline of HerSon* *s Wife* in which it will he seen that
a sequence of significant experiences of Mrs. Bascom cause her gradually to
emerge from her hard Puritan shell and in which it will also he seen that
motto (in the locket her dead husband had given her), "character is destiny'
>!/»/</•
symbolizing as it does, at first, ^Bascom* s troubled conscience - troubled
because she is only half?consciously aware of its meaning - takes no more
meaning as the stoiy develops. Even more subtle and difficult to grasp be-
cause of its condensed form is a statement at the very end of Part 1: "Mrs.
Bascom walked from the four walls of her house into infinity.” This states
ment is a symbol of a complete mental collapse. It indicates that the old
j
I
must be torn down to make room for the new. It is easy to imagine the great
1
number of pages many garrulous authors would devote to a detailed explana- *
i
tion of this phase of Mrs. Bascom *s experience.
j
There are certain similar situations and incidents which Canfield uses
in many of her novels to symbolize sometimes the same thing. and a familiari-
ty with the fact of their existence should at least call attention to there
|
being a key to an -understanding of such an author. Marise Allen, for in-
stance, in Rp-ugh Hewn, after devoting many years of her childhood to an ar-
duous st\idy of piano, out of which she had got nothing in the way of a real
j
I
appreciation of her own playing, suddenly in a mood of tragic despairili, hears
mentally or esthetically the music she is playing, and for the first time
she senses the significance of music filling a room with its soTind and sees
that it can, in the same way, fill her life. Without this occurrence her
heart would have remained closed to the later protestations of love made
by ITeale Crittenden. Likewise, Sylvia Marshall, in The Bent Twig , having
been brought -up in an atmosphere of music in the form of chamber-music con-
certs in her own house, attends her first synphonj" concert and is so inw*
***(cont.) Definitive realism is a term that might be used to describe the
method (as distinguished from the perspective) of the experiential realist, i
Definitive realism is realistic detail \ised for a purpose, in that it is all'
obviou sly that the reader is not -oermitted to indulge in creative activity as he reads
z pe -
* See pages— |Z-3 -
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pressed "by the s-uggestive power of the nrasic, and it sets up in her such a
feeling of communion with her father, who a short time before had been tem-
porarily oblivious of her existence, that "At the end, ‘Oh, Father - oh, .
Fathei^’ * she said under her breath, inploringly, struggling to free herself
from the muffling, enveloping sense of imminent disaster. He pressed her
hand hard and smiled at her. It was his own old smile, the father look
which had been her heart’s home all her life - but it was infinitely sweeter
to her now than ever before. She had never felt closer to him."* Musical
appreciation then, as symbolized by these situations, is a matter of achieve*'
ment, which when it bursts -upon the musical auditor awakens his or her emo-
tions so that a syrrpathetic understanding with another person is established ,
Music, to Canfield, is the most powerful expression-language of the Prome-
thean soul.
Situations in which upper-middle-class people are thrown in contact with
I
those of the 1 ower-middle-class are used to symbolize the democracy of the
former. "The Marshall children played, for the most part, with the children
of their neighbors, farmers, or small merchants, and continued this humble
I
i
connection after they went into the public schools, where their parents sent
them, instead of to 'the* exclusive private school of the town. Consequent-
ly the plainest, sinplest clothes made them indistinguishable from their
fellows."** When Matie of The Deepening Stream meets her sister Priscilla
at the station, a dignified but frustrated teacher in a private school who
has come to visit Matie, the expressman is introduced to Priscilla, who ob-
jects to this unseemly conduct on the part of her sister. But Matie replies
that the expressman is her husband ^s second cousin and that anyone can have
an expressman for a second cousin in America and that, further, there is no
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Such, use of detail would appear to he only a conventional local-color
technique (as many critics apparently think) were it not for the fact that
used consistently, which would imply a purpose, and the fact that
they relate obviously to the author's perspective which is appreciated from
a studied acq'uaintance with her hooks and critical essays.
For the most part, then, Canfield uses the method of representative
character and representative situation* as a means of expressing the philosoj"
phy in the art-form of the novel. Her representative realism, however, is
well syioholized hy the literary, transcendental symbol, ”the deepenir^
stream,” one of her titles, ^ich signifies the tendency of the deepening
stream of human experience to carve out a meaningfxil pattern, in the mind of
a
the intelligent maturing person, of a sound, pr^lgnatic individualized charao'
ter just as the stream carves a pattern out of its tanks as it matures. Sue!;,
a theory of individual morality, implied hy a factual, contextual** symbo-
lism in her novels, represents the Promethean propensity to discover meaning
in es^eriences correlated hy intuition. Thus the individua.1 works out his
own peculiar destiny, hut he is representative in the sense that as he de-
velops, he selects from the store of common experience (that is, e^qjerience
his fellow-beings have had) those elements which serve his own particular
purpose, Neale Crittenden, for erairole, finds thatthe way of life on a
Vermont farm, which is part of the store of universal, human experience,
works for him.
Because of the hold forthri^tness of Canfield's style, the lack of
frequent cleverly^turned phrases, which so characterize Ellen Glasgow's
writing, for example, and the infrequent use of actual literary symbols
(as distinguished from the situation or statement as symbol), her style, it
must he admitted, lapks charm and sparkle. Her skill lies in her atructirre
I hat
* See pages 3^5 -
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only. Zona Gale, on the other hand, uses every conceivable kind of symbol-
ism, and, in addition, employs an ironical turn of phrase that has the
sparkle of a diamond, only, it is a diamond fashioned into a stiletto which
rips asunder the mummified layers of sham, vanity, and materiality.* Some-
times the symbol is used as a satirical device, as when clothes symbolize
the tendency of her characters to perceive only the surfaces of things, Ai>
Mrs, Crumb'., for example, in Faint Perfume goftw W hwr romuvu--her
A
"merchandise," "Tweet" Crumb, her daughter-in-law, has no child but would like
one to put pretty dresses on. Sometimes this same symbol is used in an im-
agistic technique wherein a character is pictured in a given situation and
clothes stand for the ironical significance of the situation, **as in,
"Barling’s faultless clothes now rose from the piano bench " *** or
"Laura, in a black gown admitted him, and because she wore- a black gown,
and her hat was off, and she answered the telephone, every one who called th^t
day would leave, he knew, with the tacit news of the betrothal. "**•* (this to
indicate that Laura, taking advantage of the situation of Bernard’s father’s
death, used clothes to force Bernard into a compromising situation which
•Carlyle’s sympathetic treatment of the honest craftsman is similar to Gale’ii
feeling for the inner fineness that lay within some of her characters: "for
in thee too lay a god-created form, but it was not to be unfolded; encrusted
must it stand with the thick adhesions and defacements of Labor; and thy bod;'
like thy so\iL was not to know freedom." ( Sorter Resartus- "In Praise of
Those TTho foil." Cfs Marshall Pitt in Birth . AljLQ_j5.er-p5^e—
—
**It is obvious tha,t Gal© is using the same symbolic concept of clothes as
does Carlyle in Sartor Resartus . What she does Is take his philosophic idea
and apply it, through the word used as symbol, to pathetic automatons, whereby
it takes on a more vital meaning than it possesses in Carlyle’s Abstruse use
of it in connection with Diogenes Teufelsdrockh. Thisfact alone, of her
spring in the same philosophical idea with a man of Carlyle’s caliber shotOLa
be sufficient to dispel the misconception of her early blurb-writing review-
J
ers that she is a sentimentalist, I
*** Preface to a Life , p. 237 i






woiild necessitate his condescending to have marriage intentions announced.)
This sort of symbolism and imagism is, both in intent and substance, like
that of Amy Lowell’s Patterns where the "stiff brocaded gown," worn by a la-
dy, mourning theloss of her lover in war, as she walks through the garden
assuming various romantic attitudes, is used to keep intact the inner feel-
ing she has for her lover which can never be expressed except in the world
of day-dreams.
A still better example of imagism that uses glasses, instead of clothes,
as a symbol of the superficial, within the image, is found in Borgia; "There
stood Beach without glasses, looking as if some one had translated him
into another language,"
Freudian symbolism Gale enroloys in connection with complexes that de-
velop in her frustrated characters. Bernard Mead in Preface to a Life ,
sexually, as well as spiritually
,
thwarted by a Mlure to marry Alla Locks-
li
ley to whose nature he is personally attuned, develops a "structure complex
originating in his vocation as a lumber dealer, which his super-ego* , repre-
sented by the pressure of his family and of his fiancee Laura Hawes and pre|
vailing over his "id" and ego_, has induced him to take uu. Objects assume,
to his mind, a three-dimensional quality that causes his head to swim after
the manner, possibly, of the genius painter in his moments of hipest in-
spiration, It is as if he possessed stereoscopic eyes. Solid structure
thiis becomes the symbol of an esthetic over-condensation for the frustrated
ei^d^sssion of "id" and ego, or better, the "id" with the ego^as its direc-
tive force, which his marriage to Alla would have permitted.
As Freudian symbols of Bernard’s rebellion against his superficial
Eotari.anism Gale uses "coffee, yeast and bacon," articles which hekeeps
mentioning, their mention being followed by the query
,
stated or implied,
Freud defines the super-ego as an urge arising from conscience and tredi-
w
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I•'Why do we ha'^'^e to live like this?”
Another manifestation of Bernardos complex is an acute sense of motion
or flux^^heneath the conscious surface of life. Sometimes this feeling is
induced hy the infinite coursing of the grain in wood (structure), and the
grain itself "becomes a Freudian symbol of the aberration. But at other time
this feeling is induced by more remote and abstract agents, which become
transcendental symbols of the feeling. The provocative agents are (1) the
corpse of his father, (2) Alla Locksley, and (3) beautiful music. The
following passages vividly describe the sensations in the respective order
given: (l) "He stood fast in a web of the sense of his father. And in-
3
! ^ Lp
stantly he was aware of motion finer and swifter and brighter than anything
that he had ever known a.s motion - so fine and swift and bri^t it was that
it quivered like the wings of a humming bird, and itself seemed motionless.
For no more than a flash he was able to uustain this awareness, but it left
him shaken as by the power of a stupendous word. What was that word? Was
motion life? Had his father passed to another way of motion and no farther
than that (see next page)
(2) "Qjuiver of heat-freighted air, beat of flesh, pulse of blood, flow of
breath, tremor of thou^t what was he, what was Alla, but these;
these and a fainter, farther pulsation ... He groped for her hands, looked
away from her, and for a flash he seemed to shake free and to merge, his
motion and hers, with the motion of all. "****(?. 89) (see next page)
(3) "Mead cried; ’Something extraordinary. As soon as you sing everything i
in this room appears to move, you everything here moves differently '
when you sing.’"
As the wind had run throu^ the room and made motion, as
closed doors had changed it to a glassy pool, so these soigs seemed to
•(Cont) Virginia (Quarterly, Review rOct.l93U.p.p. 529-^^ 70 ) it iq wi tbproblem of integrating the "id" anojego anr enlisting ^neir^ combinU^VorJp
the super-ego that Gale is concerned,
**
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raise it to another degree of motion. The air and its contents, so inert to
the mere eye, he could f eel heating, in the violence of these onslaughts.
"
(p.237)
Gale, through the medium of an abnormal mind whida perceives an inner
reality and using the suggestive devices of poetry to clarify it, is re-
vealing in art form what Whitehead explains in philosophic form in his
Process and Reality . This is a perfect exan5)le of an ideal combination of
philosophy and art.
Like Canfield,” Gale iises a contextual** symbolism - a cumulative detail"
which relates to her perspective. There are sequences of drab family dis-
cussions of the weather, food, clothes, and solecisms, which in Dreisler
would remain drab to show how drab life is. In Gale they are used ironically)
I
to show how drab life can be in the case of people who worship the superfi-
j
cial - who allow a crust of sham to shut in an inner fineness. And to give
j
I
her satire more point she employs the stylistic device of the undecorat ed,unH
qualified "he said” and "she said" interpolated espressions in dialogxie.
***(cont.) An oral reading of these passages will reveal an alliterative
quality and onomotopoetic cadence - the alliteration suggesting the repe-
tition of motion and the cadence suggesting the motion itself. What we have
here is a suggestion, throu^ art, of Befigson’s idea: "T/hat is real is the
continued change of form; form is only a snapshot view of transition,"
When such an idea is stated or e xolained an inevitable incoherence
results as when Gertrude Stein says, "A generation shows that moving is ejsm
i sting, and that is most important. If the movement, that is, any movement
is lively enough, it is enought to know that it is moving, even if it is not
moving." wonder if it is necessary to stand still to live. I wonder
if it is necessary to stand still to write a novel. I wonder if you know
what I mean. I wonder if I know myself. I shall know when I write that
novel." (Interview - Boston Herald - lTov.20,193^) Gale has written tha.t
novel
,
and in so doing has given to the idea of flux a significance that
only an art form can give it through its suggestive power and that science
fails to give it through e:q)lanation. But even Stein, in these bald state-
ments, is using suggestion throu^ repetition and cadence. The lived*^
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Against this contextual symholism, with its satirical implications, she
throws the transcendental, clarifying poetic symholism already discussed^
which represents an inner truth discovered in her characters' lucid ideal
moments. "The Cultivation of poetry," Shelley says,* is never to h e more
desired than at periods when, from an excess of the selfish and calculating
principle, the eccumutulation of the materials of external life exceed the
quantity of the power of assimilating them to the internal laws of human na-
ture. The body has then become too unwieldy for that which animates it."
This is the challenge that Gale answers with her novels.
Because she runs the whole gamut of symbolic usage, she may be regarded
as the highest common of modern literary technique as found in the modern
American novel; and it is for this reason that I have chosen to discuss her
work in some detail.
/ T "r
As against this creative symbolism of the modern novelist there is the
conventional ^holism of the traditional novelist like Edith Wharton. Characff
ter, instead of being the symbol of a lived reality as it is in Canfield and
Herrick or a psycho-reality (tha,t is, the reality of the inner life) as it
is in Gather or Gale, is sin5)ly the symbol of the hard-set aristocratic tra-
dition, Her characters for the most part are sin^sly allegorical**puppets
who obey the dictates of the tried rather than the compelling necessity of
achieving character through experimenting with the untried. Kate Clephane,
for example, of Mother's Recompense is the same sort of thwarted nitv>wit
at the end of the novel, in her turning to religion and going to Europe as
* ^ Defense of Poetryy
**Her allegorical use of characters must be distinguished from the allegory
of other novelists like John Erskine and Eleanor Wylie, traditional
.
only in
the sense that they look to the past, but use the past allegorically to re-
flect on the present - so that the allegory consists in an idea or a working
out of a pattern of ideas rather than in charactar-itaelf as i s trua af 4he
strictly modern novelist. Erskine ‘s Private Life of Helen of Troy, for ex-
ample, was originally entitled The Biography of an^Tdea . a' more fitting titli
than the foraer which the publisiaers insisted on, to represent the workinp- nof an intelligent scheme of life. symbolv^c4 hv 4 0
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r-ij ^iotxtT^sr'7r-.3500xO^^‘'‘^^^-^ xandtix vlSpni^lrr ac: c-Ir-t^
t;.c bedl^fcrenrndsTp eilX x^Giav d as n&
/escapistic repentance for her failure to give her child proper attention, as
she was at the "beginning when she is discovered in Europe leading a gay, ir-
responsi"ble life. She is the symbol of what h^pens to the woman who does ni
play the aristocratic game. And poor Fred Sanders is the type hero who is ev
dently willing to sacrifice himself to the principle of aristocratic pity,
"by marrying her. Character does not develop; it does not even change. It
is, therefore, nothing "but a symbol of the unchangea'ble, the static.
Wharton* s more specifically literary symbol is usually either silly or
conventional. It never appears in a concatenated relation with other sym-
bols to represent the curve of the author's perspective. Thus life is repre^
sented as a series of static entities rather than as in process. There are
fatuous symbols of aristocratic decorum such as the family Jewels, which Ann
Clephane * carries to her mother when the latter has been given the privileg^
by Dame Clephane to resume her position as head of her family. There are
conventional symbols such as in A Son at the Front, when, to indicate that
George Campton is relieved to find his father syngpathetically understands
his not wanting to spend his last night with him before going to the front,
Wharton has George going off whistling, (The much vaunted psychological ob«
servation^of which Wharton speaJcs** Should tell her that whistling is often
a sign of acute nervousness; and that only superficially could such a symbol
be used to call forth the conventional happy man response from the reader.
It is plain that the conventional symbol, standing, as it does in a "one-to-
one” relation to its reference, is no more capable of conveying to the read-
er a sense of vital reality than is the language of the doggerel of newspapei
verse.) And in the same novel the war is frequently referred to as "the
Furies" - the Greek symbol of the inescapable which has lost its vital char-
acter through use.
••symbol of Babbitt, both opposing it. This sort of allegory in idea, modem
Decause the idea is in constant "process of becoming," was anticipated by
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/The conventional symbol, unless it be given new meaning through its connec-
tion with a new experience, has no part in modern writing. Certain writers,
like Christopher Morley, however, traditional in the sense of his using fan-
tasy as a substitute for real experience, which he has not the capacity to
create anything from, use the conventional symbol in a sort of mock-heroic,
burlesque way. Morley*s Parnassus on Wheel s, for example, as a title, sym-
bolizes a clownish attempt of a quaint, befuddled neo-classicist to carry
’’culture," to the "American peasantry" in the form of a wagon-load of books
which he peddles. It is the ineluctable tendency of the writer who feels the
futility of repeating traditional ethical formulae, to escape into fantastic
burlesque. Sometimes, however, as in the case of Branch Cabell, there is a
consistency of perspective in the fantasy (which must be given due credit)
which is lacking in Morley,
In spite of the rather fatuous symbolism in the modern novel which uses
traditional elements to convey a traditional point of view, still, it can be !
I
i
seen, that since Fielding^s time the novel has developed significantly in i
technique. For, whereas Fielding, for the most part developed his perspective
in interpoloated chapters by statement , the modern novelist develops his per*4
\
spective in a symbolic representation of character, thought, and act by es~
|
thetic s\i4e:a'estion. Suggestion is the language of art; statement the langriage
I
of science. Thus it is obvious, if the novel is any criterion, that art is
moving in the direction of creativeness rather than in that of scientific
mechanism, as Spengler wo\ild have it; that, especially, through the develop-
ment of symbolism in the Symbolists, of transcendentalism end intuitionism
in Emerson and Bergson, and of psychological revelation in Freud and Jtmg, aif
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creative period is in process, greater than any other creative period in
our history "because of the more widespread circulation' of literature and "be-
cause of its more conscious focus - of all of which Spengler seems unaware.
And the fact of the novel’s being a criterion, would, it seems, have to be
admitted by Spengler, since, as he maintains, all the arts in a given period
j
reflect the same fundamental spirit. For the novel to manifest the Prome-
|
thean tendency exclusively would be in^ossible. George Grey Barnard’s early
statue, ^ Feel
^
Tvt'p Natures^ Strug^lin;:: TJithin ^ is an attempt to integrate
body and soul; and his Lincoln is a realistic, unsentimental, but sy115)3,thetic
a
j
study of the Emersonian sort of American. It is an egression of pr<Ogmatic ’
idealism - the mouth and chin symbolizing a practical determination and the i
eyes expressing a vision tenroered by syiipathy and experience, i
i
But less limited in scope because of the nature of the medium are thi
murals of Thomas Benton, representing the history of Indiana. In a deep,
|
startingly-rounded three -dimensionalism which emphasizes American candor and
frontier ruggedness, Benton represents the failure^ of practical and corrupt
American to heed the stale eloquence of antiquated social ameliorators. One
panel represents a Catholic priest lookinginto the heavens while he blesses
an Indian, and in the background a frontier brawl over a woman goes on. In
another, a political parade, a carnival, and a ^oon scene depict characters
who are immune to the preaxihing of a college graduate in cap and gown, whose
academic "trainer” seated before him, is meticulously making a copy of a map,
And in each case the disposition of objects is subtly related to the whole
meaning of the panel - there is a design there, but without a sense of the
meaning of the picture it is not discoverable.
Just as Zona Gale has been condemned as a sentimentalist by the cynics
and as a drab realist by the conservatives,? so, as Thomas Craven points out"





has Benton been hranded a che.uvinist hy the Beds and a Bed hy the conserva-
tives, Modern art in America, as I have already said, has a conscious fo-
cus, but thus far criticism, especially literary critieism, has failed to
discover it. One reason, a failure to understand the t echnique of symbolisEji|i
I have discussed in this chapter. Other reasons I shall attempt to eluci-
date in the next chapter.
'V'zeszco •;c' n ivne sayf* -d-f y,d taldlvc'':‘.tj .?. ns^^cf rro^nst’'
-o'i pjLfcioacicc r f;3£l , ' x.ra svfri 1 er. , C:i':t9!nA iii ^xa mofioJi! .ravixf
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The pathetic inadequacy of American Critics to meet the challenge
of understanding the novelist is revealed by various diatribes in current
journals in which the critic "passes the buck” to one of two groups: the
American writer or the American reader. It is seldom that the critic sub-
jects his standards, encrusted by tradition as they are, to criticism.
The idea of criticism^ which came to the fore for a time with the publica-
tion in the last decade of books emodying the idea, is now lau^ied at as a
A
sort of curious pedantic paradox.
Thus, in ^ite of what the authors I have taken up have done in
the way of making an art form of the novel, each in his or her own unique
way, Mary Colum smuglysays,* * "Considering the retrograde literary formulas
to which we have clung, the truth about us modems who have worked such
miracles in science seems to be that in three-quarters of a century we
ha,ve invented so few ways of espressing ourselves in language that litera-
ture in our times is in a bad way indeed - sterile, ana,emic, in a rut.
Except for the achievements of Joyce and Proust in the novel, what have we
to show in the way of invention?"
Thus the critic's inability to find the very thing for which she
is looking and which it is her business to find, is rationalized into a
condemnation of the writers.
Henry Seidel Canby, on the other hand, admitting the (dubious)
value of the Babbitt type of books, which if it has any real perspective is
merely a negative, satirical one, uses American readers as his scapegoat:* *
"In spite of the very considerable literature which shows how deeply the
Imagination of the American writer has been touched by the, failure of BabbiJ
* "Among the Younger TTriters" - Forum Nov, 1934.
* *Editorial- "Sat. Rev. of Lit." Nov. 10, 1934.
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... to choose the kind of life which his judgment approved, in spite of
ten thousand sermons thundered at our spiritual aimlessness, the American
public seems curiously unaware that a criticism of its sense of values
exists. . . . our public is not a book-reading public; indeed, in propor-
tion to the amount of reading done and the size of the population, it has
become alarmingly less and less a book-reading public.”
This sad condition, I maintain, is not so much due to the stupid-f
I
ity of readers as the inadequacy of critics to interpret the meaning and
j
method in modern American literature, as it has become more and more complesj
in an effort to interpret a civilization which is becoming increasingly
complex. When, for example, a novelist of the calibre of those whesn I
j
have discussed publishes a novel, and the reading public is e:^osed to a
criticism (?) of it, which conwists of a pseudo-literary exercise on the
part of the critic to display all his most hi^-sounding but meaningless,
undefined adjectives and epithets in default of his having either read the
novel, or at best, having understood it, the reader, still, after having
read the review, being unaware of the novelist's purpose, cannot be blamed
if he fails to buy or read the novel. At least, an intelligent reader can
be fooled only once by this ruse.
Furthermore, if we consider the fact that the reader -ba-fr beenA
given nothing by his college professors in the way of a background for an
appreciation of the novel except in the form of a series of lectures on a
"taste for literature", which the lecturer himself may not have and which,
if he does, is of little value anyway, we may ask the same question. What
price reading? Novels must be creatively read or there is little in them
for the reader. The creative experience of the novelist must be re-exper-
ienced by the reader if the novel is to have any real significance for him.

I io 6
Then, if he has creative capacity himself he may correlate his own life
i
e^erience with that of the experience of the novelist and thus, himself, !
I
become a creator. The first activity initiates the reader into a vicariou|i»
IX
"
creative e:q)erience and pennits him to know better his fellow creature, as
Carlyle ^ats it;* the second makes him a creative artist, who is in a po-
sition, as a result of the exercise of his intuitive faculty, to work out
his own "design for living". And who, more than the critic, should assume
the responsibility of initiating the reader into the possibilities of such
a plan?
j
It is the first duty of the critic to be definitive. Such
j
I
loosely-used, undefined terms as "beauty, "** ‘Inspiration, " "realism",
j
1
"truth", when used by the critic, should be defined in terms of his pers-
j
pective or standard. There is too much time wasted in and confusion re-
sulting from arguing and trying to determine what this critic means by
j
"realism" and that one by "truth". Often times, the critic means nothing
|
by it or perhaps two different things by it in two different places - in
short, the word may be used to masque an inability to determine what a givei.
author is trying to say.
Errors in classification also represent a smoke screen that con-
ceals an inability to understand a novelist. I have already called atten-
tion to the faulty bracketing of Edith Wharton and Ellen Glasgow*** and
Sinclair Lewis and Zona Gale.**** And there is the further error of
classifying novelists according to a scheme of sectionalism. Merely be-
cause, for example, Canfield, Gale, and Glasgow use as their backgrounds
New England, the Middle-West, and the South respectively, it is assumed
that they are merely provincial, local-color writers, lacking a broad pers-
* See p. (fH
** Ogden & Richards ( The Meaning of Meaning) give 15 different ways in which
this word is used by modem critics.
*** See p. ^
**** See p./^^
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pective. Canfield, as I have shown, * uses what superficially appears
to he local -color, actually as detail related to perspective. ind that
the perspective itself is not limited to a sentimental attachment to the
New England mores is manifested in the fact that in Bou^ Hewn , for
example, French culture, with which the author is familiar throu^ having
lived many years in France herself, is held np against New England (or
better, American) culture; with the implication that the former, because
I
of its en5)hasis on a tongue-in-the-cheek chivalry, is incapable of supply-ij
ing the needs of a personality nurtured on Bnersonian integrity. I qual^'
ify "New England" by "American" for pragmatic idealism, which is the per-
spective of this novel, is a representatively American philosophy, and is
not limited to New England.
Furthermore, the emphasis that Glasgow and Gale, like Canfield,
|l
put^on the essential need of "lived" rather than superficially acquired
character could hardly brand them as provincial. What all three of these
I
novelists rebel against is whatever there is lacking in their particular
section to give essential character a chance to exist or grow.**
Critics, incapable of discrimination and, unconsciously at least.
aware of their inadequacy^ indulge themselves in a preoccupation with all
sorts of elements extraneous to the art of the novel, such as the biograph;
of the author, as it does not relate to an understanding of his perspective;
historical materials which are used merely to give the incidental effect
of verisimilitude or life - likeness and which do not relate to perspectivj^;
and an exclusive consideration of verbal style, which is always of secondai^y
importance. Seldom or never is it that a critic attempts to point out
I 0> (j>
See pp./^ o -/ /
*
"Exist" would apply more to Gale and "grow" more to Canfield and Glasgoir,
since Gale is not so much concerned with the idea of character being achie^fed
throu^ experience as with its being allowed to arise from its dormant sta^e
and throw off the cloak of superfi^ality throu^ a process of a psychic
attunement to another, already emancipated character.

! (pj
the author's perspective in a novel he reviews, to relate this perspective
to the author's general intention revealed in his past novels, to compare ,
this general intention with the tendencies in the national literature, and,
finally, to compare these tendencies with those of other nations.*
The Humanist critics, of course, confusing as they do the old pros<
romance which Dryden defined as the novel,** with the novel as it is known
today, are in no position to judge this form of literature. When they do,
which is seldom, they make the error of lumping all novels together as
naturalistic or romantic, failing to realize that such a form as an inter-
pretative novel (one with a definite perspective) exists. And like the
Eotarians, whom they vociferously condemn, they are inclined to think that
the novel is to he read for entertainment only. In fact it is the hahit
of both these groups to regard all art as something to he taken up in one's
spare time, as a sort of antidote to j^rayed nerves hrou^t on hy the cares
of a busy world. A man may take up as a hobby "art”, philately, poultry-
raising, or ni^t-club prowling and be looked upon as one who has discovered
the meaning of the ”good-life". And under the heading of "art" there are
plenty of novels that can compete on the same level with the other hobbies.
1 Such novelists as Tarkington and Hergesheiraer
,
who have no perspective to
1
:
"disturb" the "hobbyist", who rely for their literary effect entirely on and
*
itive and visual realism**respectively, and for their popularity on their






** To Dryden the novel was "a narrative of passions involving especially lov
j




*** I refer to Tarkington' s single milqgn ability to record slang and
! colloquial speech and Hergesheimer ' s single uni-qne- ability to describe in
i
i."
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unqualified approval of many of our best critics and thereby have been put
1
in a position to flatter the vanity of those who read them - such novelists,
I say, are often successful even in keeping a man away from the cinema
house one ni^t a week.
But again, the fault is not so much with the readers as with the'i
1
1
critics, who, lacking any critical discrimination, give the readers to
understand that there is value to be found in such novelists. This is eveh
more true of tlie critical tendency to call novelists like Dreiser and Lewis;
powerful writers of "human documents" (whatever that critical tag may mean);
Such persiflage is insidious, for it makes the reader think that he is
reading something of the profundity of Tolstoy. Actually, in the case of
Dreiser, especially, he is being taken in by a confusion of profundity and
ponderosity. Dreiser is ponderous, as an examination of his tomes, filled
with such items as the exact cost, to a penny, of iriiat a character paid
for a new suit, will testify. But he is not profound, unless it is profourj^
to attempt to work out in the most laborious fashion the philosophy that
man is considerably lower in intelligence than, and is just as much a victim
of "chemism" as his brother, the amoeba. But the recognition of a perspec-
tive in Dreiser, regardless of its lack of ethical or real significance
j
(and I mean "real" in the sense of there being an inner reality that is not
a part of mechanism), is sufficient to throw some critics into a state of
ecstasy. The explanation of the strange phenomenon of their giving Dreiser
a hi^ rating and their being more or less indifferent to the novelists I
have discussed, lies in the fact that Dreiser's perspective cannot be missed
since he rubs one's nose in it; whereas the perspective of the others is
developed subtly in an art form.
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In most cases, however, the American critic is apt to lianp philoso-t
phical perspective with didacticism "under the heading of the "purpose”
novel, and either praise or condemn it according to whether he he himself
I
1





naturalism should be put in the same class since, being non-esthetic, they
!|
ij
are communicative - the one communicating a system of morality; the other
ji
fact. Whereas the creative novelist is not communicative except by im-
plication, since in using the symbolic method to work out his perspective
I
he is evoking in the reader a feeling, an attit"ude to his perspective, his
,
pattei*n. To convey Isnowledge and to create esthetic form throu^ the use
of esthetic symbols are two different activities, as I have shown "under !'
ii
another heading.* It is a fail"ure to distinguish between a Wells, or an
I
IJ^ton Sinclair, on the one hand, and a Canfield, Gale or Herrick, on the
other, that has caused much critical confusion.





of the American novel is the inability of foreign critics to "understand the




measure American literat"ure by their own standards. The idea, for example,
:
of practice-l ideadism, which has real meaning to us and which, as I have
shoim, is the basic philosophy of Canfield and Herrick and, by implication
j|
the basic philosophy of Ellen G-lasgow, is to the foreigner nothing but a
|
j




ideal? A familiarity with Emerson would give the answer.
i
There is thus in foreign co"untries an unawareness of an American i
j
j
spirituality. "Babbitt" to them is the only American, and their awarding
.j
i I
i the Nobel Prize to Sinclair Lewis testifies to this fact, for certainly the Ij
bookhas little literary merit. Another proof of tha aama thing Ilea In .
* See pf> - 77
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the inclination of English critics to regard Ellen Glasgow as our greatest
novelist, simply on the basis of her Addisonian style. The consistent
implication in her novels that the Southern tradition frustrates the effort
to achieve character throng vital experience escapes them entirely - as it
has escaped even American critics who have bracketed her with Wharton.-^^
Unforttinately America, being young as compared with Europe, suffer
from a cultural inferiority complex and is inclined, in some academic
quarters, at least, to lend an attentive ear to forei^ criticism. We
have beg\in to cease aping Europe in sartorial styles; why can we not begin
to assert ourselves with respect to art, which is decidedly more vital?
America, with her progmatiree, close-to-the-soil philosophy,
which is as yet all too dormant, can be awakened to a realiza,tion of her
possibilities as a true cultural leader, if a strong enotigh esthetic is
I
developed to perform the task. One all too inportant militating factor
that must be reckoned with before criticism can get anywhere, however, is
the insidious circle of popular demand established by publishers motivated
i
by the all too prevalent profit motive, who insist, once they have set this
standard, (which they are not prone to admit) that they have to give the i
public what it ”wants”. A good example of a publisher's interfering with
the esthetic intention of an author is found in Erskine's being forced to
change a title from The Biography of an Idea to The Private Life of Helen
of Troy.** Thus does a title which symbolizes the author's philosophical
purpose have to be changed to a title which would lead the prospective reader
to believe that he is going to be let in on a spicy scandal. And, what
with Erskine's use of colloquial speech for his customarily apotheosized
characters, which is very misleading as to the author's real intent, how
are even certain intelligent readers to know after they have read the novel
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what his real purpose was?
TFhen critics, publishers^ and readers awaken to the significance
of the novel as a modern art form, which derives its form from an intuited
sensing of life as in a constant process of becoming - in short, when true
I
Prometheans appear on the intellectual horizon - then, and only then, can
the novel be looked to as a means of setting a "design for living" in the
way of its inducing an attitude to the significance of human experience.
And the hope for such an eventuality lies mostly with America (with whose
culture Spengler is not familiar) where the shackles of European tradition-
alism were only recently thrown off and where the creative spirit has more
of a chance to function than anywhere else in the world.
Some may feel that the drama, and the cinema (when it
finally achieves its esthetic aim) can better serve the purpose
which I have assigned to the novel. But a consideration of the
intrinsic nature of these forms will show that the opposite is
true. Both are limited in technique by the nature of the me-
dium and by circumstances concomitant with dramatic production.
For one thing, in drama action must supersede character devel-
opment sinae the effect of ^he latter can be appreciated onl^^
thr -Ugh expressive statement and symbolism—effects which can-
' not be readily understood in drama because of its fleetingness,
’"hile ihe meaning of one statement or symbol is being thought
out by the audience, action, in the meantime is going on. T he
audience, then, c-.uld never keep up with a transcendental, in-
1
tuitive process of a playwright. The best the cinema can do,
I
as li'.- 1 ing’aiohed from the ^^rama, is to impress wibh its col-
!
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Furthermore, plays are written with the idea of average group
understanding in mind (The author must not hecome too trans-
cendental for the average person in his prospective audience);
whereas the novel is addres'^^ed to the individual, who not only
may he of better than average intelligence hut also has time,
as a reader, to let the author’s thought sink into his mind.







It has "been iioy purpose, in this thesis, to investigate Spengler’s
challenge to modern art - which consists of an insistence on the fact thatj
the creative impluse in the West has hiimed itself out, "being replaced by
an intellectual mechanism as distinguished from an intuitive idealism, h
on which the creative impulse feeds. I have attenpted to show that final-il
ism (by reference to Bergson) and Hijmanism not only do not answer the
challenge, but actually share with mechanism a common admiration of the
i| static, the lifeless - both being .grounded on intellect*
ii
'






the soul of which is now flowering in the West unbeknown to Spengler and h
the Humanists, because for one thing they scrap psychologjr, which has
helped to reveal it. -And this Promethean soul has made and is making its
most understandable philosophical appearance in the writings of Carlyle,
James, Baldwin, Emerson, Wallace, Jung, 7?hitehead, Dewey, and Bergson;
and its most understandable esthetic appearance in the modern American
novel, A feeling of the significaD.ce of this undercurrent force involves
an intuitive attunement to the idea, which forms even the basis of
i
I
Spengler ’s philosophy: life in process of becoming, which has its scien-
I
tific counterpart in the theory of relativitj/’ wherein time is introduced
as an element in measurement.
Not only are the novelists whom I have discussed as Prometheans
aware of the existence of this force, as evidenced in their representation
i.
ii of it in the characters they portray, but they also are aware of it as
evidenced in their intuitive symbolic method of creating the novel, Tlius
they are keeping in step with life as it advances in both perspective and ||
li
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method. Thus also are they ty exan^jle calling attention to the necessity
of the individual's getting in step with the heat of the modern life currenifi
so that he may discover, in his own way, the means of mailing an art of
living.




connection for the following reasons: 1) America, being a new country, is
!
in a position to keep abreast of modern tendencies, being comparatively '
' \ I
I













of the philistinism, give the world an art form 3) America, where
||
ji pragmatism was bom, is in the best position to attune itself to the modem'
l| !'
il tender which rests on the theory of life in process. So that if there is
!| 1
'





'I It therefore would behoove our Humanists and sophomoric Bohemians
i
I





stop bemoaning the fate of modern America, and to inquire into its inner !,
j




achievement rather than continue in their present course of a negative
,1 futilitarianism. '
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